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Abstract

Naturally driven ventilation terminals (wind vents) offer a way of improving 
comfort conditions while reducing building carbon emissions. The device sits on 
top of the building, trapping the air at higher velocity and delivering it into the 
interior of the building. The current cross-ventilated design combines the 
velocity, pressure, and density of air to produce wind driven ventilation. 
Currently there is scarce research investigating the performance of these 
devices in the United Kingdom (UK).

This thesis provides a performance evaluation and optimisation of a 
commercially available building ventilation terminal (a benchmark) in the UK. A 
systematic review and optimisation of the device's geometrical components has 
been carried out using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and far-field 
experimentation.

An extensive literature review was carried out to provide the framework for this 
investigation. Building on existing (developed) research techniques, the 
knowledge gaps identified in this subject area, were isolated and examined 
thoroughly.

A new methodology for creating and dynamically modifying CFD models using 
complete wind vent geometry was devised. Using this technique the wind vent 
was subjected to systematic geometrical variation to establish the contribution 
of each component to the overall performance of the device.

The research used full scale Far field experimentation to validate the CFD 
models of the wind vent. The Far field experimentation provided greater 
accuracy (0 - 0.08m/s) for this application, when compared to other validation 
techniques such as wind tunnel experimentation (0 - 0.15m/s).

A new empirical methodology was devised for predicting the airflow through a 
wind vent. The empirical method was based on two dimensionless coefficients 
(0.44 and 0.3) found through the CFD experimentation research carried out.

The investigation established the device is capable of meeting current British 
Standards Institute (BSI) guidelines, and is therefore suitable for UK 
applications. The BSI recommended 0.8L/sec of fresh air per m2 floor area. The 
benchmark wind vent geometry delivered 1.1 L/sec per m2 of floor area with an 
external wind speed of 1m/s (UK average was 4.5m/s).

The key geometrical components (in isolation) were identified as the louver 
angle, distance between louvers and the number of louvers (now subject to 
patent number 0809311.4). Each of these geometrical variations provided an 
increase in performance over the benchmark case in the range of 27 - 45%. An 
optimum configuration of these parameters did not deliver the same increased 
performance range as the isolated case. However the optimised combination 
case increased the internal air movement rate using 50% less material than that 
of the benchmark geometry.
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Nomenclature

A = cross sectional area of the opening (m2)

Aw = effective area of the open window (m2)

c = flow coefficient [(m3/s / Pan)]

Cd -  the discharge coefficient

C = static pressure coefficient

Cp-yw -  wind pressure coefficient of windward surface location (positive)

C lw = wind pressure coefficient of leeward surface location (negative)

Cp-miet = static pressure coefficient at the inlet

Cp-exhaust = static pressure coefficient at the outlet

Ci = coefficient depending on window opening or position of mass
flow rate as indicated

c2 = buoyancy constant (0.0035 m/s2 K) or position of mass flow rate
as indicated

c2 = is the pressure-jump coefficient (1/m) in Equation 5-1.

c3 = wind constant (0.01 m2/s2) or position of mass flow rate as
indicated

C4 = position of mass flow rate as indicated

g = gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s)

H = height of the opening (m)

hL = head loss (m/s)

k = turbulence kinetic energy (m2/s2)

KL = loss coefficient

Ki = constriction loss coefficient

K2 = expansion loss coefficient

•

m = mass flow rate (kg/s)
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Am = thickness of the medium (m)

n = flow exponent

Ap = pressure difference across the opening (Pa)

P o = standard pressure condition for dry air (101325 Pa)

Ps = stack pressure (Pa)

P w = wind pressure (Pa)

Pww = positive windward pressure (Pa)

PW1 = negative leeward pressure (Pa)

APinle, = inlet differential pressure (Pa)

P internal = internal differential pressure (Pa)

P  exhaust = exhaust differential pressure (Pa)

APs = differential pressure losses of the solar collector (Pa)

APi = differential inlet pressure (Pa)

APj = distributed differential pressure (Pa)

APe = exit differential pressure (Pa)

Q = mean volume airflow rate (m3/s)

R = ideal gas constant (8.3145 J/mol K)

t = time (s)

T = thermodynamic temperature (K)

To = standard temperature condition for dry air (273K) or a given 
outdoor reference temperature

T, = indoor temperature (K)

AT = mean temperature difference, outdoor - indoor (K)

u = x - momentum (kg m/s)

V = velocity (m/s)
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= y - momentum (kg m/s)

= effective wind speed (m/s)

= site mean wind speed (m/s)

= time-mean wind speed at a given level (m/s)

= z - momentum (kg m/s)

= direction vector 

= direction vector 

= direction vector 

= vertical direction (m)

= point in the vertical direction (m)

= point in the vertical direction (m)

= difference between two vertical points (m)

= fluid density (kg/m3)

= standard density condition for dry air (1.29 kg/m3) or a given 
outdoor reference density

= indoor density (kg/m3)

= kinetic energy per unit volume of reference wind velocity 

(kg m/s2)

= dissipation rate

= permeability of the medium (m2)

= fluid dynamic viscosity (kg/ms)



Abbreviations

Sick Building Syndrome SBS
Display Energy Certificate DEC
United Kingdom UK
Home Information Packs HIP
British Standards Institution BSI
Building Services Research Information Association BSRIA
Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning HVAC
Computational Fluid Dynamics CFD
Reynolds Averaged Navier- Stokes RANS
Japanese Building Research Institute JBRI
Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers CIBSE
Building Research Establishment BRE
Robust Parameter Design RPD
Integrated Building Management System IBMS
Air Handling Unit AHU
Indoor Air Quality IAQ
Fog Liquid Glycerin FLG
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Ventilation of occupied spaces places a vital role in the health and well-being of 

both the occupants and the building itself. Well publicised building related 

illness such as Sick Building Syndrome (SBS) have increased public awareness 

of the necessity of a fresh air supply to their places of work.

There are two methods of ventilating occupied spaces, natural ventilation and 

mechanical ventilation. Typical examples of natural ventilation are windows and 

doors. Mechanical ventilation uses equipment to generate or move airflow. 

Typical examples of mechanical ventilation are fans and air conditioning units. 

Architects in conjunction with building service engineers are charged with the 

duty of ensuring adequate fresh air supply to buildings.

As shown in Figure 1-1, the most common and widely distributed solution to this 

issue is the use of mechanical air handling units and air conditioning systems. 

These systems are effective and reliable and offer reassurance to the designer 

that the fresh air requirements will be served adequately.

Figure 1-1 Typical cross section of an air handling unit [Iklem circa 2000]
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Mechanical ventilation systems require a significant proportion of the building's

energy supply. Until recently, the energy usage of buildings has not been an

issue due to energy being in ready supply and relatively cheap to obtain.

However, a combination of diminishing energy supplies and international

treaties to cut carbon emissions have seen energy prices soar and government

legislation tighten.

The Kyoto protocol came into force on 16th of February 2005 with the United 

Kingdom (UK) government pledging to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions to 

12.5% below 1990 levels by the year 2012.

Museums, galleries, town halls and government buildings must be energy rated 

and display them to the public in the form of a Display Energy Certificate (DEC). 

Visitors will be able to see the annual carbon emissions of each building as a 

measure intended to encourage energy efficiency improvements to public 

buildings, help cut costs to the public purse and lead the way in cutting carbon 

emissions. The ratings, based on the consumer-products energy labelling 

system, apply to all public buildings, shown in Figure 1-2.

More energy cfficierrt

I I Zero CO.

L
2006 Part t.

Sluck Avo

Roling 302

Loss energy efficient

Figure 1-2 Building ratings system [Energy report circa 2005]
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The regulations stipulate that Energy Performance Certificates for homes must

be included in Home Information Packs (HIP), which the government says will

help home buyers reduce energy costs by an estimated £300 per year [Energy

Performance of Buildings Regulations, 2007].

The UK housing Minister further underlined the government's commitment,

"We must all work together to cut carbon emissions. More than 40% of carbon 

emissions in the UK come from buildings" [Clover 2007].

Mechanical ventilation systems are an integral component of building design 

and performance. These systems offer a substantial opportunity for reducing 

energy consumption and increased overall building's performance to engineers 

and designers.

Natural ventilation refers to the fresh air supply from outdoor (the macro-climate) 

to indoor (the micro-climate) through non-mechanical methods. The British 

Standards Institution (BSI) has devised a code of practice for supplying fresh air 

via non-mechanical means to ensure that this approach is not to the detriment 

of the building's occupants [British Standards Institution 1991]. Non-mechanical 

methods are commonly employed in buildings by strategic positioning of 

openings to allow fresh air to enter and the inclusion of air bricks and roof vents 

to allow the stale air to exhaust.

The orientation of buildings can be used to gain advantage at the design stage. 

Spaces prone to over heating, like offices, can be built with a north-facing 

aspect to reduce the need for air conditioning [Bone, 2007]. Building south-
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facing homes maximises so-called "passive solar gain", using the sun to heat 

rooms wherever possible.

The UK Prime Minister (2007), pledged to build five new "eco-towns" including 

100,000 new homes in carbon neutral communities built on old industrial sites. 

Buyers of new zero carbon homes qualify for tax relief on stamp duty. The 

government says the regulation is designed to "encourage micro-generation 

technologies" [BBC News 24 2007A]. House builders are actively seeking to 

integrate these technologies into new developments to gain a competitive 

advantage.

Wind vent

Figure 1-3 Illustration of the United Kingdoms first "Eco-home" [BBC News 24 2007]

In 2007, the UK unveiled its first zero emission home that set the environmental 

standard for all new homes in the future. The design, unveiled at the offsite 

exhibition in Watford, meets rules to be applied in 2016 that aim to make UK 

homes more energy efficient (Figure 1-3). Among the features in the house is a 

roof mounted wind vent for summer ventilation [BBC news 24 2007B].
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Eco-technologies are being driven by the government to achieve its Kyoto

commitments. The eco-town development includes the use of wind vent devices

to provide summer ventilation, a system that is common in hot, arid countries

but relatively new in the UK. This could be due to the over reliance on

mechanical systems or the climatic differences making the device unsuitable for

the UK.

Some places have special climates because they are near a change of surface, 

as at coasts and near mountains or local water bodies [Lamb 1976]. These 

sources of topographical modification of the general climate give rise to 

characteristic differences of climate between eastern and western countries. It 

is clear that the application of a predominantly eastern eco-technology to the 

UK climate requires careful consideration and thorough investigation.

1.1 The wind vent

A roof mounted natural ventilation device offers a way of improving comfort 

conditions while reducing building carbon emissions [Building Services 

Research Information Association 2005]. The device sits on top of the building, 

trapping the air at higher velocity and delivering it into the interior of the building. 

The current cross-ventilated design combines the velocity, pressure, and 

density of air to produce the wind driven ventilation.

Commercial wind vents are divided into quadrants, which allow fresh air to enter 

as well as stale (used), air to escape irrespective of the prevailing wind direction. 

There are two driving forces for the wind vent. The primary force provides fresh 

air driven by the positive air pressure on windward side, exhausting stale air
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with the assistance of the suction pressure on the leeward side, shown in Figure 

1-4.

LeewardW indward

Figure 1-4 Cross section of a wind vent, showing the effect of external wind pressure

The secondary force is temperature driven and termed "the stack effect". The 

density of air is less as temperature increases causing layers of air to be 

stacked. The internal and external temperature difference (micro to macro 

climate) drives the airflow through the ventilator. If the external temperature is 

lower than the internal temperature, then the buoyancy of the warmer air 

causes it to rise and exhaust through the unit.

1.2 Research objectives

The main objective of this work is to systematically examine the components of 

a wind vent and their relative contribution to its effectiveness as a fresh air 

supply system in the UK. Moreover, it is to assess the ability of a standard
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commercially available product to meet BSI guidelines, and to determine a clear 

methodology for optimising the performance of the unit. Furthermore, to apply 

this methodology to enhance the capabilities of integrating the system, within 

building services, and promote its use as a viable eco-technology. This 

research work will:

• Verify and validate Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) model's analysis 

for the study of a wind vent device

• Collect high quality full-scale experimental data for CFD validation

• Demonstrate the devices ability to meet BSI guidelines

• Determine the key geometrical components to enhance performance of 

the unit

• Assess the suitability of the wind vent as an eco-technology for the UK

1.3 Methodology

Robust Parameter Design (RPD) is an approach to product realisation activities 

that emphasises choosing the levels of controllable factors, or parameters, in a 

process or product to achieve certain objectives [Montgomery, 2005]. This study 

used this general approach when designing the experiments to generate data in 

an efficient manner.

The parameters investigated (Figure 1-5) were the control damper angle, 

external louver angle, the number of external louvers, the distance between the 

external louvers, the effect of using cross dividers, the use of a low-powered fan, 

and an optimum configuration based on the preceding investigative results. In
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each experiment, the measured response of the wind vent with respect to 

velocity, pressure, and internal air distribution was analysed.

Low powered fan

Cross dividers 

Control dampers-----------

Figure 1 -5 Identification of the wind vent component geometry

To achieve the research objectives, and complete the investigations, both CFD 

and full-scale experimental work were used and structured as illustrated in 

Figure 1-6.

Louver

CFD modelling

Results/ Validation

Field testing

Design/build 
test facility

FLUENT
processing

Experimental
investigation

Numerical
investigation

Intelligent Natural 
Ventilation

Conclusion

Figure 1-6 Structure of intelligent natural ventilation study
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1.4 Thesis structure

The thesis is divided into nine chapters. Each chapter provides detailed 

information on the relevant subject area and its contribution to the research 

project as a whole. A summary of each chapter is listed below:

1. Introduction; provides the background to the research, and the 

requirement for further knowledge in this subject area. The wind vent is 

introduced with its basic operating principles, research objectives and 

methodology are defined.

2. Literature review; summarises the available literature in the general 

subject area, and research specific to wind vent devices. A 

comprehensive examination of published materials established suitable 

investigative tools and identified the research gap to be filled.

3. Natural ventilation; examines the physics of natural ventilation. The 

forces that occur during the process are presented and the empirical 

formulas to evaluate the effect of these forces are discussed.

4. CFD theory and modelling; describes the numerical algorithms used in 

CFD modelling and presents the simulation process. Introduces the 

computational domain, boundary conditions, and CFD techniques 

employed for this application.
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5. CFD results; presents the results from the CFD investigations in tabular 

and graphical forms. The CFD results and the findings of each 

geometrical variation examined are discussed thoroughly.

6. Experimental set-up; describes the experimental work carried out, 

including the instrumentation, and the complete experimental model.

7. Experimental results; presents the results from the experimental 

investigations in tabular and chart forms. The experimental results and 

the findings of each geometrical variation examined are discussed 

thoroughly.

8. Validation of CFD model; compares the CFD results and experimentation 

work carried out. The accuracy of the CFD simulations is established.

The level of accuracy is validated against other published work in this 

area.

9. Conclusion and recommendations; the research objectives are evaluated 

against the research findings. Potential future research in this subject 

area is identified and presented.

1.5 Summary

This chapter presented the background to this research, and introduced the 

wind vent device under investigation. The research objectives were clearly 

identified as was the methodology. The thesis structure has been introduced 

with a brief summary of each chapter.

10
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2.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to review previous research and literature relevant to 

the current study of a natural ventilation device, the wind vent. This chapter is 

followed by a discussion of the physics associated with natural ventilation and 

the fundamentals of computational fluid dynamics in Chapter three and Chapter 

four respectively. The literature review consolidates methodically, related work 

in the field on natural ventilation and in particular the wind vent device. In order 

to identify the research gap to be filled through this investigation, a review has 

been conducted to establish proven simulation and experimental techniques.

2.2 Natural ventilation in buildings

Traditionally natural ventilation was the way all buildings were ventilated. The 

use of windows and doors and also the air leakage rate, due to the materials of 

construction, provided adequate fresh air supply. However, as insulation and 

construction materials improved the airtightness of the building envelope, a 

mechanical solution became a requirement. Mechanical ventilation has 

numerous drawbacks leading engineers and architects to revisit natural 

ventilation techniques.

"Natural ventilation seems to provide an answer to many complaints from users 

concerning mechanical ventilation. The main complaints are that mechanical 

systems appear to be noisy, to create health problems (sick building syndrome 

is usually associated with mechanical Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning 

HVAC systems), to require routine maintenance and to consume energy. In 

contrast, natural ventilation is preferred by the occupants, since it is energy
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efficient (no need of a mechanical system), it can be easily integrated into 

buildings and it provides a healthier and more comfortable environment if 

integrated correctly" [Santamouris and Allard, (2002)].

The British Standards Institution (1991) gives recommendations on the 

principles which should be observed when designing for the natural ventilation 

of buildings for human occupation. The standard does not attempt to address 

thermal comfort aspects of ventilation such as indoor air movement, 

temperature stratification, or exact position of ventilation openings. However, it 

does provide recommended ventilation rates/fresh air supply according to 

occupancy levels and floor area.

Letan et al. (2003), investigated the use of natural convection in a vertical 

heated duct, as part of a multi-storey structure. Experimental and computer 

simulations were performed in a scaled-down laboratory model with an 

electrically heated plate used as the transfer medium. The authors compared 

both simulation and experimentation measurements of both temperature and 

velocity within the duct and achieved good correlation. Following this 

experimentation and validation a simulation model was developed of a full scale 

five storey building with a duct heated by solar irradiation (Figure 2-1).

13
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Northern
due l

....

Figure 2-1 Five storey building configuration [Letan et al. (2003)]

The results of this study showed that, even at low solar irradiation fluxes, 

ventilation was achieved in summer and heating in the winter. This investigation 

concluded that utilising natural convection as a ventilating and heating method 

was achievable.

Gratia et al. (2004), investigated the use of natural ventilation to cool narrow 

office buildings. The study used simulation to compare different window sizes 

and locations to the airflow rates throughout the space. Different types of 

ventilation strategies were analysed, namely single sided and cross ventilation, 

(discussed in more detail in Chapter 3). Gratia et al. (2004) showed that the 

type of ventilation strategy employed must be matched to the environment in 

which the building is situated. Furthermore, the employment of single-sided
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ventilation during the day reduced the cooling load by 30% with cross

ventilation only achieving a 10% reduction.

Priyadarsini et al. (2004) assessed the status of natural ventilation in a typical 

four-room flat in a high rise residential building. The authors created a scale 

model of the flat and conducted wind tunnel testing (Figure 2-2).

Figure 2-2 Apartment model for the study, scale 1:5 [Priyandarsini et al. (2004)]

The natural ventilation of the model was provided using two different stack 

techniques, passive and active, (which are discussed in Chapter 3), the active 

stack ventilation utilised a low powered fan. The study showed that the passive 

stack, incorporating the principle of airflow due to buoyancy, does not enhance 

the air velocity within the flat. The active stack, (Figure 2-3) which operates on 

the suction effect induced by the fan fixed at the top of the stack, substantially 

increased the air velocity within the flat.

15
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Figure 2-3 Extract fan at the top of the active stack [Priyadarsini et al.(2004)]

In his research, Yang (2004), carried out CFD and field testing on a full-scale 

naturally-ventilated building. The natural ventilation was provided by the careful 

positioning of openings (windows and doors) to capture the effects of the 

prevailing wind and enhance the internal air movement rate. The work used 

extensive CFD modelling for natural ventilation which was successfully 

validated during the field testing element of the research project.

Graca et al. (2005), presented an analysis of the thermal behaviour of the San 

Diego children's museum. To determine a ventilation strategy the building was 

analysed using CFD software in conjunction with weather analysis software. 

The museum is designed as a naturally ventilated building with no mechanical 

heating or cooling. The exhibition space consists of two galleries on the first 

floor and an atrium that extends over the two floors (Figure 2-4).
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Figure 2-4 Illustration of the San Diego Children's Museum [Urban living (circa 2000)]

Initial CFD simulations of this solar stack-driven arrangement compared with 

climatic data led to predictions of significant periods of overheating in the 

museum. It was decided to use wind as a supplement to the stack driven flow. 

Additional openings were placed in the facade facing the predicted prevailing 

wind (sea breeze in this case). The second analysis led to a decrease in 

predicted hot hours and the results suggested that the building would operate 

satisfactorily.

Shun and Ahmed (2007), investigated the use of a hybrid roof mounted 

ventilation device. The device combined solar and wind energy to provide 

natural ventilation. The authors used wind tunnel testing to compare the 

ventilation capabilities of three devices. The hybrid device consisted of a wind 

driven turbine ventilator combined with a single stage axial fan, driven by an 

electric motor, which received power from a solar cell.

The hybrid device was compared to the wind driven and the solar driven

devices to determine its effectiveness in a wind tunnel. The results showed that

the hybrid device had increased the performance against both the standard

17
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devices. The work concluded that a combination of wind and solar power 

presents the most effective strategy in this application.

2.3 Mathematical models for natural ventilation of buildings

Hunt and Linden (1999), used experimental and theoretical investigations to 

analyse the fluid mechanics of natural ventilation-displacement by buoyancy- 

driven flows. A major result of this work was the identification of the form of the 

non-linear relationship between the buoyancy and wind effects. The study 

showed that there is a Pythagorean relationship between the combined 

buoyancy and wind-driven velocity. The velocities which are produced by 

buoyancy and wind forces act in isolation (Figure 2-5).

Ub

Uw
1 he ‘na tu ra l ventila tion  in a n g le '  for buoyancy-driven  d is 

p lacem ent flows assisted by wind. The base and  vertical sides o f  the 
triangle are set by the m agnitudes  o f  the wind and  buoyancy  p roduced  
velocities, Uw and  L/b, respectively. 7 he length  o f  the hypo tenuse  de te r
mines the total fluid velocity U p roduced  by buoyancy forces reinforced 
by wind.

Figure 2-5 The natural ventilation triangle [Linden and Hunt (1999)]

This relationship enables the prediction of airflow capabilities in buildings using 

natural ventilation.
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Li and Delsante (2001), derived analytical solutions for calculating natural 

ventilation flow rates and air temperatures in a single-zone building. The 

solutions are based on two independent variables, heat source strength and 

wind speed. The indoor air temperatures were neglected. Li and Delsante 

introduced three air change parameters to characterise the effects of the 

thermal buoyancy force, the envelope heat loss, and the wind force respectively 

(Figure 2-6).

Figure 2-6 Illustration of the three air change parameters [Li and Delsante (2001)]

The work presented non-dimensional graphs for calculating ventilation flow 

rates, air temperatures, and for sizing ventilation openings. However, the wind 

force can either assist the buoyancy force or oppose the airflow. For assisting 

wind the flow is always upwards and the analytical solutions are less complex. 

For opposing winds, the flow can be either upwards or downwards depending 

on the relative strengths of the two forces. The opposing force from the wind 

introduces severe complexities to the analytical solutions, to an extent where 

they may no longer be considered stable.

Parker and Teekaram (2005), produced a guide to wind driven natural 

ventilation systems. This work was carried out by the Building Services 

Research and Information Association (BSRIA). The guide presents a

z
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methodology for sizing wind vent devices for the application of building 

ventilation. The presented formulae are based on the British Standards 

Institution (1991). In the BSRIA guide, additional formulae are presented for 

building characteristics such as heat gains and air leakage. The formulae use 

assumed values for the pressure distribution, and are applied in isolation to 

combat heat gain and air leakage. Although the guide presents a series of case 

studies, the mathematical formulae are not evaluated and no indication is given 

as to the accuracy of the results.

Lomas (2007), presented a methodology of simple equations which may be 

used at the design stage of a naturally ventilated building. The equations were 

developed through practice-based research to design three large educational 

buildings (Figure 2-7). The buildings evolved through three stages: naturally 

ventilated, passive down-draught cooling, and finally additional HVAC support.

}  F resh  a t r  tn le l to p len um
2  Fresh  a t r  supply plenum .
3  P lenum  ou tlet in to ligh tw ell.
4  L ig h tw e il supplies fre s h  atr.
5  L a w -lev e l, top hu ng  windows p ro v id e  a i r  la  flo o rs .
6 Horizontal glass Jens seals lightwelL
7  O p en  truss pe rm its  a ir f lo w
8 Air outlets at high level with dampers.

B 9  In su la ted  s teel exhaust duct in  deep fa y  adv.
/ 0  P lenum  connects ducts to term inations.
I I  A ir  exhausts v ia  lo w e r e d  term in ations  w ith  d a m p e r  
}  2  C le res to ry  w indows p ro v id e  a d d itio n a l top f lo o r  ventila tion.
13  D ed ic a te d  supply fro m  p len um  10 p e r im e te r  offices.
14 O p era b le  w indow s f o r  office occupants.
15 Downfeeds from plenum to basement area

Figure 2-7 The Harm A Weber Library natural ventilation strategy [Lomas (2007)]
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The case studies showed that, with the proposed calculation methods used at 

the design stage of the building, that the ventilation strategy may be adequately 

predicted. The strategy then implements a more efficient usage of mechanical 

assistance.

Elmualim (2006A), investigated the use of equations proposed by British 

Standards Institution (1991) for the application of a wind vent device. The 

equations were evaluated against experimental testing in a seminar room in the 

University of Reading UK (Figure 2-8).

Figure 2-8 Position of wind vent device in seminar room [Elmualim (2006A)]

The wind vent was also evaluated against the use of a standard openable 

window. The window and wind vent had equivalent opening areas to determine 

the advantage over traditional natural ventilation techniques. The results of the 

experimental testing showed the mathematical formula consistently over

estimated the ventilation rate. Elmualim also concluded that the wind vent 

device provided a substantially greater ventilation rate than an equivalent area 

of openable window.
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2.4 Simulation models for wind vent device

Ayad (1999), investigated the use of CFD, specifically the k-s turbulence model 

(discussed in Chapter 4), to evaluate the natural ventilation properties of a room 

with different opening configurations. The positioning of openings in relation to 

one another (single sided/cross ventilation) enhances or reduces the mean 

velocity at certain locations within the room. The results of this study were 

validated against experimental results. The results showed the importance of 

methodical ventilation design and the suitability of the k-s model as a CFD tool 

in natural ventilation evaluation.

Chen (2004), investigated the suitability of available computational tools for 

studying the wind effect in building design. The techniques compared in this 

study were model mock-up using a wind tunnel, nodal/zonal models, and CFD. 

From the available techniques Chen concluded that CFD was the most efficient 

tool for building environmental design. This conclusion was based on 

affordability, accuracy and informative display method (Figure 2-9).

Figure 2-9 CFD results of stack effect in a high rise building [Chen (2004)]
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The work also illustrates a number of applications where CFD has been utilised 

in environmental building design. These include, airflow around a building 

complex, cross-ventilation in a building, single-sided ventilation in a building, 

and using building shape to prevent draft (due to cold winds) in a high rise 

building site.

Ahmed (2004), used FLUENT, a commercially available CFD package, to study 

the thermal behaviour of a middle-eastern wind tower house. For the 

investigation, a simulation model of the Al-Bastakia tower house in Dubai was 

created. The cooling performance of the house is affected by two main 

parameters, strength and direction of the wind. Full scale 3D models of the 

tower were simulated using varying wind speed and directions. The purpose 

was to determine the flow path through the building. The CFD results showed 

that the positioning of windows and the tower itself, with respect to wind 

direction, must be carefully considered. The cooling of these houses utilises the 

wind energy. The strategic location of the tower and windows utilises this 

energy in the most efficient manner.

Evola and Popov (2006), investigated two different CFD turbulence modelling 

approaches to evaluate natural ventilation in buildings. The two turbulence 

models compared are the k-£ model and the Reynolds Averaged Navier- Stokes 

equation (RANS). The results of both models were compared with experimental 

work and found to be in agreement with good correlation between both sets of 

results. The work found that the k-s model was less accurate than the RANS 

model in areas close to vertical planes (wall areas). The authors concluded that 

the RANS model was more suitable for this application (natural ventilation in
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buildings). However, wall theory in CFD is well documented and careful 

considerations must be made when applying the boundary conditions for this 

application. Incorrectly applied boundary conditions may explain the increased 

error when using the k-e model.

Elmualim (2006B), used CFD modelling to evaluate the performance of a wind 

vent device and compared the results to wind tunnel experimentation. The study 

constructed a computational model of a commercial wind vent device. Due to 

the complexity of the geometry, the louver sections were reduced to porous flat 

surfaces, with an orifice flow calculation used in the solver to represent 

resistance to airflow. In addition, the damper and diffuser sections were omitted 

for the same reason. No compensating calculation was used in the solver 

(Figure 2-10).

Figure 2-10 Wind tunnel testing wind vent device without dampers and diffuser [Elmualim 
(2006B)]

The investigation used various turbulence modelling techniques available and 

found no noticeable difference in the reported solution. Comparing the CFD 

solution to the wind tunnel experimentation, it was found that the results showed 

"reasonable" correlation. The CFD code consistently over estimated the flow. 

This was attributed to the lack of louver geometry used in the modelling.
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Liu and Mak (2007), used CFD to investigate the ventilation capabilities of a 

wind vent system connected to a room. The study used louver geometry but 

omitted the damper and diffuser sections (Figure 2-11).

500rrm

Figure 2-11 3D Model of the wind vent device [Liu and Mak (2007)]

The turbulence model used in this work was the standard k-s model, (discussed 

in Chapter four). The computational model was run for external wind speeds of 

the range 0.5 - 6m/s. The results were compared to previous published wind 

tunnel results [Elmualim 2006B]. The results of this numerical work showed that 

the CFD predictions correlate with the wind tunnel testing results. This work 

demonstrated the predictive capabilities of CFD for wind vent applications.

Hughes and Ghani (2008) used a standard k-s CFD model to investigate the 

capability of a wind vent device to meet the British Standards Institution (1991) 

recommendations. The investigation simulated a current commercially available 

wind vent installed in a classroom. The full geometry of the wind vent was 

recreated including louvers and dampers (Figure 2-12).
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Figure 2-12 Full Geometry recreated from a commercially available wind vent

The CFD results of this investigation showed that the wind vent device met the 

BSI recommendations. At low levels of external wind, regardless of wind 

direction, the device is capable of meeting BSI recommendations. The work 

demonstrated the effectiveness of this technique for predicting airflows through 

the device. However, the lack of experimental data required that this work must 

be validated through wind tunnel/ full scale experimentation.

Hughes and Ghani (2009), used CFD to investigate the effect of the control 

dampers from a wind vent on the indoor air distribution. The purpose of this 

study was to ascertain an operating range for the control dampers; to deliver the 

maximum internal air movement rate. A total of 19 CFD models were created 

using the full geometry of the wind vent device installed in a classroom, with the 

damper angle varied in each case by five degrees (Figure 2-13).
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Figure 2-13 Illustration of the CFD simulation with angled control dampers

The CFD results showed that the optimum operating range for the control 

dampers was in the region of 45 - 55°. To quantify the validity of these 

computational results, the authors compared them to previous published CFD 

and experimental work of Elmualim (2006B). Good correlation between both 

sets of data validated the CFD work.

2.5 Empirical models for wind vent devices

Drori and Ziskind (2004), experimentally induced natural ventilation into a one- 

story detached real-size building. The investigation used an element mounted 

above the roof, heated by solar radiation to form a duct, connecting to the inner 

space of the building. The attained temperature difference, allowed the heated 

air to flow out of the duct, with fresh air suction at the opposite end of the duct, 

which created flow into the constructed building (Figure 2-14).
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Figure 2-14 Experimental setup of induced ventilation building [Drori and Ziskind (2004)]

The study used extensive experimental work with continuous monitoring. Both 

temperature and velocity, inside and outside the building, were monitored. The 

results show that the generated temperature difference produced effective 

induced ventilation. The indoor temperature followed the ambient temperature. 

In contrast, the building without the element showed considerably higher indoor 

temperatures than the ambient. Simulations of the experiment were carried out 

using the k-s CFD model and were compared to the experimental work and 

found to be in good agreement.

Elmualim (2006C), investigated the use of dampers in a wind vent device using 

smoke visualisation and wind tunnel testing. A commercially available wind vent 

device connected to a specially constructed room, beneath an open-ended wind 

tunnel was tested at BSRIA. Tests were performed for various external wind 

speeds in the range 0 - 6m/s. The results were compared to the author's 

previous simulation results [Elmualim (2006B)] and found to show good 

correlation. In addition, smoke visualisation testing was carried out to establish 

the effectiveness of the wind vent device as a fresh air-exchange unit.
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Smoke pellets were ignited inside the test room, and smoke extraction through 

the device was observed. The observations showed that the smoke was visibly 

cleared within 3 minutes at an average wind speed of 3m/s. The smoke 

visualisation results demonstrated the device is effective in mixing and 

distributing the supplied fresh air within the test room, whilst simultaneously 

extracting the stale air.

Larsen and Heiselberg (2007), investigated the effect of wind pressure and 

temperature difference on natural ventilation using wind tunnel experimentation. 

The aim of the work was to develop a new mathematical expression for 

calculating airflow rates in single sided natural ventilation applications. A full 

scale model house was created and placed inside a wind tunnel at the 

Japanese Building Research Institute (JBRI) as shown in Figure 2-15.

Figure 2-15 Experimental set-up in Japanese BRI [Larsen and Heiselberg (2007)]set
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The wind tunnel experiments found the dominating driving force between wind 

speed and temperature difference differs, depending on the ratio between the 

forces and wind direction. Furthermore, the study found that the wind incident 

angle is the overriding factor in the air-change rate. The study developed new 

expressions based on three incident angle cases: windward, leeward, and 

parallel flow, and found them to be an improvement on previous expressions. 

However, the mathematical expression developed retained a 23% error margin.

Su et al. (2007), studied the ventilation flow rate through a commercially 

available wind vent using a blower fan in a specially constructed test room 

(Figure 2-16). The results were compared to CFD results generated using the k- 

s turbulence model. Using a series of manometers the authors measured 

experimental air velocities to calculate the ventilation rates of the device.

Figure 2-16 Experimental set-up using blower fan [Su etal. (2007)]

The CFD simulation used a blower fan as an air supply, as opposed to previous 

studies which used a far-field wind. The experimental and CFD results showed 

good agreement and underlined the potential of CFD for this application. A 

comparison was made between the use of a far-field wind and a blower fan 

wind in the CFD simulation. The study found that the two different simulation
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techniques show a difference in predicted flow rates. The far-field method 

showed double the internal flow rates of the blower model. This investigation 

highlighted the need for accurate computational domain to be developed in line 

with the experimental methods employed. The far-field experimentation work 

carried out for this investigation relates to the use of a far field wind as opposed 

to a mechanical fan or blower.

Montazeri and Azizian (2008), studied the aerodynamic performance of a one

sided wind catcher using smoke visualisation and wind tunnel testing. The one

sided wind catcher is of traditional Iranian stone/adobe construction and 

orientated towards prevailing wind (Figure 2-17).

Figure 2-17 Traditional Iranian wind catcher [Montazeri and Azizian (2008)]

In this study, a 1:40 scaled model of a wind catcher was constructed and 

attached to a test room with an external wind induced via a wind tunnel (Figure 

2-18).
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Figure 2-18 The Scale model of Iranian wind catcher [Montazeri and Azizian (2008)]

In addition, scale models of adjoining buildings were placed upstream of the 

airflow. The purpose was to determine the effect of flow rate and direction the 

urban environment has on the wind catcher. The results of this investigation 

showed that the wind incidence angle, urban environment, and the blowing of 

atmospheric wind influenced the rate and direction of ventilation airflow. It was 

concluded that for an isolated wind catcher model, the maximum efficiency is 

achieved at zero air incident angle.

2.6 Post occupancy studies of wind vent device

Battle McCarthy (1999), presented a comprehensive review of the usage of 

wind towers through-out the world. The work presents methodologies for sizing 

and locating wind towers in buildings. The basic principles of operation for wind 

towers systems are outlined and various combination strategies of multiple 

towers are presented. Finally, a collection of case studies of various 

applications of the technologies is presented both in the UK and around the 

world (Figure 2-19).
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Figure 2-19 Typical wind tower in Dubai [data dubai (2007)]

However, this work does not examine the geometry of the device and its effect 

on the performance. Furthermore, it does not evaluate the use of wind vent 

devices in the UK climate.

Elmualim and Awbi (2003), evaluated the performance of a wind vent device 

using experimental methods and a post occupancy questionnaire survey. A 

wind vent device was installed in a seminar room in the University of Reading. 

Monitoring was carried out on the indoor environment in real weather conditions. 

In addition, a subjective occupancy survey was carried out to determine the 

occupant's comfort level within the room.

The seminar room contained windows and these were used in conjunction with 

the ventilation device to create four different operating conditions. The results 

obtained through the monitoring process, over a period of four months 

demonstrated the combination strategies of all four cases. Each strategy 

provided adequate air exchange rate, in the range of 1.5 to 6.8 air-changes per 

hour. The investigation concluded that the wind vent helped in removing
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accumulated heat gains during the day through night ventilation, this however 

was not quantified. The survey revealed that 75% of the occupants welcomed 

the use of the combined strategies to provide cooling and ventilation. However, 

the published results show a small sample size (12 people) and therefore the 

validity of this survey must be questioned, as a cross-section of the general 

population was not represented.

Elmualim (2006D), investigated the control strategy for a combined wind vent 

and Air Handling Unit (AHU) solution at Bluewater shopping mall in Kent, UK 

(Figure 2-20). The primary purpose of this post-occupancy evaluation was to 

determine the contribution of the wind vents to the indoor air environment. The 

secondary aim was to assess any possible energy savings.

Figure 2-20 Bluewater shopping mall, Kent UK [Hugh pearmen (circa 2005)]

The building ventilation system is managed via an Integrated Building 

Management System (IBMS). A total of 39 wind vent devices are in place. The 

devices are automatically controlled in conjunction with a mechanical ventilation 

system. The wind vents are opened if external wind speeds are within the range 

of 1- 3m/s. The number of wind vents opened is reduced in line with the rise in 

external wind speed, with a maximum of 7m/s before total closure. The work



showed that the mechanical and natural systems (wind vent device) were not 

integrated effectively via the IBMS. The natural ventilation devices were 

continually isolated as the AHU over-rode the system. The results were 

impossible to evaluate as no recorded data for the ventilation device exist. The 

lack of integration showed that a control strategy for this device was not in place 

and that a new system needed to be identified.

The conclusion of this study was that natural ventilation devices should be the 

primary ventilation provider. Additional AHU systems should be deployed when 

external wind conditions render wind vents inoperable (low or excessive wind 

speeds).

2.7 Research gap

The review of the existing literature and research covered a wide range of 

different analytical and experimental tools, to address the effectiveness of 

natural ventilation. The significant unresolved issues in the literature review are:

• There is little data on natural ventilation devices tested in the natural 

environment (far-field testing)

• There is little attempt to use complete geometry for wind vent devices in 

CFD simulation

• There is no variation in specific device geometry, and data regarding the 

effects on both flow and air movement

• There is no attempt to optimise the performance of the device through 

geometrical variation

• There is no work that involves the validation of CFD techniques using far-

field experimental methods on wind vent devices.
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This work will use the experimental techniques, identified through the literature 

review, to fill the research gap. This will contribute to the knowledge and 

understanding in this area. In summary this work will utilise:

• CFD simulation models, specifically the k-£ model function

• Smoke testing for flow visualisation

• Full scale experimental testing in the natural environment (far-field)

In order to achieve the following:

• Validation of CFD techniques using experimental methods for wind vent 

devices

• The use of complete wind vent geometry for CFD simulation

• Geometrical variation of the wind vent to establish the effect on flow and 

performance

• Systematic geometrical variations to optimise the performance of the 

wind vent

• Establish the suitability of the wind vent to meet British Standards for 

natural ventilation rates

2.8 Summary

In reviewing the previous published work, the following points were concluded:

• British Standards are established for natural ventilation [British standards 

Institution (1991)]

• Mathematical models have proved unreliable for wind vent devices 

[Elmualim (2006A); Li and Delsante (2001)]
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• CFD techniques are well established in this field [Yang (2004); Graca et 

al. (2005); Chen (2004); Ahmed (2004); Evola and Popov (2006); 

Elmualim (2006A)]

• The k-£ simulation model is appropriate for this application [Ayed (1999); 

Liu and Mak (2007); Drori and Ziskind (2004); Elmualim (2006A)]

• Smoke testing is used for flow visualisation [Montazeri and Azizian 

(2008); Elmualim (2006B)]

• Far-field testing vastly improves micro climate ventilation rate [Su et al. 

(2007)]
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Chapter 3 Natural ventilation
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3.1 Introduction

The role of ventilation in buildings is to maintain acceptable levels of oxygen in 

the air, to remove odours, moisture, and internal pollutants. It can also remove 

excess heat by direct cooling or by using the building's thermal mass.

There are many different techniques to achieve natural ventilation in buildings. 

"Traditional architecture shows how carefully designed passive cooling systems 

did not make use of any mechanical energy to operate, such as, ground cooling, 

wind towers, fountains and whitewash. These techniques have been termed 

natural ventilation" [Santamouris and Allard (2002)].

Natural ventilation may be used to cool or dissipate heat loads from buildings. 

However, this is not the focus of this investigation. This chapter presents the 

main physical concepts and basic techniques for natural ventilation, with 

respect to airflow and distribution in and around buildings.

3.2 Performance criteria

Performance criteria are related to the objectives of ventilation, air quality 

control and thermal comfort. The criteria for air quality control are defined in 

terms of minimum ventilation rates or alternatively restricting the contaminant 

concentration to acceptable levels. The current standard of fresh air supply 

rates in the UK are based on the British Standards Institution (1991) as 

reviewed in Chapter 2.

Designing for minimum ventilation rate is less complex when compared to 

designing for restriction of air contamination. Hence, most often the minimum
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ventilation rate is the approach taken in the design of natural ventilation 

systems.

Minimum ventilation rates are defined by the intended usage of the occupied 

space. The building's usage also dictates the recommended ventilation rate 

standards as regulatory bodies introduce their own requirements for ventilation. 

For example, school buildings must follow the guidance set out by the 

Department for Education and Skills (2005), in addition to British Standards 

Institution (1991).

Various other types of non-domestic buildings are covered by the Chartered 

Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE 2005). CIBSE further defines 

the natural ventilation rates for occupied spaces, and introduces design 

strategies for contamination restriction.

However, all three guides share a commonality between the recommended 

ventilation rates. Specifically they are expressed in terms of velocity flow rate 

(L/sec) per occupant or per floor area (L/sec/m2). Synchronising of the correct 

legislative recommendations with the occupied spaces usage will determine the 

success of the buildings ventilation strategy.

3.3 Physics of natural ventilation

Determining the rate of airflow when using natural ventilation is difficult due to 

the frequency of variation in external conditions. "The calculation of airflow 

through large openings, through natural ventilation is a complicated task. The 

random nature of the wind makes estimation of airflow characteristics much
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more complicated than that in the case of mechanical ventilation" [Vollebregt et 

al. (1998)].

The airflow behaviour is described by a set of differential equations for mass, 

momentum, and energy conservation. These equations are solved using CFD 

techniques that are discussed in Chapter 4.

3.3.1 Eddy, turbulent and mean description of flow

As the direction and velocity of the airflow is changing with such frequency, the 

behaviour may be considered as turbulent. Turbulent flow distorts in complex 

patterns, containing both coarse and fine features. The flow is said to contain 

eddies, which are regions of swirling flow that for a time retain their identities as 

they drift with the flow, which ultimately break up into smaller eddies (Figure 3- 

1).

Figure 3-1 Simulation of turbulent flow [FLUENT, 2006]

The velocity field of turbulent flow is regarded as the super position of a large 

number of eddies of various sizes. The largest eddies are limited by the
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transverse dimension of the flow. The smallest eddies are rapidly damped out 

by viscous forces.

Mathematical analyses of steady laminar viscous flows show minor 

disturbances to the flow grow exponentially with time whenever the Reynolds 

number is significantly large. Under these conditions, the flow is unstable and 

cannot remain steady under practical circumstances. This is because there are 

always some flow disturbances that may then grow spontaneously.

The generation and break-up of eddies provides a mechanism for converting 

the energy of the mean flow. The mean flow is converted into the random 

energy of molecules by viscous dissipation in the smallest eddies. Compared to 

a laminar flow, of the same Reynolds number, a turbulent flow is like a short 

circuit in the flow field, it increases the rate at which energy is lost. Therefore, a 

turbulent flow produces higher drag forces and pressure losses in comparison 

with a laminar flow under the same conditions.

When the unsteadiness of the flow is a small disturbance of the average flow, 

the velocity field can be expressed as the sum of a mean value. This value is 

obtained by averaging the velocity in time and a variable component. The 

variable component has the characteristics of a random noise signal of zero- 

mean.

The turbulent kinetic energy is a measure of how much kinetic energy has been 

invested in the random turbulent motion of the flow. It amounts in general to 

only a few percent of the kinetic energy of the time-averaged flow. The random
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velocity field produces large shear stresses in the flow in comparison to those of 

laminar flow. The largest eddies contribute most to the turbulent energy while 

the smallest eddies contribute most to the energy dissipation [Ghiaus and Allard 

(2005)].

3.3.2 Flow through openings

Considerable volumes of air are induced by natural convection using small 

temperature differences. The up-flow of air is caused by density differences due 

to the change in temperature of air. Glover (1974) used this knowledge to 

demonstrate the principle of convective air ventilation. Using the occupant's 

body heat to generate the temperature differential within the test-chamber, he 

successfully created convective airflow (Figure 3-2).

Figure 3-2 Convective airflow in a building [Dyer environmental (circa 2001)]
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Assuming steady fully developed flow, the pressure drop for a flow between 

infinite parallel plates, impinging on a hole, nozzle, or orifice in a thin plate is 

[Santamouris and Allard (2002)]:

Ap = 0 .5^e2 !(CdA f  (3-1)

Where:

Ap = pressure difference across the opening (Pa)

p  = air density (kg/m3)

Q = mean volume airflow rate (m3/s)

Cd = the discharge coefficient

A = cross sectional area of the opening (m2)

The discharge coefficient depends on the opening geometry and Reynolds

number. The openings in a building are much less uniform in geometry and

generally the flow is not fully developed [Santamouris and Allard (2002)]. 

Therefore, an empirical power law equation is used:

Ap = (Q /Cy ln (3-2)

Where:

Ap = pressure difference across the opening (Pa)

Q = mean volume airflow rate (m3/s)

c = flow coefficient [m3/s / Pan)]

n = flow exponent

In this equation the flow coefficient and flow exponent are determined 

experimentally and do not have physical meanings. For laminar flow n = 1, for
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turbulent flow n = 0.5 and for transient flow n is between 0.6 - 0.7 [Santamouris 

and Allard (2002)].

3.3.3 W ind pressure

The time-mean pressure due to wind flow on to or away from a surface is given 

by [Ghiaus and Allard (2005)]:

Pw=C pPv2/2 (3“3)

Where:

p w = wind pressure (Pa)

Cp = static pressure coefficient

v = time-mean wind speed at a given level (m/s)

Pressure coefficients are experimentally measured in wind tunnels or calculated 

using CFD methods. The coefficients have positive or negative values that 

depend on the building shape or location. The wind direction and velocity vary 

with time as a result of wind turbulence and effects of obstacles. Therefore, the 

pressure coefficients are difficult to estimate in the urban environment and for 

complex-shaped buildings [Ghiaus and Allard (2005)].

3.3.4 Buoyancy pressure

Buoyancy pressure or stack pressure depends on air density differences and 

the height of the opening above or below the neutral level (Figure 3-3). 

Assuming that the air has the same composition indoors and outdoors, the 

density depends on air temperature only [Mansouri et al. (2003)].
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Figure 3-3 Buoyancy pressure above and below the neutral plane [Department of 
Housing and Development (circa 2002)]

The static pressure difference between two points separated on vertical 

direction by a distance z = Z2 - zi is:

P2 -P 1 = g(p2z2 - P1Z1) (3-4)

Where:

z = vertical direction (m)

zi = point in the vertical direction (m)

z2 = point in the vertical direction (m)

The air density depends on temperature. From the gas law, p = pRT we have:

P j ± . R  (3‘ 5)
Po T

Where the subscript 0 designates conditions for dry air (p0 = 1.29 kg/m3, T0 =

273K, po = 101325 Pa). Since the pressure differences in ventilation systems
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are of three or four order of magnitude lower than p0, the density variation with 

temperature may be written as:

_ p j 0 _ 1.29x273 _ 352.9 (3-6)
^  r j- i r j i  r j" i

For an increase in temperature with height, there will be a corresponding 

decrease in pressure. The pressure difference between two points vertically 

separated by a distance Az, also known as stack pressure ps is given by:

Ps =P i~P \  = (P i~  P\)gte = p J ^ X I ^ - l l T ^ g / i z  (3-7)

Where To is the temperature at a reference point.

3.4 Urban environment

Although eddies and turbulence are important in an urban environment, the 

mean velocity of wind is reduced significantly by about an order of magnitude. 

Hence, the wind-induced pressure on a building surface is also reduced. For 

example, a building with a height of 20m and a much larger length exposed to a 

perpendicular wind velocity of4m/s, at 10m over the building. The pressure 

difference between the two opposing facades is then about 10-15Pa in the case 

of an isolated or exposed building and about zero for a building located in a 

dense urban environment.

3.4.1 Wind variation-induced single-sided ventilation

In a naturally ventilated building air is driven in and out due to pressure 

difference produced by wind or buoyancy forces. The airflow through an 

opening is due to both wind and buoyancy [Jiang and Chen (2003)]. The wind
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has a mean and a fluctuating component which may vary over the opening and 

produce a pumping effect. When the indoor temperature is higher than the 

outdoor, the buoyancy makes the cold air enter at the lower part and the hot air 

exit at the upper part of the opening.

An empirical model (a mathematical equation based on experimental data) to 

describe these phenomena is as follows [deGidds and Phaff (1982)]:

1 (3-8)
Veff =  ( C\Vr +  C2H  • A T 1 +  C3 )  2

Where:

veff -  effective wind speed (m/s)

v,. = site mean wind speed (m/s)

Ci = coefficient depending on window opening

c2 = buoyancy constant (0.0035m/s2K)

c3 = wind constant (0.01 m2/s2)

H = height of the opening (m)

AT = mean temperature difference, outdoor - indoor (K)

The flow rate through the opening is given by:

Q = 0.5Awve# (3-9)

Where Aw is the effective area of the open window in m2.

3.4.2 W ind-driven cross ventilation

Wind airflow over a building induces positive (inward-acting) pressures on 

windward surfaces and negative (outward-acting) pressures on leeward 

surfaces. Therefore, creates a net pressure difference across the section of the
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building that drives cross-ventilation airflows. Two-sided (or cross-ventilation) 

takes place when air enters the building on one side sweeps the indoor space, 

and leaves the building on another side. An example of this is the Building 

Research Establishment (BRE) headquarters in Watford, UK (Figure 3-4).

Figure 3-4 BRE headquarters Watford, UK. [London Metropolitan University (circa 2005)]

The positive (wind-ward) pressure and the negative (lee-ward) pressure are 

pressure differences from the ambient air pressure of the free-field airflow. 

These pressure differences vary rapidly with time due to turbulence in the wind 

airflow and position due to the aerodynamic effects of the building form [Ghiaus 

and Allard (2005)].

They are related to a reference time-averaged approach-wind velocity:

p v V  (3-10)
P W'W  D - M ’V l 'V  /-v )
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(3-11)

Where:

Pww = Positive windward pressure (Pa)

p wl = Negative leeward pressure (Pa)

- )  = Kinetic energy per unit volume of reference wind velocity

(kg m/s2)

Cp_ww = Wind pressure coefficient of windward surface location (positive) 

Cp-b, = Wind pressure coefficient of leeward surface location (negative)

The reference wind velocity is most commonly, but not in every instance, taken 

as the time-averaged wind velocity at 10m above the building height. The wind 

pressure difference between the facades is given by:

The typical driving pressure is small compared to similar fan-driven pressure 

difference, in the order of one or two magnitudes higher. Hence, to achieve 

similar ventilation rates the resistance offered by the natural ventilation system 

must be small relative to ducted mechanical systems. This natural ventilation 

scheme suffers from critical shortcomings, as it depends on wind direction and 

intensity. As wind direction changes so does the wind pressure coefficients.
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The pressure changes along a given cross-ventilation airflow path:

4 P  =  4 P m *  +  A Pi„K„ „ l+ 4 P ,internal exhaust (3-13)



Therefore, the driving wind pressure can drop to low values even when wind 

conditions are good. Which in turn means the ventilation rates drop. When wind 

speeds drop to low values, the driving wind pressure will diminish and 

ventilation rates drop regardless of wind direction.

3.4.3 Buoyancy-driven stack ventilation

Natural convection in enclosures, partial enclosures and vented enclosures 

occur in a wide range of engineering applications. The convective flow occurs 

due to both vertical and horizontal surfaces heating the air which creates 

instability in the flow field and therefore is difficult to predict. Baskaya and 

Gilchrist (1996) investigated this phenomenon using both experimental and 

simulation techniques. They concluded that simulation accurately predicted the 

flow. In particular the k-z model offered the best compromise between accuracy 

and computational effort. Warm air within a building will move up and flow out of 

upper level exhausts. Cooler outdoor air will flow in through lower inlets to 

replace it (Figure 3-5).
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Therm al Bufferlir West

Figure 3-5 Illustration of stack ventilation [High performance building facades (circa 
2007)]
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The pressure loop this creates may be expressed as:

p„g -A z -  Apilllel -  Af>imernal - p , g -  Az -  Ap,internal exhaust (3-14)

The stack pressure is given by:

Ps =  (P o  - (3-15)

And is equal to the pressure losses:

A Ps = A P in le ,+ A P iinternal + Ap(exhaust (3-16)

The driving pressure stack varies with building height, h, and the temperature 

difference between indoor and outdoor expressed as:

During warm periods, as outdoor temperatures approach indoor air 

temperatures, the stack pressure differences for all but very tall multi-story 

buildings may be expected to be small relative to typical wind-driven pressure 

difference. For example, a 10m high building would require a temperature 

difference between indoor and outdoor of 23°C in order to obtain a pressure 

differential of 10Pa, typical for wind-driven pressure. For a taller building of 25m, 

the temperature difference only need be 10°C to achieve the same pressure 

differential [Ghiaus and Allard (2005)].

3.4.4 Combined wind and buoyancy-driven ventilation

McGowan and Holmes (1997) investigated the effect of wind and buoyancy- 

driven ventilation using CFD simulation models. The investigation showed that 

the complexity of the forces within the building made predicting the airflow

4 P S = ( P o - A ) ^ ' A z  = 352.9[—
1 n A

(3-17)
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extremely difficult. Empirical methods provided just as good accuracy as the 

developed CFD methods.

Stack ventilation systems use both wind and buoyancy-driven pressure 

difference. They include a stack terminal device, described in section 3.5, that 

can respond to prevailing wind direction in order to maximise the negative 

pressure induced by the wind. A pressure loop which includes both buoyancy- 

driven and wind-driven pressure differences can be expressed as a simple sum

Where:

P s = ( P o ~ P i ) S ' A z  ( 3 “ 1 9 )

p v ;  (3-20)
AP w (^ p -in le t ^  p —exhaust ) ^

Ventilation stacks that extend above nearby roofs, when equipped with properly 

designed stack terminal devices, create suction pressures that are independent 

of wind direction. Therefore, these devices overcome the major limitation of 

simple cross-ventilation strategies.

3.4.5 Solar-assisted ventilation

Although not considered in this study, solar assisted ventilation is a natural 

ventilation technique which may be used to assist stack ventilation strategies. 

Papaefthimiou et al. (2007) investigated the empirical prediction methods of 

solar chimneys and compared to experimental results. The study showed that



the empirical methods showed good correlation with the experimental results, 

and gave confidence that the airflow behaviour may be accurately predicted.

When buoyancy pressure, resulting from internal to external temperature 

differences, is not sufficient then solar induced temperature difference may be 

used as an alternative.

The pressure losses for a solar collector are:

Aps = APi + bpd + APe (3‘ 2 1)

Where:

Aps = Pressure losses of the solar collector (Pa)

A,pt = Inlet pressure drop (Pa)

Apd = Distributed pressure drop (Pa)

Ape = Exit pressure drop (Pa)

Depending on the position of the control dampers, A,pi and Ape include the 

control damper pressure losses [Ghiaus and Allard (2005)].

3.5 Stack terminal devices - the wind vent

Wind vents are situated on top of buildings to take advantage of higher wind 

velocities. The role of the wind vent is to ensure a depressurisation, which does 

not depend upon wind direction, together with protecting the ventilation duct 

against rain. "Wind vent devices have been in existence for hundreds of years, 

and modern day equivalents have been commercially available in the UK for
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over a century" [Axley (2001)]. The purpose of this study is to systematically 

examine and optimise such a device (as detailed in Chapter 2).

3.5.1 Principle of operation

The ventilation principles of the wind vent are illustrated in Figure 3-6. The 

sections on the windward side of the wind vent provide a supply of air to rooms 

below, due to the pressure of the wind blowing at the ventilator. The remaining 

sections which act as extracts are subjected to a suction force, created by the 

low pressure region downstream of the ventilator.

Leeward+ W indward

Figure 3-6 The principle of operation of a wind vent

This low pressure region is formed as a result of the detachment of the 

streamlines around the ventilator. The primary driving force therefore is the 

pressure difference between the inlet and outlet quadrants of the device.

The difference between internal and external temperature is a secondary force 

which will also drive the airflow through the ventilator. If the external
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temperature is lower than the internal temperature, then the buoyancy of the 

warmer air will cause it to rise up and exhaust through the ventilator. This is 

termed passive-stack ventilation and will occur with little or no wind.

Combined inlet and outlet static roof-mounted natural ventilation systems are 

typically made up of a louvered terminal, a base and a damper assembly. The 

terminal can be manufactured in a variety of shapes, commonly square or 

circular (a square terminal was used in this study).

3.5.2 System com ponents

The square louvered terminal consists of a sheet metal exterior with horizontally 

mounted louvers on all sides of the terminal (Figure 3-7). A mesh is also 

installed inside the louvers to stop birds from entering the ventilator.

Figure 3-7 A square louvered wind vent terminal

The inside of the terminal is divided into quadrants, which act as the inlet/outlet 

ducts (Figure 3-8). These ducts are typically an integral part of the base of the 

unit and terminate with control damper assemblies that allow the user to control 

the ventilation.
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Figure 3-8 Inlet and extract ducts of typical wind vent without damper unit attached

The control dampers are an integral part of the air distribution system and are 

attached to the ventilator (Figure 3-9). The control dampers are used to control 

the rate of fresh air entering the occupied space. The dampers are controlled 

electrically using an actuator and Direct Current (DC) motor. For the purpose of 

this study the dampers were controlled manually.

Figure 3-9 A wind vent control damper unit

Attached directly below the damper unit is an "egg-crate" diffuser grille that is 

mounted in the ceiling of the room (Figure 3-10). The purpose of this 

diffuser is to evenly distribute the flow from the terminal across the area of the 

occupied space.
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Figure 3-10 A wind vent with egg crate grille

3.5.3 Application

Roof-mounted ventilation devices offer a secure and weather-resistant option. 

They are typically used on the top or next floor down, as longer runs create 

adverse pressure losses reducing the system performance. No additional 

openings are required to use this type of ventilator as it provides both a supply 

and extract function.

3.5.4 Aerodynam ic properties

As the device sits at roof level and is subjected to prevailing wind, the louvers 

and specifically the louver angle have an important role in the air movement 

within the inlet and exhaust ducts.

The louvers are angled against the prevailing wind, and may be considered as 

airfoils as they are subjected to the same lift and drag forces. However, from 

aerodynamic theory, flow separation occurs over the top surface of the airfoil 

when the angle of the airfoil, known as attack angle, exceeds a certain value. 

This is termed the stalling angle of attack [Anderson (2007)].
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Louvers are constructed from sheet metal, or flat plate extrusion of 2 - 3mm 

thick metal. The type of stall behaviour associated with the extreme thinness of 

an airfoil is termed thin airfoil stall. Inviscid, incompressible flow theory shows 

that the velocity becomes infinitely large at a large convex corner. The leading 

edge of a flat plate or louver at an angle of attack is such a case.

In the flow over the plate, nature addresses this singular behaviour by having 

the flow separate at the leading edge, even for very low angles of attack. As 

illustrated in Figure 3-11, there is a small region of separated flow at the leading 

edge at 0°. This flow re-attaches itself further downstream, forming a 

separation bubble in the region near the leading edge [Houghton and Carpenter 

(2003)].

Separation pointjumps 
-^— forward

Tilt with respect 
to horizontal plane Separation points

Turbulent wake

Separation point moves j  slightly forward

Large turbulent wake 
(reduced lift and large pressure drag)

-4 -2 0 2 4 5 a 10 12

A n g ie  a t  a tta ck  - dugroes

igure 3-11 Thin airfo il stall and associated lift coefficient [US centennial of flight 
commission (circa 1999)]

Maximum lift

16 “  

(stall anglej

Separated flow region expands 
and reduces lift

As the attack angle is increased, the re-attachment point moves further 

downstream and the separation bubble becomes larger. The lift curve illustrates 

the effect of increasing this attack angle. The lift curve follows a linear path up 

until the angle of stall, at which point the curve peaks and falls. The angle of the



louvers, with respect to the prevailing wind, follows the same pattern (detailed in 

Chapter 6). Therefore, the phenomena of thin airfoil stall must be overcome to 

ensure efficient air delivery rates.

3.5.5 Physics of the wind vent

As described in this chapter, there are numerous approaches to predict the 

airflow within buildings. However, the wind vent has unique geometry and 

therefore requires comprehensive investigation to ascertain the correct 

empirical methodology to use when employing this type of device. To establish 

the basic forces acting upon the device, a simple diagram was constructed 

(Figure 3-12).
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3.5.6 Wind vent free body diagram

Macro climate

Fi + density ( p ) i t F2 - density ( p )

F3 + velocity (V)

F5 + pressure (p)

F4 - velocity (V)

F6 - pressure (p

F7 + velocity (V)

i i
F8 - velocity (V)

F9 + pressure (p)

Fn + density ( p ) i
i i Fig - pressure (p)

Micro climate t F12 - density ( p )

Figure 3-12 Free body diagram of the wind vent

The free body diagram (Figure 3-12) illustrates the specific influencing forces 

acting upon the wind vent device. In addition gravity and the variable z, distance
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from top of device to a point within the micro climate in metres, must also be

accounted for. All of these variables may be accounted for in one formula:

P, Vx2 P-, V 2 (3-22)
—  + + -T - = —  + gz 2 + - r -
p  2 p  2

This is the Bernoulli equation, first presented by Daniel Bernoulli (1700 - 1782). 

It applies for a steady, incompressible, inviscid and isothermal flow with no work 

done [Kaminski and Jensen (2005)].

3.5.7 Empirical form ula to determine fresh air delivery rate of the 
wind vent

In order to determine an estimate of flow through the wind vent, a simple 

formula has been used based on CFD determined loss coefficients. By treating 

the airflow from macro-climate to micro-climate through a wind vent in the same 

way as fluid flow between two large reservoirs via a pipe. The purpose was to 

determine a quick and accurate empirical formula for estimating the flow 

through a wind vent from macro-climate to micro-climate.

The head loss, h, due to minor losses can be determined experimentally and 

correlated, where KL is called the loss coefficient, which is dimensionless 

[Kaminski and Jensen, 2005].

V 2 (3-23)
hL = K Lf -

2 g

The head loss due to minor losses is added to the head loss in straight pipe 

sections so that the steady-flow equation becomes:
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(3-24)

In the case of the wind vent there are two loss coefficients, one at the entrance 

to the vent from the macro climate, a constriction loss K-i. The second 

coefficient is at the exit of the vent to the micro climate, an expansion loss K2. 

CFD experimentation (as detailed in Chapter 5) has been used to determine 

these two coefficients.

3.5.8 Determining the loss coefficients for the wind vent

The wind vent is a 1m x 1m square louvered terminal with an overall height of 

1m (Figure 3-13). The wind vent was modelled in CFD simulation and also 

subjected to extensive far-field experimental testing.

o
3

C ,

0.5 m

Figure 3-13 Wind vent geometry and location of Ci and C:
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The results of this research have been used to ascertain the loss coefficients as 

follows:

Cross sectional area (A) = 1 x 0.5 = 0.5m2 

Density ( p )  = 1.225kg/m3 [FLUENT (2006)]

External velocity = 4.5m/s [UK average wind speed, BSI (1991)] 

Mass flow rate through the wind vent assuming no loss coefficients:

m = 4 .5x  1.225 x 0.5 = 2.75kg/s

CFD analysis within the wind vent gives Ci = 1.97m/s, thus the mass flow rate 

at Ci is:

77?= 1.97 x 1.225 x 0.5 = 1.21 kg/s 

Therefore, the loss coefficient at Ci is:

K, = - ^ 1  = 0.44 
2.75

CFD analysis within the wind vent gives C2 = 0.59m/s, thus the mass flow rate 

at C2 is:

m = 0.59 x 1.225 x 0.5 = 0.36kg/s

Therefore, the loss coefficient at C2 is:



3.5.9 Comparison of empirical and CFD prediction of flow rate 
through the wind vent

To compare the empirical model with the CFD prediction of the airflow through 

the wind vent, two sample calculations were carried out with external velocities 

of 5 and 3m/s respectively

• Sample calculation 1 

A = 1 x 0.5 = 0.5m2

p  = 1,225kg/m3

External velocity = 5m/s

Ci mass flow rate = m = v x p x A  x K x

= 5 x  1 .225x0 .5x0 .44  

= 1.35kg/s

C2 mass flow rate m = Ci x K 1

(3-26)

(3-27)

= 1.3475x0.3 

= 0.404kg/s

Velocity at C2 = - ^  (3"28)
pA

_ 0.404

pA

= 0.66m/s

CFD prediction = 0.65m/s

The difference between the validated CFD prediction of 0.65m/s and the 

empirical prediction of 0.66m/s using the calculated coefficients is 1.5%.
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• Sample calculation 2 

A = 1 x 0.5 = 0.5m2 

p  = 1.225kg/m3 

External velocity = 3m/s

Ci mass flow rate =

C2 mass flow rate

w . .. . -  0.243Velocity at C2 = -------
pA

-  0.39m/s 

CFD prediction = 0.34m/s

The difference between the validated CFD prediction of 0.34m/s and the 

empirical prediction of 0.39m/s using the calculated coefficients is 12%.

3.5.10 Comparison of empirical and experimental flow rate 
through the wind vent

Experimental testing was carried out to determine the airflow rates through a 

wind vent (detailed in Chapter 7). Values recorded during the experimental work 

were compared to empirical predictions to ascertain their accuracy.

m = v x  p x  A x K x 

= 3x1.225x0.5x0.44 

= 0.8085kg/s

m = C i X K 2 

= 0.8085 x 0.3 

= 0.243kg/s
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A = 1 x 0.5 = 0.5m'

TExternal = 10° C = p  = 1.249kg/m: 

External wind speed (v) = 3.9m/s

Ci mass flow rate

C2 mass flow rate

Velocity at C2 = 0.32
pA

Experimental recording

m = v x  p x  A x K x 

= 3.9x1.249x0.5x0.44 

= 1.0716kg/s

m = Ci x K 2 

= 1.0716x0.3 

= 0.32kg/s

= 0.53m/s 

= 0.44 m/s

The difference between the experimental record of 0.44m/s and the empirical 

prediction of 0.53m/s using the calculated coefficients is 17%.

3.5.11 Distribution of airflow in the microclimate

As the flow of air is now being treated as a fluid flow between two large 

reservoirs, at the point of entry to the micro-climate (second reservoir) 

maximum velocity will occur. Assisted by a constant external head pressure, the 

flow spreads into the reservoir area where its velocity diminishes (Figure 3-14).
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▲

6 m

<■ >

6 m

Figure 3-14 Position of C3 and C4 within the microclimate (not to scale)

3.5.12 Empirical method for determining the air 
distribution within the micro climate

At point C3, the delivered velocity from point C2 must be divided by the cross 

sectional area of the microclimate to determine the velocity at that point. At 

point C4, the delivered velocity from point C2 must be divided by the floor area of 

the microclimate to determine the velocity at that point.

3.5.13 Comparison of empirical form ula with experim ental data, 
and CFD prediction

To determine the accuracy of the empirical method of airflow estimation within 

the microclimate, a comparison was made using an external wind velocity of 

5m/s.

External wind speed = 5 m/s

C2 = 0.66m/s (sample calculation 1)
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Cross sectional area = 2.5 x 6 = 15m2 

Floor area = 6 x 6 = 36m2

Velocity at C3 = = 0.044m/s

CFD prediction = 0.033 m/s Difference (empirical vs CFD) = 25%

Experimental data = 0.05 m/s Difference (empirical vs exp.) = 13%

Velocity at C 4 = = 0.018m/s
36

CFD prediction = 0.01 Om/s Difference (empirical vs CFD) = 45%

Experimental data =0.01 Om/s Difference (empirical vs exp.) = 45%

3.5.14 Conclusion

The use of the two loss coefficients K1 and K2 found through CFD investigation 

gave an accurate prediction of the airflow within the range 1.5 -17%  difference. 

This error range must be quantified further. When dealing with such low 

velocities of airflow, the degree of velocity variation is low and must be 

quantified against other work in the field. Previous work using assumed values 

for the coefficients have yielded results with the range of 20 - 100% [Elmualim 

(2006B)] and 2- 22% [Liu and Mak (2007)]. Therefore, the presented empirical 

methodology for predicting airflow through the wind vent is more accurate.

The empirical formula, when predicting the microclimate velocity at point C3, is 

in agreement and gives greater accuracy compared to the equivalent CFD
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prediction. The accuracy at point C4, using the empirical method, is less 

accurate in comparison to the equivalent CFD prediction with a difference 

margin of 45%. However, this error must be put into context when working with 

such low velocities of airflow rates. The under and over prediction of the two 

points, is 0.006 and 0.008m/s respectively. It is concluded that the empirical 

solution proposed gives an accurate and quick prediction of the airflow rates in 

the micro-climate achievable using a wind vent device.

3.6 Summary

This chapter presented the main physical concepts, and basic strategies for 

natural ventilation, and provided where appropriate orders of magnitude that 

allow for relative comparison. The available empirical methods for each of the 

natural ventilation components have been illustrated. The specific device 

related to this study was described in detail including principle of operation, 

system components, application and aerodynamic properties. A methodology 

was presented and demonstrated for using empirical formula to accurately 

predict the airflow rate through the device. The understanding of these concepts 

and strategies forms the basis for the study of the wind vent.
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Chapter 4 CFD theory and modelling
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4.1 Introduction

CFD is used for analysis of large amounts of data in a cost effective manner. 

CFD is a prominent tool in aerodynamic design due to advancements in 

computational capabilities, along-side traditional methods such as wind tunnels. 

Wind tunnels and CFD are both simulators. Wind tunnels are analogue and 

CFD is digital. Any simulation tool requires validation through experimentation. 

This study validated the simulation work with full scale far-field testing (detailed 

in Chapter 8).

The three basic steps of a CFD computation are the same irrespective of the 

method. Once the choice of the appropriate method is made, the steps followed 

are:

• Discretisation of the body surface or the computational domain, termed 

"pre-processing"

• Computation, termed "solving"

• A suitable graphical representation of the numerical results, termed "post 

processing"

A commercially available wind vent was used as the benchmark geometry for 

this research. The wind vent was of standard 1 x 1 x 1m dimensions (length x 

width x height). The unit comprised often louvered sections, eight opening 

louvers with one louver at each end of the section used as a joining piece and 

did not allow airflow through, a terminal roof or hat, and a 1 x 1 x 0.5m spacer 

acting as link piece between external roof and internal ceiling and a 1 x 1 x 

0.25m control damper unit. The internal space, the micro-climate, was 

determined as a small classroom of 6 x 6 x 2.5m dimensions [Department for
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Education and Skills (2004)]. This chapter describes the process of translating 

the pre-determined physical domain to a computational domain (pre

processing), which is solved and post-processed, using the FLUENT software 

package.

4.2 Physical domain

Gambit, FLUENT pre-processor, has the ability to create a physical domain 

directly from user defined co-ordinates. The other option for creating pre

processor geometry is to import geometry from a Computer Aided Design (CAD) 

software package. Gambit does not have the same dedicated CAD tools as a 

purely geometric modelling programme, thus the creation of complex geometry 

is severely limited. An additional advantage of CAD packages is the ability to 

"dynamically modify" a model. The complete model is an assembly of many 

parts, when any of the parts are edited or modified, the model automatically 

regenerates a new model to reflect these adaptations, termed "dynamic 

modification". This research required geometrical investigation. Therefore, the 

ability to dynamically modify the physical domain was desirable. Thus, the 

secondary option of using a CAD modelling package was engaged.

The wind vent geometry, the louvered sections and hat, was created using 3D 

CAD software, namely Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire 2.0 [PTC (2008)]. Replicating 

the physical geometry of the wind vent does not represent a computational 

domain. To achieve this, the fluid volume must be defined prior to exporting the 

model to Gambit. The fluid volume, where the fluid should flow, is the area 

within the geometry which is under investigation. Translating a Pro/ENGINEER 

model to a fluid volume prior to Gambit pre-processing is a common procedure
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[Fluent (2006)]. This procedure requires a new fluid volume to be created with 

each regenerated model after dynamic modification. Therefore, a new 

procedure was devised during this stage of the investigation whereby each 

regenerated model created a regenerated fluid volume [Appendix A]. The 

remaining geometry namely micro-climate, damper unit, spacer and macro

climate, external wind velocity domain, were created using Gambit version 2.0 

as illustrated in Figure 4-1.

Macro climate -------------- ►

Wind vent -

Spacer- 
Damper unit

Micro climate

Figure 4-1 Gambit physical representation of geometry under investigation

The macro-climate, which contained the simulated external velocity, was 

determined by setting the perimeters at a minimum of 2.5 times the distance of 

the fluid volume wall under investigation to the external boundary (a general 

modelling guideline from CFD tuition). For example, the wind vent fluid volume 

to the horizontal plane of the macro-climate was determined as 2.5 x 1 m = 2.5m 

wall to wall distance. The complete macro-climate dimensions were 6 x 6 x 4m.
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4.3 Computational domain

Defining the computational domain from the physical domain consists of four 

key stages. These are:

a) Defining boundary conditions

b) Creating the volume mesh

c) Examining the mesh

d) Establishing mesh independency or grid adaption

4.3.1 Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions define the physical and operational characteristics of 

the model at its boundaries and within specific regions of its domain. The 

boundary types available in FLUENT are classified as follows:

• Flow inlet and exit boundaries: pressure inlet, velocity inlet, mass flow 

inlet, inlet vent, intake fan, pressure outlet, pressure far-field, outflow, 

outlet vent, exhaust fan

• Wall, repeating, and pole boundaries: wall, symmetry, periodic, axis

• Internal cell zones: fluid, solid (porous is a type of fluid zone)

• Internal face boundaries: fan, radiator, porous jump, wall

The physical domain contained three fluid volumes namely, macro-climate, wind 

vent and micro-climate. A wall boundary condition was used to clearly define 

the flow limitations in each region. The macro-climate fluid volume, used to 

simulate the external velocity flow field, generates a velocity into the wind vent 

and accepts an exhaust air out-flow from the wind vent. To generate a velocity 

flow field one horizontal plane was named as a velocity inlet, with the opposite
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horizontal plane named as a pressure outlet. Unless otherwise stated, the 

velocity inlet was set to 4.5m/s, as this is the UK average wind speed [British 

Standards Institution (1991)]. The remaining planes of the macro-climate were 

named as symmetry planes, used to model zero shear-slip walls, thus 

alleviating potential distortion of the macro-climate flow.

The wind vent fluid volume contained two boundary conditions, wall and porous 

jump. The wall condition was used to simulate any geometrical obstruction to 

the fluid flow. For example the cross-dividers and dampers. The porous jump 

was used to simulate the fluid flow through the diffuser egg crate grille of the 

unit shown in Figure 4-2.

- 1. i.— -a t

Wall

Porous Jump

Figure 4-2 Wind vent fluid volume

The porous jump acts as a thin membrane or filter with user defined inputs of 

permeability and medium thickness. A tertiary term of pressure-jump coefficient 

is available to the user for this type of boundary condition (Equation 4-1). As a
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reliable coefficient determined by experimentation was unavailable, the 

equation reduced to the Darcy's law in the absence of this input [Fluent (2006)].

Ap = — Am
\ «  *  /  (4-1)

Where:

a  = the permeability of the medium (m2)

C2 = the pressure-jump coefficient (1/m)

Ap = the pressure change (Pa)

fj. = the laminar fluid viscosity (kg/ms)

Am = the thickness of the medium (m)

p  = the fluid density (kg/m3)

v -  the fluid velocity (m/s)

The permeability, or the area of restricted flow and medium thickness were 

calculated from actual physical measurements of an egg crate grille as shown in 

Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3 Wind vent diffuser (egg crate grille)

The calculations are:

Length of each side = 1m

Each side contained 86 dividers at 0.5 mm thick, 1 -  0.043 = 0.957m 

Total area of unrestricted flow = 0.957 x 0.957m = 0.92m2 

Total depth of the grille = 0.01m

The third and final fluid volume, the micro-climate, contained only the wall 

boundary condition used to simulate the horizontal walls and the ceiling of the 

classroom.

4.3.2 Volume mesh

The macro and micro-climate, were subdivided into smaller blocks to facilitate 

grid refinement. The "mesh volumes" command creates a mesh for one or more 

volumes in the model. Gambit creates mesh nodes throughout the volume 

according to the specified meshing parameters.
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The following parameters were specified to mesh the volumes:

• Volume(s) to be meshed

• Meshing scheme

• Mesh node spacing

• Meshing options

The meshing scheme used in this investigation was the tet/hybrid element 

combined with the tgrid type. This scheme specifies that the mesh is composed 

primarily of tetrahedral elements. The model also includes hexahedral, 

pyramidal and wedge elements where appropriate. The selection of this scheme 

was due to the nature of the investigation, whereby geometrical variations 

would be performed requiring a variation of element types to produce an 

accurate mesh. Mesh node spacing and meshing options were varied to 

achieve grid independency or grid adaption.

4.3.3 Grid adaption

The basic concept of grid or mesh adaption methods is to refine the elements in 

which a priori or posteriori error indicator, measure of error based on solution 

gradients is larger than the preset criterion. Adaptive methods are divided into 

structured and unstructured grid methods. This study used unstructured grid 

methods as a priori error indicator was unavailable.

Unstructured adaptive methods have been extensively developed by Oden and 

Babuska. Some of their later work is summarised in Babuska,ef a/.( 1986) and 

Oden,ef al. (1986). Selection of the appropriate adaptive method for the mesh 

results in increased accuracy in the final solution. Selecting the appropriate
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method requires a compromise between computational time, cost and solution 

accuracy.

This study used an hp adaptive strategy for the unstructured mesh. "The three- 

step hp adaptive strategy, provides an accurate approximate solution while 

keeping the computational costs under control" [Oden and Legat (1995)].

The hp method is a combination of two adaptive methods, mesh refinement (h 

method) and mesh enrichment (p method). Mesh refinement refers to the 

targeting of areas of the mesh which have high levels of skewness and 

replacing them with an increased number of elements or cells, or a different 

element type. Mesh enrichment refers to an increase in the degree of the 

polynomials or higher order approximations [Chung (2006)].

Each method is applied until a posteriori error indicator shows no improvement 

from the previous adaption, thus the solution is deemed stable. At each stage 

of the adaption, a decision is taken as to whether an ^-refinement or a p- 

enrichment should be performed. One technique is to apply h-refinements until 

a certain level is reached, then begin p-enrichments to establish a satisfactory 

posteriori error. Thus, the mesh may be considered independent of adaption.

The complete computational domain was split and refined in three areas 

corresponding to the three fluid volumes:

1) The wind vent and immediate surrounding zone

2) Remaining macro-climate

3) The micro-climate
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The hp method required a posteriori error indicator which was defined as the 

diffuser average area-weighted velocity result. Gambit allows for two types of 

element node patterns to be selected with increased number of nodes (p- 

enrichments). The variation of these two types had insignificant effect on the 

posteriori error indicator. The /7-refinements were applied to the three areas in 

three correlating stages shown in Figure 4-4.

Stage 2

Stage 1

Stage 3

x

Figure 4-4 Grid adaption areas (identified by stage of adaption)

The initial model consisted of 750,210 elements. Stage one of the /7-refinement 

increased the number of elements by 263,039 with an error indicator of 2.8%. 

As depicted in Table 4-1, at the third refinement no change was evident, thus 

this stage of the process was complete.

Table 4-1 Stage 1 ft-refinement
Grid spacing Posteriori error indicator
Wind
vent

Surround Stage
2

Stage
3

Diffuser
(m/s)

Error
%

Total
Elements

32 110 200 200 0.830 N/A 750,210
28 100 200 200 0.807 J 2.8 860,166
25 85 200 200 0.807 0 1,013,249
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Stage two increased the number of elements by 335,837 with an error indication 

of 11.5% between refinements (Table 4-2).

Table 4-2 Stage 2 /7-refinement
Grid spacing Posteriori error indicator
Wind
vent

Surround Stage
2

Stage
3

Diffuser
(m/s)

Error
%

Total
Elements

28 100 200 200 0.807 N/A 860,166
28 100 175 200 0.693 16.3 899,431
28 100 150 200 0.584 18.8 998,050
28 100 125 200 0.523 11.5 1,196,003

The final stage of the h-refinement increased the number of elements by 92,752 

with an error indication of 0.01% between refinements as seen in Table 4-3.

The third refinement at this stage showed no change in the error indicator, thus 

the process was complete.

Table 4-3 Stage 3 ft-refinement
Grid spacing Posteriori error indicator
Wind Surround Stage Stage Diffuser Error Total
vent 2 3 (m/s) % Elements
28 100 125 200 0.523 N/A 1,196,003
28 100 125 175 0.527 0.01 1,216,987

The grid adaption process increased the number of elements by 445,793. Each 

stage continued until an acceptable compromise was reached between the 

number of elements, computational time to solve and the posteriori error 

indication, as depicted in Figure 4-5. At 1,196,003 elements, the error 

indication between refinements was at its lowest in the final two stages. This 

coupled with the computational time made it an acceptable compromise. These 

node spacings were then applied to each investigation.
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Figure 4-5 Error reduction through successive hp-adaption stages

4.3.4 Examining the mesh

Examination of the mesh was done computationally. The computational 

examination is carried out by a skewness tool provided by the software. The 

skewness (range 0 -1) is the distribution relationship between the mesh nodes. 

In statistical terms, a normal distribution has a skewness of zero. Hence, data 

points are symmetrical about a mean. A high level of skewness indicates that 

the distribution is "stretched". Consequently the model underestimates the 

solution variables which leads to an inaccurate solution. The default maximum 

allowable skewness from the FLUENT software is 0.97 for the meshing scheme 

applied. If the skewness factor is above this level, the accuracy of the solution is 

deemed unacceptable.

The mesh was examined to eliminate any potential problems prior to exporting 

to the FLUENT solver. The mesh was examined using the skewness tool
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provided. The first examination consisted of examining the mesh and looking for 

any signs of high density clusters of elements in geometrically important areas, 

shown in Figure 4-6.

jftMSfMiSSsw iftw t'g

m mmm

Figure 4-6 Meshed wind vent geometry

Any elements with a high skewness value would be highlighted. According to 

colour map red is the highest level of skewness. At this point the mesh was 

refined in that particular area to remove these potential solving problems. A 

further examination was carried out using the software's grid check function, 

which gives the overall skewness of each mesh. The maximum recorded 

skewness during this investigation was 0.79 with typical values being 0.6 - 0.7.

4.4 Solving the model

The k-e model is the most widely used and validated turbulence model (as 

detailed in Chapter 2). It is the simplest turbulence model for which only initial
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and/or boundary conditions need to be supplied. The two-equation k-e model 

was used to carry out the computational work reported in this study with the 

following equations solved:

• Continuity or mass conservation equation

• Momentum conservation equation

• Navier-Stokes equation

• Kinetic and epsilon transport equation

These equations are established and widely used, full description and derivation 

is available [Ahmed (1998), Chung (2002), Fluent (2006), Appendix A]. No 

attempt was made during this study to modify any of these standard equations. 

In addition the defined boundary conditions require value inputs to accurately 

define the model as depicted in Table 4-4.

Table 4-4 Boundary conditions requiring input__________
Boundary condition Input
Velocity inlet 4.5 m/s

Pressure outlet Default (atmos)

Porous jump permeability 0.91 m  ̂ (section 4.3.1)

Porous jump thickness 0.01m (section 4.3.1)

4.5 Solution algorithms

Solution algorithms are tools used to dictate the method in which the 

progressive iterations are carried out. FLUENT provides three methods for 

pressure-velocity coupling in the solver:

1) SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) Figure 4-7.

2) SIMPLEC (SIMPLE-Consistent).
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3) PISO (Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators).

The SIMPLE algorithm is used in FLUENT as a default algorithm and was used 

in performing the numerical work reported in this study. The SIMPLE algorithm, 

illustrated in Figure 4-7 (derived and detailed in Appendix A) provides a method 

of calculating pressures and velocities.

Initial guess p*, v*, (j):

p, u, v, cj)

No
Convergence

Yes

Start

Stop iterations

Set: 
p*=p, u*= u

Step 4: solve all other discretised 
transport equations

Step 2: Solve pressure correction 
equation

Step 3: correct pressure and
velocities using under-relaxation

Step 1: solve discretised momentum 
equations

Figure 4-7 SIMPLE algorithm flowchart [Ahmed (2008)]

The method is iterative and, when other scalars are coupled to the momentum 

equations, the calculation needs to be done sequentially.
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4.6 Solution convergence

Convergence is the term for a numerical method using iterations to produce a 

solution of the grid, whereby the error approaches zero. Solutions are based on 

iterations against pre-defined convergence criteria. After initialising the solution, 

setting all residual values to zero, the iteration process is commenced. An 

online plot of scaled residuals versus iterations was used to assess the status of 

the convergence. When the set convergence criterion is met the iteration 

process is complete.

There are no universal metrics forjudging convergence. Residual definitions 

that are useful for one class of problem are sometimes misleading for other 

classes of problems. Therefore, it is useful to judge convergence not only by 

examining residual levels, but also by monitoring relevant integrated quantities 

such as volume averaged velocities. For most problems, the default 

convergence criterion in FLUENT is sufficient. This criterion requires that the 

scaled residuals defined by the equations selected decrease to 10'3 [Fluent 

(2006)]. Initial models, the benchmark geometry, were solved within 90 

iterations using the default criteria, as illustrated in Figure 4-8.

R e s i d u a l s
 c o n t  i n u i t  y
—  x - v e l o c i t N  

y - v e l o c i t ' i .  ~ 1__ : 4- r

l e - 0 2  -

l e - 0 4  -

l e - 0 5
0 10 20 30 0 50 60 70 80 904

I t e r a t i o n s

Figure 4-8 Converged solution residuals
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To ascertain the accuracy of the default convergence criteria, the set-point was 

altered to 10'4, and 10'5 respectively. The new criteria increased the number of 

iterations to 750 for the 10'4 case, with the 10'5 case not converging after 2000 

iterations but remaining constant. Comparing the posteriori error indicator, used 

for grid adaption, no significant difference (0.001) between any of the cases was 

found. Due to the increased computational time for relatively small increased 

accuracy, the default convergence criterion was used for the remaining 

computational models used in this investigation.

4.7 Postprocessing

To obtain an accurate picture of the airflow behaviour through the wind vent and 

into the micro-climate a series of data points, vertices, were created. From 

these points, the average vertex velocity (m/s) was obtained and recorded for 

comparison with experimental results (Chapter 8). In total, ten data points were 

created. Nine of the data points were positioned at a height of 1.5m, with a tenth 

point centrally positioned at the diffuser entry and exit face. By joining these 

data points about a 1.5m high, horizontal plane, velocity and pressure profiles 

within the micro-climate were obtained (Figure 4-9).



Data v e rte x ----------------

 Horizontal plane

Figure 4-9 Velocity contour profile within the micro climate

4.8 Computational uncertainties

Any computational method contains some unknowns or uncertainties. It is 

necessary to identify these and eradicate where possible. "Computational 

uncertainties inevitably arise due to equivalence of a continuum phenomenon 

by a discrete model, and the subsequent numerical solution of the model which 

gives rise to a loss of accuracy" [Hamdan (1998)].

Quantifying the uncertainties that arise in the study of any scientific problem 

requires that the sources of uncertainties must be identified. In the type of 

physical problems that require modelling followed by solving, the following 

sources/factors of uncertainties have been identified and discussed in detail by 

Mehta (1991):
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• The physical phenomenon being studied and the associated 

uncertainties due to isolation of the physical phenomenon; the effects of 

extraneous phenomenon; modelling of the physical problem and 

underlying simplification of the models; modelling the physical 

parameters inaccurately; lack of understanding of the physical 

phenomenon and the lack of confirmation measures.

• The human factors involved are manifested in creative over belief; 

uncertainties about definitions; uncertainties about risk assessment; and 

uncertainties in decision making.

• Computational uncertainty and its sources of equivalence and accuracy.

4.9 Quantification ofCFD uncertainties

Quantification of uncertainty, as opposed to qualitive assessments, involves 

more than just obtaining a good error estimate. A more conservative procedure, 

based on the grid-convergence procedure index, reports an error band equal to 

three times an error estimate. Roache (1997) considers only a posteriori error 

estimate, being of the opinion that useful a priori estimation is not possible for 

non-trivial fluid mechanics problems. This study used a posterior error estimate 

based on the hp grid-convergence procedure (Section 4.3.3).

In addition to verification of the calculation through convergence techniques, 

independent validation of the model must be made through experimentation, to 

minimise potential modelling errors. For example, the equations set may not 

accurately represent the intended application, regardless of the accuracy of the 

grid, which would only become apparent through comparison with full-scale 

testing. The simulation model used in this study has been validated against far- 

field experimental testing and flow visualisation (Chapter 8).
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4.10 Summary

This chapter presented the specific CFD theory and modelling used for the 

purpose of this investigation. The three main areas of the CFD process were 

described namely pre-processing, solving, and post-processing. The pre

processing area detailed the creation of the physical domain and computational 

domain (Sections 4.2 and 4.3). The solving area detailed the selection of 

solvers and equations; and solution convergence (Sections 4.4 and 4.6). The 

final topic area, post-processing, detailed results analysis and display (Section 

4.7).
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5.1 Introduction

Robust Parameter Design (RPD) is an approach to product realisation activities 

that emphasises choosing the levels of controllable factors or parameters in a 

process or product to achieve certain objectives [Montgomery (2005)].

This study used this general approach when designing the CFD experiments to 

maximise the generated data in the most efficient manner, shown in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1 Design of CFD experiments
Measured response

Experiment Velocity
(m/s)

Pressure
(Pa)

Internal air
distribution
(m/s)

Benchmark

V y
Control damper angle

✓
External louver angle

✓ / y
Amount of external 
louvers ✓
Distance between external louvers

y ✓ y
Use of cross dividers

y y
Use of internal fan

y
Optimum external geometrical configuration

y ( / y

To determine which type of parameters to examine and responses to measure 

for the purpose of the device, this study was broken down into a simple flow 

chart (Figure 5-1).
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Maximise the flow

t
Control the flow

I
Regulate the flow

Figure 5-1 Flow chart of design procedure

The parameters are all geometrical features which may influence the 

performance of the device. The measured responses are factors which 

contribute to the effectiveness of the wind vent as a ventilation device.

5.2 Benchmark model

The macro and micro climates geometry remained constant in each CFD model. 

The wind vent geometry (described in Chapter 4) was used as a benchmark for 

the CFD investigations, shown in Figure 5-2, the standard geometry is detailed 

in Table 5-2.
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External louver------------------------------►

Counter -current flow 
 ►

Cross divider

Control damper

Con -current flow 

Figure 5-2 Benchmark wind vent geometry

Table 5-2 Geometry used for the benchmark case
Geometry Dimension/Position
Damper angle 0° (fully open)
External louver angle 45°
Number of external louvers 8 (8 opening louvers, 2 fixed with no flow 

through)
Distance between external 
louvers

50 mm

Number of cross dividers 1
Internal fan position No fan

The benchmark model was solved for a range 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5m/s of inlet 

velocities, and a BSI standard velocity of 4.5m/s [British Standards Institution 

(1991)]. The inlet and outlet boundary wall positions were varied through 90° to 

examine con-current flow, in line with control dampers and counter-current flow 

in opposition to control dampers. Figures 5-3 and 5-6 illustrate the flow path 

predicted in the FLUENT model for both the con-current and counter-current 

flow paths. The left hand side of the CFD plot shows the scale of velocity (m/s) 

or pressure (Pa) where applicable. The lines within the fluid domain are colour 

coded and relate to the colour map on the left hand side. The distribution within
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the micro climate is shown. Figure 5-3 shows the con-current flow entering from 

the left velocity inlet boundary. The flow splits at the wind vent face with air 

entering the macro to micro climate interface (wind vent) and the remaining flow 

passing over and exiting to the right pressure outlet boundary. The geometry 

shown includes a supplementary vertical plane created to assist in the 

illustrative analysis of the model.

Path L ines  C o lo red  b y  V e lo c ity  M a g n itu d e  (m /s) Ju l 06, 2 0 0 7
F L U E N T  6.2  (3d , s e g re g a te d , ske)

Figure 5-3 Velocity vectors simulating the con-current flow at 4.5m/s through the wind 
vent

Figure 5-4 shows a supplementary face without the surrounding geometry. The 

vertical face through the centre of the model shows an accurate cross-section of 

the model to assist the illustrative analysis. The flow is con-current with the 

direction of the dampers.

Velocity outlet
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Figure 5-4 Supplementary plane view of velocity vector results

Path  L ines  C o lo red  b y  V e lo c ity  M a g n itu d e  (m /s) Ju l 06, 2007
F LU E N T  6.2  (3d, se g re g a te d , ske)
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Figure 5-5 is a zoom view of the wind vent air distribution with con-current flow. 

Some of the airflow exits the wind vent without entering the micro climate, a 

phenomena known as short-circuiting. For this reason natural ventilation is 

described in terms of delivery rates (L/sec) as opposed to air changes per hour 

for mechanical systems.

Short circuit

Path L ines  C o lo red  b y  V e lo c ity  M a g n itu d e  (m /s) Ju l 06, 2 007
F L U E N T  6 .2  (3d, se g re g a te d , ske)

Figure 5-5 velocity vectors to illustrate the short circuit phenomena in con-current flow
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Figure 5-6 shows the geometry and supplementary face, with the airflow in the 

counter-current direction of the dampers.

Figure 5-6 Velocity vectors for the counter-current simulation model with external 
velocity of 4.5m/s

Figure 5-7 shows the supplementary plane. The velocity scale on the left hand 

side of the Figure suggests an increased velocity range is experienced in 

comparison to Figure 5-4.
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Figure 5-7 Supplementary face to illustrate the velocity vectors in the counter-current 
flow model with external velocity of 4.5m/s
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Figure 5-8 is a zoom view of the velocity distribution inside the wind vent. The 

flow short-circuits. However, it is reduced in comparison with Figure 5-5.

Figure 5-8 Illustration of the short circuit phenomena in the counter-current flow

Path  L ines  C o lo red  b y  V e lo c ity  M a g n itu d e  (m /s) J u l 06, 2 007
F L U E N T  6 .2  (3d, se g re g a te d , ske)
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Post-processing of the results from the 4.5m/s counter-current simulation was 

done by using contour plots of the internal, micro-climate, pressure and velocity. 

Figure 5-9 shows the static pressure contours of the micro-climate.
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Figure 5-9 Contour plot of the internal static pressure at 4.5m/s external velocity
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The results show two distinct areas of static pressure directly below the wind 

vent. The red area (area 1) showing a higher static pressure is on the velocity 

inlet side of the wind vent. The dark blue area (area 2) shows a lower static 

pressure on the wind vent exit side.

The velocity contour plot (Figure 5-10) shows a distinct area of higher velocity 

directly below the wind vent. This was expected, due to the displacement effect 

between inlet and outlet (detailed in Chapter 3).
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Figure 5-10 Contour plot of internal velocity at external velocity of 4.5 m/s

As expected, the maximum velocity and pressure differential was around the 

inlet and outlet areas of the wind vent as this is the point of air exchange. 

Therefore, the connecting surface (diffuser surface) was used as a performance 

indicator. The simulation model was solved for the full range of velocities in both 

directions. The velocity and dynamic pressure readings were taken from the 

weighted-average of the diffuser surface. The volume average internal velocity

Diffuser surface



was used to determine the average internal air distribution rate, as a second 

performance indicator. The full results for the con-current simulations are shown 

in Table 5-3. The counter-current simulation results are shown in Table 5-4.

Table 5-3 Simulation results of benchmark with con-current flow
Velocity inlet 
speed (m/s)

Diffuser 
velocity (m/s)

Diffuser pressure 
drop (Pa)

Average internal air 
velocity (m/s)

1 0.08 0.01 0.08
2 0.20 0.03 0.15
3 0.33 0.09 0.23
4 0.45 0.16 0.31

4.5 0.50 0.21 0.35
5 0.60 0.30 0.38

Table 5-4 Simulation results of benchmark with counter-current flow
Velocity inlet 
speed (m/s)

Diffuser 
velocity (m/s)

Diffuser pressure 
drop (Pa)

Average internal air 
velocity (m/s)

1 0.09 0.01 0.07
2 0.21 0.04 0.14
3 0.34 0.09 0.20
4 0.47 0.17 0.27

4.5 0.54 0.23 0.31
5 0.65 0.32 0.34

Tables 5-3 and 5-4 show that the direction of external wind has a nominal effect 

on the performance of the wind vent. The counter-current external flow has a 

marginal 2.4 - 8.3%, increase in diffuser velocity (Figure 5-12). The internal air 

distribution shows little relation to the external wind direction with a marginal 

increase 7.2 -14.1% with con-current flow.
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Increased wind vent performance 
with counter-current flow
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Figure 5-11 The effect of external wind direction on the diffuser velocity

Results from both simulations show the same trend with velocity, pressure and 

internal air distribution, increasing in proportion with an increased external wind 

velocity. This was as expected as the influencing forces (discussed in Chapter 3) 

acting upon the wind vent increase, as does the air exchange within the micro

climate. Figure 5-12 shows the increased air-exchange across the diffuser and 

within the micro-climate as a direct result of an increased external wind velocity.
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Figure 5-12 Effect of external velocity on the internal velocity for the benchmark 
simulation model

The objectives of this study were clearly defined in Chapter 1. One of the key 

objectives was to demonstrate the wind vent capabilities with respect to the BSI 

guidelines [BSI (1991)]. The guidelines stipulate a minimum fresh air delivery 

rate of 0.8L/sec per m2 of floor area. Converting the benchmark case results to 

L/sec of fresh air delivery, which equates to half the diffuser rate, demonstrated 

the device ability to meet the BSI criteria (Table 5-5).

Table 5-5 Fresh air delivery rates of the benchmark wind vent geometry
Velocity Inlet Speed 
(m/s)

Diffuser Velocity 
(m/s)

Delivered rate 
(L/sec per m2)

1 0.08 1.1
2 0.2 2.8
3 0.33 4.6
4 0.45 6.3

4.5 0.5 6.9
5 0.6 8.3
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From Table 5-5 at low external velocities of 1m/s the wind vent exceeds the 

required minimum. The UK average wind speed is 4.5m/s [BSI (1991)]. 

Therefore, the wind vent has been shown to have the capability to meet the BSI 

guidelines.

5.3 Control damper angle

The geometrical variation of the control damper angle was investigated for a 

range of angles, fully open (0°) to fully closed (90°) (Figure 5-13).

Control dampers fully 
open

Control dampers fully 
closed

Inlet face
I

t
Diffuser face

Figure 5-13 Control damper geometry for 0° and 90° simulation models

The control dampers were rotated in the clockwise direction with a new model 

created every 5° step. A total of 19 simulation models were created and 

analysed to determine the effect of the control damper angle on the wind vent 

performance. Unless otherwise stated a fixed external velocity of 4.5m/s at 

counter-current direction for all models was used. From the geometry it is noted 

that increasing the damper angle should restrict the velocity and increase the 

pressure drop across the diffuser. The control dampers regulate the flow 

entering the micro-climate and provide an even distribution to the internal air 

movement. The CFD simulations were used to determine the angle at which the
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control dampers provide the most effective control of the velocity and pressure 

drop across the diffuser, and evenly distribute the air movement rate within the 

micro climate. Restricting the flow entering the diffuser has the effect of 

reducing the pressure on the diffuser face, whilst increasing the pressure on the 

inlet face, (Figure 5-13). Therefore, the pressure drop across these two faces in 

combination with the diffuser velocity was used to determine the most effective 

angle for the control dampers. The full results are shown in Table 5-6.

Table 5-6 Simulation results for control damper angle range 0° - 90°.
Damper
angle

Diffuser
velocity
(m/s)

Inlet face 
pressure 
drop (Pa)

Diffuser face 
pressure 
drop (Pa)

Pressure
drop
(Pa)

Internal air 
distribution 
(m/s)

0 0.53 0.57 0.23 0.34 0.31
5 0.54 0.59 0.24 0.35 0.31

10 0.53 0.57 0.23 0.34 0.31
15 0.52 0.57 0.24 0.33 0.31
20 0.51 0.58 0.24 0.34 0.31
25 0.5 0.59 0.24 0.35 0.31
30 0.5 0.61 0.25 0.36 0.31
35 0.47 0.60 0.24 0.36 0.31
40 0.46 0.61 0.24 0.37 0.31
45 0.42 0.62 0.22 0.40 0.33
50 0.4 0.62 0.21 0.41 0.31
55 0.38 0.63 0.21 0.42 0.31
60 0.36 0.63 0.19 0.44 0.33
65 0.34 0.63 0.18 0.45 0.31
70 0.32 0.64 0.16 0.48 0.31
75 0.31 0.64 0.15 0.49 0.31
80 0.28 0.62 0.12 0.50 0.28
85 0.26 0.64 0.1 0.53 0.25
90 0.23 0.67 0.08 0.59 0.23

The simulation results showed little variation in the internal air movement rate 

compared to the control damper angle. The highest rates were at 45° and 60° 

angles. This 6% marginal increase corresponds to a drop in diffuser velocity of 

26% and 47% respectively. Figure 5-14 compares the pressure-drop across the 

control dampers with the average-weighted diffuser velocity. The point of inter-
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section, the damper angle of 45°, is the optimum to balance the air-exchange 

rate with internal air movement rate. The 60° angle has been discounted due to 

drop in velocity. By using the control damper to remove the short-circuiting 

phenomena the internal air movement performance of the wind vent has been 

increased. The velocity is attributed to air exchange, with pressure drop to 

direction of velocity, hence a positive pressure drop indicates a higher level of 

air leaving the micro climate.

Effect of control dampers on 
wind vent performance
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Damper angle

— Diffuser
velocity
(m/s)
Pressure
drop (Pa)

Figure 5-14 Pressure drop against diffuser velocity to establish optimum control damper 
angle

This investigation established the most effective damper angle to provide an 

even distribution of the internal air movement rate. The air movement rate was 

analysed using the internal velocity contours plane (Figure 5-15). With the 

dampers at the fully open position air enters the micro-climate centrally at its 

highest velocity. The velocity decreases as it distributes within the micro-climate 

with no pattern to the distribution.
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Figure 5-15 Velocity contours within the micro climate with the control dampers in the 
fully open position with external velocity of 4.5m/s

The velocity contours with the dampers angled at 45°, are shown in Figure 5-16. 

The velocity peaks centrally beneath the diffuser. When the dampers are angled 

at 45° the flow decreases in concentric circles within the micro-climate. The 

angling of the control dampers has dampened the erratic internal air movement 

(Figure 5-15).
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Figure 5-16 Velocity contours within the micro climate with the control dampers at 45°
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Analysis of the results showed the optimum control damper angle for this 

application is at 45°. Using this angle produced a smooth evenly distributed flow 

within the micro-climate.

5.4 External louver angle

Geometrical variation of the external louver was investigated to determine its 

effect on the wind vent performance. The predominant geometrical dimension of 

the external louver is the angle of inclination, with respect to the prevailing 

external wind. A range of 10° to 60° louver angles were modelled. However, 

during the course of this experiment it was found unnecessary to investigate 

beyond the 45° model, the benchmark louver angle, shown in Figure 5-17.

Figure 5-17 Range of external louver angles created from 10° to 45°

Variation of the louver angle reduces the internal air volume. Therefore, the 

results were normalised against the benchmark volume to facilitate accurate 

comparison (Table 5-7).
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Table 5-7 Normalising factor for louver angle investigation
Louver angle Volume (m3) Factor

10 0.0122 1.34
15 0.01377 1.18
20 0.01467 1.11
25 0.01526 1.07
30 0.01568 1.04
35 0.016 1.02
40 0.01626 1.002
45 0.01629 1

The eight models were solved with an external wind speed of 4.5m/s. The 

resulting diffuser velocities and pressure were normalised according to Table 5- 

7. As the wind vent was normalised to accurately compare the results a vertical 

line was created in Fluent (CFD post-processor), running along the length of the 

inside of the vent from the highest louver to the diffuser. Hence the results are 

line average values as opposed to face average values. The full results are 

shown in Table 5-8.

Table 5-8 Normalised results for external louver angle simulation
Louver
angle

Line pressure drop 
(Pa)

Line velocity 
(m/s)

Average internal air 
velocity (m/s)

10 4.39 1.89 0.37
15 2.67 1.69 0.34
20 1.67 1.38 0.35
25 1.66 1.42 0.36
30 1.18 1.22 0.36
35 1.29 1.29 0.45
40 5.57 2.84 0.35
45 2.88 1.99 0.31

Table 5-8 showed that at an external louver angle of 40°, the recorded velocity 

and pressure across the diffuser showed anomalies in comparison to the other 

simulation models.
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Figure 5-18 illustrates the pressure build-up around the bottom louver at 35° 

caused by the angle variation. The pressure had increased around this area 

throughout the various increments of louver angle. This is referred to as the 

attack angle as it is in direct opposition to the wind direction (detailed in Chapter 

3). "Inviscid, incompressible flow theory shows that the velocity becomes 

infinitely large at a sharp convex corner" [Anderson (2007)]. The leading edge of 

a flat plate at an angle of attack is such a case and the wind vent louver similar 

to a sharp convex corner. When the angle of attack exceeds a critical value, the 

flow separation occurs over the top surface of the louver. This is termed "the 

stalling angle of attack". Behaviour associated with the extreme thinness of an 

airfoil, (or in this case wind vent louver), is labelled as thin airfoil stall.

Contours of Dynamic Pressure (pascal) Sep 12, 2007 
FLUENT 6.2 (3d, segregated, ske)
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Figure 5-18 CFD prediction of pressure contours at louver angle of 35°
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Figure 5-19 illustrates the increased pressure caused by increasing the louver 

angle from 35 to 40°. Comparison of the pressure contours at 35° shows the 

pressure has increased from 1.1 to 5 Pa, causing a restriction within the wind 

vent. At the louver angle of 40°, the flow has stalled and as such the results are 

unreliable.

Figure 5-19 CFD predicted pressure contours at louver angle of 40°
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Figure 5-20 CFD predicted pressure contours at louver angle of 45°
A close scrutiny of Figures 5-19 and 5-20 shows a decrease in pressure within

the wind vent. The louver angle has now passed the critical stall point. This 

demonstrated known aerodynamic theory regarding trailing-edge stall (as 

detailed in Chapter 3). Lift coefficient curves for thin airfoil plates show a linear 

rise up until the point of stall. After this peak the curve regresses and the 

behaviour is no longer linear. The louver angle at 45°, compared to the 30° and 

35° angles, showed that the pressure restriction had been overcome. Thus, 

confirming that the stall angle had been surpassed. The simulation of external 

louver angles greater than 45° was unnecessary, as the anticipated velocity and 

pressure increase had peaked. Comparison of average diffuser velocity and 

dynamic pressure showed that the external louver angle was significant on 

these RPD parameters (Figure 5-21). The graph shows two points of 

intersection, the 30° and 35° cases. The intersections demonstrated the
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pressure, equated to flow direction and velocity, equated to air-exchange, are 

working in tandem representing potential for an optimised external louver angle.

Effect of external louver angle on 
diffuser velocity and pressure drop
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Figure 5-21 Effect of external louver angle variation on diffuser velocity and pressure

A third performance parameter, the internal air movement rate, showed little 

improvement through the incremental louver angle simulations. However, air 

movement rate compared to the louver angle in conjunction with the two 

remaining parameters, demonstrated clear advantage at the 35° intersection 

(Figure 5-22). The air movement rate has been multiplied by ten and then 

superimposed onto the graph for comparison with the line results.
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Figure 5-22 Effect of external louver angle on wind vent performance

With the external louver angle of 35°, the internal air distribution shows a 

dramatic increase over the benchmark case. The air distribution velocity has 

increased by 45% over that of the benchmark model. The velocity contours 

confirm an increased internal air movement (Figure 5-23). Thus, the results 

confirmed that the optimum external louver angle is 35°.
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Figure 5-23 Velocity contours within the micro climate with an external louver angle of
35°

5.5 Number of external louvers

The benchmark wind vent contained eight active louvers. To determine the 

effect of the number of louvers on performance, four simulation models were 

created to reflect different number of external louvers. The number of louvers 

simulated were two, four, six and eight. The extremes of the range are shown in 

Figure 5-24.

Figure 5-24 Range of simulation models, two to eight louvers, created to determine the 
effect of additional external louvers
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The models were solved with an external wind velocity of 4.5m/s. The diffuser 

face was used to indicate the average velocity and pressure. The full results are 

shown in Table 5-9.

Table 5-9 Simulation results of varying the number of external louvers
Number of Diffuser face Diffuser face Average internal air
external louvers velocity (m/s) pressure drop (Pa) velocity (m/s)

2 0.22 0.03 0.34
4 0.42 0.13 0.35
6 0.52 0.21 0.34
8 0.57 0.25 0.34

From the results, increasing the number of external louvers leads to a direct 

increase in the diffuser face velocity and dynamic pressure. The internal air 

distribution is unaffected by the number of external louvers. The comparison of 

the simulation models is shown in Figure 5-25.
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Figure 5-25 Effect of number of external louvers on the wind vent velocity and pressure
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The results were as expected. As the effect of adding external louvers is to 

create a larger internal volume within the wind vent which will allow greater air- 

exchange between macro and micro-climate. The increased pressure is due to 

the added height of the wind vent creating a greater fluid head. This 

phenomena is encapsulated by Bernoullis equation (detailed in Chapter 3).

From this investigation, the optimum performance model is the eight louver 

model as it generates the greatest air-exchange rate across the diffuser face. 

However, the four louver model generates the same (nominally increased) 

internal air movement rate with a 35% decrease in air exchange, using half the 

material of an eight louver model (Figure 5-26), which would be desirable and 

hence a subjective optimum model.
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Figure 5-26 Velocity contours within the micro climate of the four louver simulation 
model

5.6 External louver spacing

The distance between external louvers was investigated to determine the effect 

on the overall performance of the wind vent. The benchmark case had 50mm
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spacings between external louvers. Five new CFD models were created with 

variation of the distance between the external louvers. The new models had 

louver spacings of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 60mm (Figure 5-27).
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Figure 5-27 Limits of simulation models for external louver spacing (from 10 to 60mm).

The five simulation models were solved with an external wind velocity of 4.5m/s, 

all other geometry remained constant. Full results are shown in Table 5-10.

Table 5-10 Simulation results of the external louver spacing variation
Louver spacing 
distance (mm)

Diffuser face 
velocity (m/s)

Diffuser face 
pressure drop (Pa)

Average internal air 
velocity (m/s)

10 0.2 0.03 0.34
20 0.38 0.11 0.36
30 0.42 0.15 0.37
40 0.59 0.41 0.36
50 0.54 0.23 0.31
60 0.67 0.42 0.38

From the results, as the louver spacing increased the diffuser velocity and 

pressure also increased. At the benchmark case, 50mm, there was an anomaly 

within the data, both the velocity and pressure decreased from the 40mm case. 

Comparison of the 60 and 40mm case showed a similar diffuser pressure with a 

higher diffuser velocity in the 60mm case. This comparison showed that
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although the air-exchange rate had increased, the pressure driving the flow 

through the wind vent had not. The internal air distribution similarly increased, in 

proportion to the increased louver spacing. This was as expected with a greater 

inlet and outlet area, allowing a greater suction effect within the micro-climate 

(detailed in Chapter 3). Comparison of the three performance indicators is 

shown in Figure 5-28.
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Figure 5-28 Effect of external louver spacing distance on the wind vent performance

The velocity and pressure trends have two peaks at 40mm and 60mm 

respectively. The internal air movement similarly has two peaks at 30mm and at 

60mm. Comparing Table 5-10 and Figure 5-28, the results show that the 

optimum louver spacing is at 60mm. This is due to the combination of 

performance indicators being at the highest level at this geometrical 

configuration. However, the purpose of the external louver is to deflect 

prevailing rain whilst allowing air to enter. Therefore, increasing the louver 

spacing would in logical terms have an adverse effect on deflecting the rain
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ingress. Hence, an subjective optimum setting for the spacing is to generate the 

maximum internal air movement rate or suction within the micro-climate, with 

the minimum louver spacing to prevent rain ingress. The subjective optimum 

louver spacing distance for this application is 30mm. Further analysis of the 

velocity contours confirmed this (Figure 5-29).
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Figure 5-29 Velocity contours within the micro climate with an external louver spacing 
distance of 30mm

With an external louver spacing distance of 30mm, air exchange rate is lower 

than the benchmark with a 30% reduction. However, the internal air movement 

rate has increased by a comparative margin of 27%. The increased benefit to 

the wind vent is that the smaller louver spacing should aid the louver design 

effect of minimising rain ingress.

5.7 Internal cross dividers

To investigate the effect of internal cross-dividers on wind vent performance, 

two simulation models were built. The first model removed the cross dividers
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from the wind vent. The second added an additional cross-divider to the bench 

mark model giving a total of two cross dividers or eight faces (Figure 5-30).

Figure 5-30 Range of simulation models built for internal cross dividers experimentation, 
from zero to two internal cross dividers

The simulation models were solved for an external wind velocity of 4.5m/s. The 

complete results are shown in Table 5-11.

Table 5-11 Simulation results for internal cross divider experiments
Number of internal 
cross dividers

Diffuser face 
velocity (m/s)

Diffuser face 
pressure drop (Pa)

Internal air 
distribution (m/s)

0 0.02 0 0.36
1 0.57 0.25 0.34
2 0.7 0.38 0.34

The results showed that the cross-divider had a direct effect on both the velocity 

and pressure on the diffuser face. This was as expected as the purpose of the 

dividers is to direct external wind down-wards and into the micro climate. The 

air distribution rate was not affected when comparing the benchmark case, one 

cross-divider and the two cross-dividers. However, comparison of the zero 

dividers case with the benchmark showed an increased air distribution rate with 

the removal of the cross dividers (Figure 5-31). Removing the cross divider 

caused the maximum suction effect (detailed in Chapter 3) of the wind vent to
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move position from the diffuser face to the top of the wind vent. Due to the 

external wind having no direction (downwards), the airflow passes through the 

vent, termed passive stack. The net result is that the increased suction head of 

the device leads to an increased internal air movement rate.

Effect of the use of internal cross 
dividers on wind vent performance
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Figure 5-31 Effect of internal cross dividers on the wind vent performance

The results show that an increase in the cross dividers leads to a proportional 

increase in diffuser velocity and pressure. Increased velocity and pressure 

demonstrates a greater air-exchange rate within the micro-climate. The internal 

distribution remained unchanged from the benchmark case. The zero dividers 

case improved the internal air movement rate. However, the delivered velocity 

and pressure are significantly reduced by 95%. The wind vent is used to deliver 

and exchange air at the most efficient rate, thus the optimum design is the two 

cross-dividers case shown in Figure 5-32.
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Figure 5-32 Velocity contours within the micro climate with two internal cross dividers

5.8 Internal fan

Simulation results showed that the suction effect drives the internal air 

distribution velocity. Therefore, to improve this rate an artificial suction rate was 

investigated. Using a fan within the wind vent to draw in external air and drive it 

into the micro-climate was simulated. A fan was created using a 0.5m diameter 

face, and the boundary condition fan. A range of fan pressures 20, 40, 60, 80 

and 120Pa, matched to a commercially available product [Remco (2007)] were 

simulated. Three different fan locations were used namely top, middle and 

bottom (Figure 5-33).

Figure 5-33 The three fan positions used in the simulation models
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5.8.1 Fan located at top position

Figure 5-34 depicts the velocity vector plot of the flow with the fan in top position 

The flow was drawn into the fan, tunnelled centrally through the wind vent, into 

the micro-climate, allowing exhaust or spent air to exit via the bottom blades of 

the wind vent. The flow induced by the fan within the device, allows the exhaust 

air to exit via two areas either side of the fan-controlled air-jet entering the room.

V e lo c ity  V e c to rs  C o lo re d  B y  V e lo c ity  M a g n itu d e  (m /s ) D e c  10, 2 0 0 7
F L U E N T  6 .2  (3d , s e g re g a te d , ske )

Figure 5-34 Fresh airflow path with fan in top position with 20Pa induced fan pressure

5.8.2 Fan located at middle position

The middle position showed the flow to be separated in the left hand quadrant 

due to the effect of the fan creating eddies and restricting the natural flow path 

(Figure 5-35). Additionally there was no clear path for the exhaust air to exit 

back to atmosphere. Without a clear area for the exhaust air to exit through the 

vent, the air is re-circulated around the room by the effective fan pressure. 

Consequently, in the middle position, the fan is no longer supplying the fresh air 

from the left hand quadrant, thus minimising the make-up air.
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rigure 5-35 Fresh airflow path with fan in middle position with 20Pa induced fan pressure

5.8.3 Fan located at bottom position

Figure 5-36 depicts the effect of the fan in the bottom position. Results showed 

that in this position, both quadrants demonstrate significant flow separation due 

to eddies causing restriction to the natural flow path. In this position, the 

exhaust air from the micro-climate has no clear path to exit the wind vent. 

Without a clear area for the exhaust air to exit through the vent, it is re

circulated around the room by the effective fan pressure. In the bottom position, 

the fan is no longer supplying the fresh air from either quadrant. This 

configuration has decreased the fresh-air supply capabilities of the device from 

the previous fan positioning.
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Figure 5-36 Fresh airflow path with fan in bottom position with 20Pa fan pressure

The three simulation models were solved for the full range of pressures (20 - 

120Pa) with the results presented in Tables 5-12, 5-13 and 5-14.

Table 5-12 Simulation results for the fan located in the top position
Fan pressure 
(Pa)

Diffuser face velocity 
(m/s)

Average internal air velocity 
(m/s)

20 0.37 0.27
40 1.45 0.38
60 1.81 0.47
80 2.1 0.54

100 2.36 0.6
120 2.59 0.66

Table 5-13 Simulation results for the fan located in t he middle position
Fan pressure 
(Pa)

Diffuser face velocity 
(m/s)

Average internal air velocity 
(m/s)

20 2.22 0.59
40 3.01 0.81
60 3.56 0.96
80 4.15 1.11

100 4.68 1.25
120 5.16 1.37
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Table 5-14 Simulation results for the fan located in the bottom position
Fan pressure 
(Pa)

Diffuser face velocity 
(m/s)

Average internal air velocity 
(m/s)

20 2.23 0.55
40 3.18 0.79
60 3.75 0.95
80 4.31 1.09

100 4.83 1.22
120 5.32 1.34

The results showed that a fan located in the middle or bottom positions 

generates the largest velocities both across the diffuser face and also within the 

micro-climate. These higher velocities are due to the re-circulation rate within 

the micro-climate. The micro-climate has a smaller volume than the macro

climate. Hence, the re-circulation rate is vastly increased when compared to a 

mixed circulation of the fan in the top position (Figure 5-37).

Effect of using a fan to drive the 
internal flow
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Fan p re s s u re  (P a )

Figure 5-37 Effect on diffuser velocity of the three fan positions

Therefore, a fan located at the middle and bottom positions were discounted for 

this application, as the fresh air supply was severely restricted. The results of a 

fan located at the top position showed that a relatively low powered fan of 20Pa
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is sufficient to match the benchmark internal air distribution at the UK average 

external wind velocity of 4.5m/s (Figure 5-28). The 20Pa fan produces 0.27m/s, 

whilst the benchmark case produces 0.31 m/s a difference of 14%.
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Figure 5-38 Velocity contours within the micro climate for a 20Pa fan in the top position

5.9 Optimum external geometry configuration

Following the previous investigations, where key external geometrical 

optimisation has been identified, a final simulation model was built to investigate 

their combined effects on the wind vents performance. The external geometry 

was selected to be replicated in far-field testing (see Chapter 7). Internal 

geometry variation could not be replicated in far-field testing. This was due to 

the internal geometry representing the structure and integrity of the wind vent. 

The optimum configuration consisted of four louvers, spaced at a distance of 

30mm apart, using a 35° louver angle (Figure 5-39). This configuration 

represented the most desirable combination based on each components 

contribution to the device. Thus in cases where an increase in velocity would 

introduce a detrimental effect (such as rain ingress) the subjective optimum has 

been used.
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Figure 5-39 Simulation model to represent the optimum geometrical configuration

The optimum configuration was solved for a range of external wind velocities of 

1, 2, 3, 4, 4.5 and 5m/s. The full results are shown in Table 5-15.

Table 5-15 Simulation results for optimum external geometry conlFiguration
Velocity inlet 
speed (m/s)

Diffuser face 
velocity (m/s)

Diffuser face 
pressure drop (Pa)

Average internal air 
velocity (m/s)

1 0.07 0 0.07
2 0.14 0.02 0.14
3 0.2 0.03 0.22
4 0.28 0.06 0.3

4.5 0.32 0.08 0.33
5 0.37 0.1 0.37

The results were compared to the benchmark case with counter-current flow. 

The results showed that both velocity and pressure were significantly lower than 

the benchmark. The velocity was 43% lower at the maximum external wind 

speed simulated (5m/s). The pressure was 70% lower at the same external 

wind speed of 5m/s (Figure 5-40). The optimum configuration provided less air- 

exchange between macro and micro-climate.
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Figure 5-40 Comparison of the optimised wind vent performance with the bench mark
wind vent

The internal air distribution rate for the optimum case is similar to the 

benchmark with a nominal improvement. The optimum geometry gave a 10% 

increase in internal air distribution at the highest external velocity simulated (5 

m/s) in comparison to the benchmark case (Figure 5-41).
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Figure 5-41 Comparison of the optimum external geometry with the benchmark internal 
air distribution

The optimum case provided greater air distribution within the room. This was as 

expected as previous investigations showed the suction effect had moved 

closer to the micro-climate. The results showed that the optimum external 

geometry when combined did not represent the optimum wind vent performance. 

However, the performance had been improved by the addition of internal 

geometrical variation not simulated in this investigation. Matched internal and 

external geometry is necessary for the desired performance parameters for 

each individual case. Moreover, this investigation has shown that the internal air 

distribution rate was improved by optimisation of the external geometry, using 

50% less material for the wind vent construction (50% less external louvers), 

shown in Figure 5-42.
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Figure 5-42 Velocity contours within the micro climate for the optimum external geometry 
with an external inlet speed of 4.5 m/s

5.10 Summary

This chapter presented eight CFD investigations with a total of 47 different 

simulation models built. Three performance parameters have been stipulated 

and used to evaluate the wind vent performance. The results have been 

presented in tabular, graphical and velocity contour form. A standard wind vent 

has been benchmarked with systematic geometrical variations used to ascertain 

their effect on the wind vent performance. The optimum simulation case has 

been presented in each experiment with a combined external geometry model 

compared to the benchmark case.
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Chapter 6 Experimental set-up
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6.1 Introduction

As part of this study, full scale experimental testing was undertaken to verify 

and validate the CFD simulation work carried out. This chapter presents the 

experimental representation of the macro-climate, micro-climate, wind vent and 

test equipment used. The location of the test facilities was, where possible, 

matched to the simulation model. For the purpose of this study, the wind vent 

was a bespoke design to enable geometrical variation within the overall 

structure. The following is a description of the individual components with the 

complete assembly shown in Figure 6-12.

6.2 Macro-climate

The test facility was located within a four-story, flat-roofed building in the Psalter 

lane campus of Sheffield Hallam University (Figure 6-1).

Figure 6-1 Location of macro-climate
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This area provided an unobstructed airflow around the building. The flat roof 

was easily accessible, which facilitated the variation of the wind vent terminal 

geometry. The building stands 15m high, with a clearance of approximately 2m 

from the building facades.

The micro-climate was situated above a cluster of classrooms, on the fourth and 

top floor of the building, in C block. The classroom was ventilated via roof lights 

which were manually operated. A small classroom room 404A was assigned as 

a micro-climate. The roof light was removed and replaced with the bespoke 

wind vent. The location is shown in Figure 6-2.

<£> 2008 T e le  Atlas

Figure 6-2 Location of wind vent test terminal on allocated building

The wind vent was located to ensure an unobstructed airflow around the 

terminal. The roof contained no obstacles above the height of the roof lights 

used to ventilate the other classrooms within this block (Figure 6-3).
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Room 
404A 
roof light

Figure 6-3 Illustration of roof obstructions relevant to the wind vent installation

To record the climatic data surrounding the terminal, during the experimental 

testing, a multi-test probe attachment of the weather station (Section 7.5.3) was 

placed on the roof (Figure 6-4).

Figure 6-4 Weather station probe located on the roof

The probe was located at a height of 0.5m above the roof of the wind vent and 
a distance of 1.5 away from the face of the device. This was to alleviate
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distortion of the airflow path caused by the wind shearing over the wind vent 
roof and a return of airflow from the face.

6.3 Wind vent test terminal

To facilitate experimental variables, a bespoke wind vent was designed and 

built at Midtherm Engineering. The individual components were all modified to 

allow for ease of adjustment and removal if required. It was envisaged that the 

overall height of the structure would be reduced by removing standard blades to 

monitor the airflow present. This was incorporated into the bespoke design. The 

main components of the overall assembly were terminal roof or top hat, cross

dividers structure, louver blades, internal spacer, control damper unit and egg 

crate grille or diffuser.

6.3.1 Terminal roof

The terminal roof was designed to overhang the structure. Hence, in times of 

reduced louver numbers the internal structure was afforded shelter from 

external conditions, mainly in the form of driving rain (Figure 6-5).

Figure 6-5 Terminal roof or top hat
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The top hat was attached to the cross divider structure by eight 50mm cross

thread screws. The hat was lined with 50mm acoustic foam (Appendix B), to 

reduce any noise caused by rain hitting the sheet metal. The overall dimensions 

of the top hat were 1.4 x 1.4m with a height of 0.1 m.

6.3.2 Cross-divider structure

To ensure rigidity in the assembly a cross-divider structure was designed to 

provide the main support to the terminal. The cross-dividers were encased by a 

stainless steel frame fixed in position by both rivets and weld (Figure 6-6). To 

reduce any breakthrough noise from the macro-climate to the micro-climate the 

cross-dividers were lined with the same acoustic foam as the top hat.

Stainless 
steel frame

Hole for 
attaching 
top hat

Cross
dividers

Figure 6-6 Cross divider structure

The external louvers were not individually attached to the cross-divider structure. 

Each louver slid over the structure and connected to the other louvers via
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external stainless steel spacing bars. Four 50mm cross thread screws were 

used to fix each louver in place at the desired spacing. The overall dimensions 

of the structure were 1 x 1 m with a height of 1 m.

6.3.3 Louver blades

Two types of louver blades were manufactured. The louvers were distinguished 

by the pitch angle of the extrusion with respect to the vertical edge from the 

horizontal. The louver angles manufactured were 35° and 45° respectively 

(Figure 6-7). Each louver had a height of 100mm and a depth of 50mm.

Vertical
edge

Extrusion

Figure 6-7 Individually manufactured louver blade

In total there were 18 louvers, nine of each extrusion angle. One louver was 

fixed to the cross-dividers and used to link the structure to the spacer. Therefore, 

this louver did not allow airflow through. Thus, there were eight opening louvers 

within the structure. To connect the louvers together, spacing bars were used at

Hole for
screw
connection
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each corner with holes spaced according to the required distance between the 

louvers and the number of louvers required (Figure 6-8).

Spacing
bar

Louvered
section

The cross-divider structure and louvered section were connected to a spacing 

piece which acted as a conduit between wind vent and micro-climate. The 

structure was situated on top of a flange, which was in position for the existing 

sky light on the roof.

6.3.4 Internal spacer

The internal spacer connected the wind vent to macro-climate via a damper unit 

and egg-crate grille. The walls of the spacer were lined using acoustic foam 

(Appendix B). The spacer was attached to the wind vent by the same roof light 

flange and bolted together using the holes illustrated in Figure 6-9. The spacer

Figure 6-8 Louvered section connected by a spacing bar
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sat between the existing roof light flange and the classroom ceiling at a depth of 

0.35m with a cross-section of 1 x 1m.

Figure 6-9 Manufactured spacer to join wind vent to the microclimate

The spacer acted as the final conduit between macro and micro-climate and the 

control mechanism was attached to it.

6.3.5 Control dam per unit

The control damper unit was used to control the delivery rate of fresh air and 

the expulsion rate of spent air. The unit was attached to the spacer using four 

30mm bolts. For the purpose of this study a manual damper unit was used. 

Thus, allowing the position of the damper blades to be fixed according to the 

required resistance to flow for each experiment (Figure 6-10). The dimensions 

of the unit were 1 x 1 x 0.25m.
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Figure 6-10 Manual damper control unit

A further component, the egg-crate grille was used to diffuse or distribute the 

delivered flow around the micro-climate volume.

6.3.6 Egg-crate grille

The final component of the bespoke assembly was the egg-crate grille. This 

component was used to distribute the delivered flow rate more evenly within the 

micro-climate (Figure 6-11). The grille was attached using 16, 10mm cross

thread screws directly to the control damper unit. The overall dimensions of the 

grille were 1 x 1 x 0.01m.

Figure 6-11 Egg crate grille or diffuser
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Figure 6-13 Spacing unit in position

The internal assembly of the wind vent namely, the spacer, control damper unit 

and the egg-crate grille were fixed to the wind vent via the existing roof light 

flange (Figure 6-14).

Figure 6-14 Finished internal assembly of the wind vent

6.3.8 Construction of the wind vent

Unless otherwise stated, each component of the wind vent was manufactured in 

sheet metal and bespoke for the purpose of this investigation. All fixings were 

standard rivet and weld. The damper unit was a commercially available unit with 

the control mechanism removed for manual operation. The egg-crate grille was
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a stock item. The acoustic foam lining and the expanding foam are standard 

components. Full details of the standard components used and the engineering 

drawings for the bespoke wind vent are in Appendix B.

6.3.9 Adjustability of the wind vent terminal

The wind vent had three main methods of adjustment to allow for multiple 

variants for experimental investigation. The louver blade section allowed for the 

distance between louvers to be changed according to the size of the spacer bar 

used (Figure 6-15). The spacer bars were manufactured in five sets with 

different distances between the holes namely 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60mm.

Distance between 
holes was varied 
for each set o f 
spacer bars

Figure

The second method for adjusting the terminal was by blanking off the internal 

duct work. Thus, controlling the number of opening louvers. To facilitate this, 

four blanking plates were manufactured (Figure 6-16).

6-15 Spacer bar employed to provide adjustability between louvers
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Figure 6-16 Blank plate manufactured to provide opening area adjustability within the 
wind vent

The blanking plates were used to seal the internal duct from external wind and 

effectively reduce the opening area without the need to reduce the overall 

structure height (Figure 6-17).

Figure 6-17 Internal duct sealed using blank plates

The final method of adjustability was the removal and replacement of the 

louvers. Two sets of louvers were manufactured. Two different external louver 

angles were available to monitor their effect on airflow.
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6.4 Micro-climate

The micro-climate was selected to accurately reflect the simulation models. The 

simulation model had room dimensions of 6 x 6 x 2.5m with a volume of 90m3. 

The experimental test room had a volume of 80m3 with the dimension of 4.3 x 6 

x 3.1m.

6.4.1 Location of sample points

The wind vent was located centrally within the micro-climate. Marked on the 

floor, a test grid was used to locate the position of the nine sample points 

required for comparison with the simulation model vertex. The positions of the 

sample points were evenly distributed within the floor area to mimic the vertices 

distribution within the simulation model. The exact position of the sample points 

is shown in Figure 6-18.

*

Figure 6-18 Exact position of sampling points located on the floor, all dimensions in m.
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The centre of the wind vent was located directly above the sample point with 

coordinates (2.1, 3). This sample position has two sample points differentiated 

by the vertical distance at which the sample was taken. The vertical distance for 

the points one to nine was 1.5m with point ten taken at 2.75m which was the 

diffuser level.

6.4.2 Data recorder

To record the climatic data of both the macro and micro-climate in 

synchronisation, a multi-probe data recorder was placed within the micro

climate. This was located on a wall and recorded all relevant climatic data such 

as temperature, wind speed, rainfall, humidity and daylight hours. The data was 

stored locally prior to weekly download (Figure 6-19).

Figure 6-19 Data recorder with download facility located within the micro climate
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6.5 Experimental test equipment

The purpose of the experimental testing was to determine the internal velocity 

within the micro climate and the effect of the geometrical variations on wind vent 

performance. To determine the internal velocity and also the airflow path within 

the room, the following test equipment was used:

• Velocity meter

• Velocity probe

• Weather station

• Smoke generator

• Solid state LASER

6.5.1 Velocity meter

The Testo 435-4 is a single instrument that can measure all of the key 

parameters needed to determine Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) and the efficient 

installation and maintenance of Ventilation and Air Conditioning (VAC) systems. 

The key parameters are air velocity, C 0 2, relative humidity and air temperature. 

A range of thermal probes, vane probes and pitot tubes are available for the 

Testo 435-4 to allow measurements to be taken of airflow at various points in a 

micro-climate. The meter allows users to allocate measured values to 

measurement locations. This instrument also offers the ability to switch between 

two user profiles, namely duct measurement and IAQ. Due to the small internal 

velocities anticipated for this investigation, the thermal velocity probe was 

selected to be used in conjunction with the duct measurement profile of this 

meter. The thermal probe (6.5.2) measures flow speed, volume flow, air 

humidity and air temperature in one sequence. The duct measurement profile 

calculates the mean velocity over user defined time and area inputs. The time
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(seconds) and area inputs (circle, rectangle, area,) are fully adjustable [Testo 

(2008)]. The meter is shown in Figure 6-20.

Figure 6-20 Test 435-4 multifunction measuring instrument

When connected to the thermal velocity probe, the meter took a time-averaged 

sample of the velocity which was user defined and matched to the weather 

station timed average of three minutes. The reading was compared to a user 

defined floor area of 26m2 to give a definitive reading.

6.5.2 Thermal velocity probe

The Testo 435-4 meter was connected to a thermal velocity probe. The thermal 

velocity probe consists of a constant current hot-wire anemometer with a 12mm 

diameter probe head and 745mm telescopic length. The hot-wire anemometer 

measures a fluid velocity by recording the heat convected away by the fluid.

The core of the anemometer is an exposed hot wire either heated up by a 

constant current or maintained at a constant temperature (Figure 6-21). In either 

case, the heat lost to fluid convection is a function of the fluid velocity.
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u
Hot-wire made by 
Platinum or Tungsten

Figure 6-21 Typical hot-wire anemometer [Engineering fundamentals (2008)]

By measuring the change in wire temperature under constant current or the 

current required to maintain a constant wire temperature, the heat lost can be 

obtained. The heat lost can then be converted into a fluid velocity in accordance 

with convective theory. For a hot-wire anemometer powered by a constant 

current, the velocity of flow is a function of the temperatures of the wire and the 

fluid. If the flow temperature is measured independently, the fluid velocity can 

be reduced to a function of wire temperature alone. In turn, the wire 

temperature is related to the measured wire resistance. Therefore, the fluid 

velocity can be related to the wire resistance [Engineering fundamentals (2008)].

This probe was selected as it is sensitive to very small internal velocities, which 

were present during this investigation. "Thermal velocity probes have a very 

small intrinsic error. This means that thermal probes are mainly suitable for the 

measurement of low air velocities, as the uncertainty of measurement increases 

linearly as the air velocity rises" [Testo (2008)]. The probe was attached to a 

tripod to obtain the sample heights required (Figure 6-22).
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Figure 6-22 Velocity probe connected to tripod and test meter

6.5.3 W eatherstation

The LaCrosse weather station is a facility with instruments and equipment to 

make observations of atmospheric conditions, in order to provide information to 

make weather forecasts and to study the weather and climate. The 

measurements taken include temperature, barometric pressure, humidity, wind 

speed, wind direction and precipitation amounts [LaCrosse (2008)]. The 

weather station is shown in Figure 6-23.

Figure 6-23 LaCrosse weather station WS2500
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Automated observations were taken and averaged every three minutes. The 

observations were recorded and stored for a maximum ten day period prior to 

download. For the purpose of this investigation, the primary usage was the 

anemometer for wind speed, wind vane for wind direction and the data logging 

facilities. Cup anemometers use their rotation which varies in proportion to the 

wind speed to generate a signal. The design features three cups mounted on a 

small shaft. The rate of rotation of the cups can be measured by:

• Mechanical counters measuring number of rotations

• Electrical or electronic voltage changes (AC or DC)

• A photoelectric switch

The mechanical type anemometers indicate the wind flow in distance. The 

mean wind speed is obtained by dividing the wind flow by time of three minutes. 

For remote sites, this type of anemometer has the advantage of not requiring a 

mains power source. The response and accuracy of a cup anemometer are 

determined by its weight, physical dimensions and internal friction. Typical 

accuracy values for cup anemometers are ± 2% [Manwell et al. (2003)].

Wind direction is measured using a wind vane. A conventional wind vane 

consists of a broad tail that the wind keeps on the downwind side of a rotating 

vertical shaft. A counter weight placed at the upwind end is used to provide 

balance at the junction of the vane and shaft. Friction at the shaft is reduced 

with bearings and so the vane requires a minimum force to initiate movement. 

Wind vanes produce signals by contact closures (as in this case) or by 

potentiometers. The accuracy obtained from potentiometers is higher than that
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from contact closures. However, this is balanced against a much higher cost 

[Manwell etal. (2003)].

The outdoor sensors of the LaCrosse weather station are combined into a 

single multi-functional device which was located on the roof. The data was 

transmitted using wireless signals to the weather station display. The indoor 

sensors were all contained within the weather station display screen. The 

samples were averaged and recorded over a three minute period.

6.5.4 Smoke generator

For flow visualisation within the micro-climate, a smoke generator was used to 

fill the micro-climate in order to monitor the fresh air displacement. A smoke 

generator also called a fog machine is a device which emits a dense vapour 

that appears similar to fog or smoke. Most smoke machines create the smoke 

by either vaporising a water and glycol-based or glycerin-based fluid. Some 

smoke machines use dry ice to produce a fog of carbon dioxide. For glycerin- 

based smoke as in this case, the fluid is injected into a heated block and 

evaporates quickly. The resulting pressure forces the vapour out of the nozzle. 

Upon coming into contact with cool outside air the vapour forms a fog. The 

smoke generator used was an Antari Z-series II, with type FLG liquid. The Z- 

series II has an 800 watt heater which generates a continuous flow of 1.42 m3/s 

with a tank capacity of 0.8L [Antari (2008)] as depicted in Figure 6-24.
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Figure 6-24 Antari z -series II smoke generator

6.5.5 Laser

A Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation (LASER) was used to 

generate a 2 dimensional thin light sheet. The sheet was used to differentiate 

between fresh air supply entering and stale air exiting the micro-climate. A 

LASER is a device that emits light (electromagnetic radiation) through a process 

called stimulated emission. LASER light is usually spatially coherent which 

means that the light either is emitted in a narrow low-divergence beam, or can 

be converted into one with the help of optical components such as lenses. The 

coherence of typical LASER emission is distinctive. Most other light sources 

emit incoherent light which has a phase that varies randomly with time and 

position.

A LASER consists of a gain medium inside a highly reflective optical cavity as 

well as a means to supply energy to the gain medium. The gain medium is a 

material with properties that allow it to amplify light by stimulated emission. In its 

simplest form a cavity consists of two mirrors arranged such that light bounces 

back and forth each time passing through the gain medium. Typically one of the
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two mirrors, the output coupler is partially transparent. The output LASER beam 

is emitted through this mirror (Figure 6-25). The process of supplying the energy 

required for the amplification is called pumping. The energy is typically supplied 

as an electrical current or as light at a different wavelength [Csele (2004)].

Figure 6-25 Illustration of the principle components of a laser [Csele (2004]]

Principal components:

1. Gain medium

2. Laser pumping energy

3. High reflector

4. Output coupler

5. Laser beam

This study used a DPSS Quantum Excel LASER (Figure 6-26).

Figure 6-26 LASER quantum smd 6000
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The excel produced a high power green beam up to 2W with a direct 30kHz 

modulation [Laserquantum (2008)]. This generated a sharp 2D screen across 

the micro-climate.

6.5.6 Accuracy specifications of test equipm ent

The equipment described in this chapter was matched to give accurate 

information to facilitate comparison with simulation data. Table 6-1 provides the 

manufacturers technical specification for each of the parameter sensors used in 

this study.

Table 6-1 Technical specifications of test equipment used
Parameter Range Resolution Accuracy

External wind 
velocity

0 - 49 m/s 0.1 m/s 0.1%

External wind 
direction

0 - 355° 5° 1.5%

Internal velocity 0 - 20 m/s 0.01 m/s 0.15%

All the equipment was calibrated prior to use according to the manufacturers 

instructions.

6.6 Experimental test procedure

To ensure reproducibility for comparison of experimental results the same test 

procedure was used for each experiment. The duration of the test was the same 

for each experiment as detailed:

• At the diffuser sample point 10, a velocity reading was taken using the 

velocity probe, meter, and tripod set at a height of 2.75m. The sample
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was taken and averaged over a three minute period with the result and 

start/finish times recorded.

• Starting at sample point 1 (Figure 6-18) and working in numerical order 

the above procedure was carried out for the nine sample points at a 

height of 1.5m.

• The procedure was carried out for five consecutive days to obtain a clear 

pattern of results.

• Following the fifth day of sampling, the data from the LaCrosse recorder 

was downloaded. The external conditions were recorded against the 

start/finish times of the sampling at three minute averaged data.

6.7 Summary

This chapter presented the geographical location of the test facility. The 

sampling and monitoring equipment used for the experimental section of this 

study has been detailed. The dimensions, components and set-up of the three 

main areas of the study namely macro-climate, micro-climate and wind vent 

were described in detail. Technical specifications and accuracy of the 

parameter sampling equipment were provided. The test procedure and duration 

of each experiment was presented.
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Chapter 7 Experimental results
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7.1 Introduction

The full scale bespoke wind vent (detailed in Chapter 6) has been subjected to 

extensive far-field experimental testing. Due to the unpredictability of the 

external wind conditions the testing period for each experiment was a minimum 

of five days. Five experiments were carried out on the wind vent namely 

benchmark, number of external louvers, distance between the external louvers, 

35° angle louvers and an optimum configuration. Each variant of the wind vent 

was subjected to the test procedure (detailed in Chapter 6) with the results 

presented in this chapter.

7.2 Benchmark testing

The benchmark experiment consisted of a square 1 x 1m wind vent with eight 

opening louvers (as detailed in Chapter 6) shown in Figure 7-1. The control 

dampers remained fully open for each experiment.

Figure 7-1 The wind vent benchmark experimental setup
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Initial testing of the benchmark wind vent was carried out via smoke testing for 

flow visualisation of the unit. To visualise the fresh air entering the micro-climate, 

it was first filled with smoke. The displacement effect of fresh air entering was 

observed using a LASER sheet (detailed in Chapter 6), shown in Figure 7-2.

Fresh air was observed entering the micro-climate through the left hand side of 

the diffuser displacing the smoke within the room (Figure 7-3). At this stage the 

fresh air was entering the micro-climate. However, the smoke was not exiting as 

it had not yet circulated.
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Figure 7-3 Annotated picture of the fresh air entering the micro climate via the left hand 
side of the diffuser

As the fresh air entered the micro-climate it began to displace the smoke. As 

the flow developed it circulated the room and exited via the right hand side of 

the diffuser (Figure 7-4).

Figure 7-4 The displacement effect of fresh air within the micro-climate.
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As the flow was now fully developed the four quadrants were working to both 

draw in fresh external air and exhaust stale air from the room (Figure 7-5).

Figure 7-5 Annotated picture of the displacement effect of the wind vent

The benchmark geometry was monitored for five days, with the experimental 

test procedure repeated each time. The external wind conditions changed with 

such frequency that only averaged results gave a clear pattern of the flow. It 

became apparent that the corner sample points were unreliable. This was due 

to the close proximity of two connecting walls, with the heat transfer between 

the two creating an undesirable convection effect on the readings. Therefore, 

the four corner sample points were omitted from the results shown in Table 7-1.

Table 7-1 Averaged results for the benchmark experiment
Sample point External velocity (m/s) Internal velocity (m/s)
10 4.35 0.27
2 3.4 0.03
4 4.4 0.01
5 4.1 0.05
6 3.6 0.03
8 4 0.03
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Standard deviation (a) values for table: External velocity = 1.7m/s, Internal 

velocity (points 2,5,6,7,8) = 0.02m/s, diffuser (point 10) = 0.1 m/s.

From the results over the course of the experiment the average external velocity 

was 4m/s. As expected the highest internal velocity was at the diffuser. The 

second highest internal velocity was at sample point five which was situated 

directly below the diffuser point. This was due to the control dampers being in 

the fully open position. Consequently, the flow was not redirected around the 

micro-climate. The results are represented in Figure 7-6, for comparison with 

later experiments.
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Figure 7-6 Experimental results of the benchmark wind vent with an external velocity of 
4m/s
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7.3 Number of external louvers

To investigate the effect of varying the number of external louvers in the wind 

vent, three different experimental set-ups were used. The three set-ups were six 

louvers, four louvers and two louvers (the benchmark contained eight louvers). 

To achieve these set-ups the internal blanking pieces were placed at the 

appropriate louver level and sealed in place (Figure 7-7). Thus, the number of 

opening external louvers was reduced.

Figure 7-7 Experimental set-up using blanking piece to vary the number of opening 
external louvers

7.3.1 Six external louvers

The six-opening external louvers set-up was monitored for five days with the 

averaged experimental results shown in Table 7-2.
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Table 7-2 Averaged results for the six louvers experimental set-up
Sample point External velocity (m/s) Internal velocity (m/s)
10 4.2 0.18
2 4 0.02
4 4.1 0.01
5 4.8 0.08
6 3.8 0.01
8 4.3 0.01
Standard deviation (a) values for table: External velocity = 1.3m/s, Internal 

velocity (points 2,5,6,7,8) = 0.03m/s, diffuser (point 10) = 0.06m/s.

From the results, the maximum velocity was at the diffuser sample point ten, 

with the second highest at sample point five. The results follow the same trend 

as the benchmark case. The average external wind speed across the five days 

was 4m/s and the results are represented for comparison in Figure 7-8.

Internal velocity with an average 
external velocity of 4m/s

10 2 4 5 6 8
Sample point

Figure 7-8 Average internal velocity results of the six external louver experimental set-up
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7.3.2 Four external louvers

The four-opening external louvers geometry was monitored for five days with 

the averaged experimental results shown in Table 7-3.

Table 7-3 Averaged results for the four louvers experimental set-up
Sample point External velocity (m/s) Internal velocity (m/s)
10 4.4 0.17
2 5.3 0.02
4 5.3 0.01
5 4.7 0.03
6 4.8 0.01
8 4.6 0.03
Standard deviation (a) values for table: External velocity = 1.7m/s, Internal 

velocity (points 2,5,6,7,8) = 0.01 m/s, diffuser (point 10) = 0.09m/s.

The results show similar trends to the previous experiments. From the results, 

reducing the number of external louvers has reduced the internal velocity. It 

should be noted that the average external wind speed across the five days was 

5m/s, which is higher than the previous set-up of six louvers. Allowing for the 

higher wind speeds, the four louver set-up still produced lower internal velocities. 

The results are represented in Figure 7-9.
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Figure 7-9 Average internal velocity results of the four external louver experimental set
up
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7.3.3 Two external louvers

The two-opening external louvers geometry was monitored for five days with the 

averaged experimental results shown in Table 7-4.

Table 7-4 Averaged results for the two louvers experimental set-up
Sample point External velocity (m/s) Internal velocity (m/s)
10 7.8 0.07
2 8.9 0.03
4 8.6 0.02
5 8.2 0.04
6 7.8 0.03
8 8.2 0.04
Standard deviation (a) values for table: External velocity = 2.3m/s, Internal 

velocity (points 2,5,6,7,8) = 0.02m/s, diffuser (point 10)m/s = 0.03m/s.

The results show a reduction in the internal velocity compared to the previous 

experimental set-ups of six and four louvers. At sample point five there is an 

increased internal velocity in comparison to the previous four louver case. 

However, the external velocity is much higher with 8.2m/s in this case 

compared to 4.7m/s in the four louvers case. The average external velocity 

across the five days was 8m/s, which is much higher than any of the previous 

experiments. The results are represented in Figure 7-10.
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Figure 7-10 Average internal velocity results of the two external louver experimental set
up

Allowing for this higher external velocity, the two louver case follows the trend of 

a reduced internal velocity in-line with a reduction in the amount of louvers. Due 

to the variation of the external wind speed it was not possible to draw a direct 

comparison between the three cases. However, the results showed that a 

reduction in the number of louvers resulted in a reduction of internal velocity. To 

demonstrate this, the six louver case is compared with that of the benchmark 

case (eight louvers). Both cases had an average external velocity of 4m/s, the 

results are represented in Figure 7-11.
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Figure 7-11 Comparison of the six louver experimental set-up with the benchmark case

From Figure 7-11, it is shown that a reduction in external louvers reduces the 

internal velocity. At sample point five, the six louver set-up provided a greater 

internal velocity. However, this was due to a higher external velocity of 4.8m/s in 

comparison to 4.1 m/s. The full results are shown in Tables 7-1 and 7-2.

7.4 Distance between external louvers

To investigate the effect of varying the distance between the external louvers, 

three different experimental set-ups were used. The three set-ups were 

achieved by using spacer bars at the four corners of the wind vent (described in 

Chapter 6). Reducing the distance between the louvers had an undesirable 

effect of reducing the overall height of the louver section (Figure 7-12). Hence, 

the internal blanking piece was used at the top louver to alleviate any additional
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airflow. The three louver spacings tested were 20, 30 and 60mm, with the 

benchmark case having 50mm louver spacings.

Figure 7-12 Experimental set-up for the investigation into the effect of varying the 
spacing between external louvers, 20mm spacing shown.

7.4.1 External louver spacing of 60mm

The external louver spacing of 60mm was monitored for five days with the 

averaged experimental results shown in Table 7-5.

Table 7-5 Averaged results for the 60mm spacing experimental set-up
Sample point External velocity (m/s) Internal velocity (m/s)
10 5 0.21
2 4.3 0.03
4 4.8 0.06
5 4.7 0.12
6 4.5 0.07
8 5.3 0.05
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Standard deviation (a) values for table: External velocity = 2.3m/s, Internal 

velocity (points 2,5,6,7,8) = 0.04m/s, diffuser (point 10)m/s = 0.04m/s.

The results show that the maximum velocity is at sample point ten, with the 

second highest at sample point five. These results follow the same trend as the 

benchmark case. The external wind speed averaged across the five days was 

5m/s. The results are represented in Figure 7-13.

Internal velocity with an average 
external velocity of 5m/s
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Figure 7-13 Average internal velocity results of the 60mm external louver spacing 
experimental set-up

7.4.2 External louver spacing of 30mm

The external louver spacing of 30mm was monitored for five days with the 

averaged experimental results shown in Table 7-6.
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Table 7-6 Averaged results for the 30mm spacing experimental set-up
Sample point External velocity (m/s) Internal velocity (m/s)
10 7.1 0.15
2 7.3 0.02
4 7.2 0.02
5 6.9 0.04
6 6.7 0.03
8 4.9 0.02
Standard deviation (a) values for table: External velocity = 1.5m/s, Internal 

velocity (points 2,5,6,7,8) = 0.01 m/s, diffuser (point 10)m/s = 0.05m/s.

From the results, the reduction in louver spacing has produced a lower internal 

velocity. The average external velocity across the five days was 7m/s which is 

higher than the previous 60mm spacing experimental set-up. Despite this higher 

external velocity, the internal velocity is still lower than the 60mm spacing set-up. 

The results are represented in Figure 7-14.
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Figure 7-14 Average internal velocity results of the 30mm external louver spacing 
experimental set-up
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7.4.3 External louver spacing of 20mm

The external louver spacing of 20mm was monitored for five days with the 

averaged experimental results shown in Table 7-7.

Table 7-7 Averaged results for the 20mm spacing experimental set-up
Sample point External velocity (m/s) Internal velocity (m/s)
10 8.7 0.13
2 6.5 0.01
4 6.9 0.03
5 6.9 0.05
6 6.1 0.02
8 6 0.02
Standard deviation (a) values for table: External velocity = 3.3m/s, Internal 

velocity (points 2,5,6,7,8) = 0.02m/s, diffuser (point 10)m/s = 0.03m/s.

From the results, the internal velocity across diffuser sample point 10 is reduced 

when compared to the previous experimental set-up of 30mm spacing. The 

average external velocity across the five days was 7m/s. The results are 

represented in Figure 7-15.
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Figure 7-15 Average internal velocity results of the 20mm external louver spacing 
experimental set-up
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The two cases of 30 and 20mm external louver spacing, share the same 

average external velocity of 7m/s. A direct comparison between the two is 

shown in Figure 7-16.
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Figure 7-16 Comparison of the 30 and 20mm external louver spacings

From Figure 7-16, the reduction in spacing from 30 to 20mm had little overall 

effect on the internal velocity. Sample point ten showed a reduced velocity 

which indicated a reduction in air-exchange within the wind vent. The results 

were as expected. Reducing the spacing reduced the opening area of the wind 

vent which restricted the airflow through the terminal.

7.4.4 External louver angle of 35°

To investigate the effect of the external louver angle on the internal velocity of 

the wind vent, a new set of louvers were used. From the CFD simulation results 

(see Chapter 5) the optimum external louver angle was determined as 35°. A
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set of eight external louvers were manufactured with an external louver angle of 

35° and attached to the wind vent (Figure 7-17). All other geometrical

parameters remained the same as the benchmark including the louver spacing.

Figure 7-17 Experimental wind vent with 35° louvers

The external louver angle experimental set-up was monitored for five days with 

the averaged experimental results shown in Table 7-8.

Table 7-8 Averaged results for the external louver angle experimental set-up
Sample point External velocity (m/s) Internal velocity (m/s)
10 3.5 0.27
2 3.6 0.02
4 3.6 0.05
5 3.1 0.05
6 3.2 0.04
8 2.5 0.04
Standard deviation (a) values for table: External velocity = 1.0m/s, Internal 
velocity (points 2,5,6,7,8) = 0.02m/s, diffuser (point 10)m/s = 0.08m/s.

The averaged external wind speed across the five days was 3m/s. The results

are represented in Figure 7-18.
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Figure 7-18 Average internal velocity results of the 35° external louver angle

From the results, the external louver angle at 35° has matched the performance 

of the benchmark case at 45° (Figure 7-19). Both sample points ten and five are 

equal in each experimental set-up, with 0.27m/s at point ten and 0.05m/s at 

point five. However, the average external wind speed is lower in the 35° 

experiment, with an average of 3m/s compared to 4m/s of the benchmark case. 

Therefore, the 35° louver increased the internal velocity in comparison to the 

benchmark. This result concurs with that of the CFD simulation.
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Figure 7-19 Comparison of the 35° louver angle with the benchmark case

7.5 Optimum geometrical configuration

The optimum geometrical configuration was devised from the CFD simulation 

and experimental work. The optimum wind vent comprised of four external 

louvers, 30mm louver spacing and a louver angle of 35°. The optimum 

experimental configuration (Figure 7-20) is the same as the optimum CFD 

simulation configuration.
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Figure 7-20 Experimental set-up of the optimum configuration

The optimum geometrical configuration set-up was monitored for five days with 

the averaged experimental results shown in Table 7-9.

Table 7-9 Averaged results for the optimum configuration experimental set-up
Sample point External velocity (m/s) Internal velocity (m/s)
10 4.5 0.24
2 3.5 0.01
4 3.8 0.02
5 3.5 0.05
6 3.9 0.02
8 3.3 0.02
Standard deviation (a) values for table: External velocity = 1.1 m/s, Internal 

velocity (points 2,5,6,7,8) = 0.02m/s, diffuser (point 10)m/s = 0.06m/s.

The average external wind speed across the five days was 4m/s. The results 

are represented in Figure 7-21.
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Optimised wind vent geometry at 4m/s
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Figure 7-21 Average internal velocity results of the optimum geometrical configuration

The external velocity in the optimum case was 4m/s. Therefore, a direct 

comparison with the benchmark case was made (Figure 7-22).
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Figure 7-22 Comparison of the optimised wind vent geometry with the benchmark
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From Figure 7-22, the optimised geometrical configuration did not out perform 

the benchmark wind vent. The results showed a marginal advantage in the 

internal velocity produced by the benchmark in the range of 11 - 20%. Flowever, 

this range must be considered in the context of the small velocities experienced 

as the maximum velocity deviation at any sample point was 0.03m/s. The 

experimental results showed that singular geometrical variation can improve the 

wind vent performance. Applying the geometrical variations in conjunction did 

not produce an increase in performance. However, the experimentally optimised 

geometry achieved a similar performance to that of the benchmark wind vent, 

whilst reducing the number of components and materials used in its 

construction. The experimental results concur with those of the CFD simulations.

7.6 Summary

This chapter presented five experimental investigations using far-field testing. 

Each investigation was carried out using a pre-determined test procedure 

(described in Chapter 6). The results of the investigations were presented in 

both tabular and chart form. Comparisons were drawn between experiments 

and presented in chart form. The systematic investigation led to a distinct 

geometrically optimised wind vent. The optimised wind vent was investigated 

and compared to the benchmark case. The results of the optimised against the 

benchmark geometry were discussed and presented in chart form.
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Chapter 8 Validation of the CFD model
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8.1 Introduction

There are three approaches to the study of natural ventilation namely empirical 

models, experimental measurements and CFD simulations. The empirical 

models in this study were derived from experimental measurements (see 

Chapter 3). The CFD models must be validated to provide confidence in their 

accuracy [Hills, 2006]. To validate the CFD simulations, the computed results 

are compared with the experimental data following a method proposed by Chen 

et al. (2004). To validate the simulated flow, the experimental flow visualisation 

is compared for the benchmark geometry. To validate the simulation results, 

different external velocities (2, 4 and 5m/s) and geometries were used namely 

the benchmark and optimum geometries. The sample points referred to in the 

validation are shown in Figure 6-18. To evaluate the error range and trends, a 

comparison is made between this study and other published work.

8.2 Flow visualisation

The flow visualisation of the simulated results is described in detail in Chapter 5 

The experimental flow visualisation is described in detail in Chapter 7. The two 

flow visualisations are compared for the benchmark case. Only the benchmark 

case is considered. As the geometrical variations carried out affect the rate not 

the method of air-exchange. This comparison is made as a qualitative 

evaluation of the results as described by Srebric and Chen (2002A).

8.2.1 Benchm ark case

The simulation results showed the external velocity from the macro-climate 

entering at the left-hand side of the wind vent (Figure 8-1). The air velocity was 

higher at this side of the wind vent due to the prevailing external velocity. The
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external velocity is driving the air into the micro-climate. The right-hand side of 

the wind vent showed the exhaust air (from the micro-climate) exiting. The air 

velocity was lower at this side of the wind vent due to it being drawn by the 

suction effect (detailed in Chapter 5). The suction effect is much lower than the 

driving effect of the external velocity.
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Figure 8-1 Simulation flow results for the benchmark geometry illustrated using velocity 
vectors

The experimental flow visualisation showed fresh air entering the wind vent at 

the left-hand side (Figure 8-2). The fresh air entered at a higher velocity due to 

the external driving velocity. The higher velocity at the point of entry was visible 

due to the amount of smoke being displaced at this side of the wind vent.
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Figure 8-2 Experimental flow visualisation for the benchmark geometry

The right-hand side of the wind vent showed the stale air exiting at a lower 

velocity due to the suction effect. The lower velocity was indicated by the lack of 

smoke movement around this area of the wind vent. The two effects in tandem 

are displayed more clearly in Figure 8-3.

Figure 8-3 Annotated picture of the displacement effect of the wind vent
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The flow pattern in the simulation model is the same as the flow pattern 

recorded in the experimental test. The method of air-exchange is the same in 

both cases. Therefore, the simulation flow is considered validated.

8.3 Numerical analysis

To determine the accuracy of the simulated numerical results they have been 

compared to the experimental readings. The simulation volume (micro-climate) 

differs marginally to the experimental volume. Therefore, both sets of results 

have been normalised. To normalise the results they have been divided by the 

maximum internal velocity at sample point five (shown in Figure 6-18). The data 

at diffuser sample point ten remained unchanged as it is unaffected by the 

control volume. The CFD results were systematically compared to the 

experimental data as proposed by Chen and Srebric (2002B). The benchmark 

case was compared with two different external velocities. The benchmark and 

optimum geometries were also compared.

8.3.1 Benchm ark case with external velocity at 4m/s

The experimental results (Chapter 7) used averaged data to determine the 

effectiveness of geometrical variations. To validate the model, only 

experimental data which is comparable to 4m/s with a tolerance of ± 0.5m/s has 

been used. The two sets of normalised data for the benchmark geometry are 

shown in Table 8-1.

Table 8-1 Normalised results for the benchmark geometry_______________
Sample point CFD result Experimental result Difference (m/s)

2 0.22 0.28 0.06
4 0.22 0.14 0.08
5 0.02 0.07 0.05
6 0.22 0.28 0.06
8 0.1 0.14 0.04

10 0.2 0.27 0.07
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From Table 8-1, the difference was within the range 0.04 - 0.08m/s. Diffuser 

sample point ten which is unaffected by the size of the control volume, has a 

difference margin of 0.07m/s. The trends are represented in Figure 8-4.

Benchmark geometry comparison with an 
external velocity of 4m/s
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0.02
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Figure 8-4 Comparison of the benchmark geometry CFD results against experimental
data

From Figure 8-4, at most sample points, five out of six, the experimental result 

is greater than that of the CFD simulation. The trends for both the CFD and 

experimental data are in good agreement. The comparison showed a low 

difference range and the trends to be in good agreement. Hence, the CFD 

simulation was considered validated for this geometry with an external velocity 

of 4 m/s.

8.3.2 Benchm ark case with external velocity at 2m/s

To determine the accuracy of CFD simulation results at lower external velocities, 

the same geometry was used with an external velocity of 2m/s. The same
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tolerance of ± 0.5m/s was applied to the experimental data used. The two sets 

of normalised data for the benchmark geometry are shown in Table 8-2.

Table 8-2 Normalised results For the benchmark geometry
Sample point CFD result Experimental result Difference (m/s)

2 0.33 0.25 0.08
4 0.22 0.25 0.03
5 0.01 0.04 0.03
6 0.22 0.25 0.03
8 0.44 0.5 0.06

10 0.09 0.15 0.06

From Table 8-2, the difference was within the range 0.03 - 0.08m/s. This range 

was similar to the previous case with an external velocity of 4m/s. The 

difference at diffuser sample point ten was 0.06m/s. This had increased from 

the previous case but is still within the range 0.03 - 0.08m/s. The trends are 

shown in Figure 8-5.
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Figure 8-5 Comparison of the benchmark geometry CFD to experimental data

From Figure 8-5, at most sample points, five out of six, the experimental result 

was higher than that of the CFD simulation. This trend was repeated from the
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previous case of 4m/s. The trends for both the CFD and experimental data are 

in good agreement. The comparison showed a low error margin and the trends 

in good agreement. Hence, the CFD simulation was considered valid for this 

geometry with an external velocity of 2m/s. Both the trends and the difference 

range were in agreement in the two cases with varying external velocities. 

Therefore, accuracy of the CFD simulations was unaffected by the external 

velocity.

8.3.3 Optimum case with an external velocity of 5m/s

The accuracy of the CFD results was unaffected by the external velocity. To 

determine the effect of geometrical variation on the simulation accuracy, the 

optimum case was analysed. An external velocity of 5m/s was used with the 

same tolerance on experimental data. The two sets of normalised data for the 

benchmark geometry are shown in Table 8-3.

Table 8-3 Normalised results for the optimum geometry with an external velocity of 5m/s
Sample point CFD result Experimental result Difference (m/s)

2 0.15 0.13 0.02
4 0.2 0.13 0.07
5 0.02 0.08 0.06
6 0.25 0.25 0
8 0.2 0.25 0.05

10 0.23 0.24 0.01

From Table 8-3, the difference was within the range of 0 - 0.07m/s. The 

difference at diffuser sample point ten was 0.01 m/s. The difference range was 

similar to that of the previous two cases. The trend is represented in Figure 8-6.
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Figure 8-6 Comparison of the optimum geometry CFD results against experimental data

From Figure 8-6, at most of the sample points, four out of six, the experimental 

data is higher than or equal to the simulation result. The trends followed the 

same path as the previous two cases. Additionally, the maximum difference is 

marginally, 0.01 m/s, lower than the previous case. Variation of the geometry 

had no effect on the accuracy of the CFD result.

8.4 Comparison to similar studies

The trends were consistent across all three cases. According to Chen and 

Serbric (2002) "as long as the trends that are predicted are consistent, the less- 

than-perfect accuracy should be acceptable". In this study the difference range 

was within the range 0 - 0.08m/s across all the three cases. The range must be 

considered within the context of this work. To evaluate the accuracy of the 

range, it was compared to other published work within the same field of
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investigation. Elmualim (2006) used CFD and experimental investigations to 

evaluate the performance of a wind vent. The wind vent was of similar 

construction to the benchmark geometry used in this investigation. The CFD 

simulation results were compared to Elmualim (2006) results to establish the 

trend. The error range of the Elmualim investigation was evaluated against the 

range found in this study.

8.4.1 Com parison of sim ulation results

The wind vent used in the Elmualim (2006) investigation was of the same 

construction as the benchmark case. Flowever, the scale of the Elmualim wind 

vent was 50% smaller than that of the benchmark geometry. To make an 

accurate comparison the two sets of results have been normalised. The method 

of normalisation is the same used throughout this investigation. The same 

sample point, the diffuser sample point 10 has been used. The results are 

shown in Table 8-4.

Table 8-4 Normalised simulation results for the two studies _____
External velocity 
(m/s)

Elmualim result 
(m/s)

Hughes result 
(m/s)

Difference
(m/s)

1 0.14 0.21 0.07
2 0.43 0.42 0.01
3 0.63 0.59 0.04
4 0.86 0.79 0.07

From Table 8-4, the difference range was within 0.01 - 0.07m/s. This range is 

in-line with the range found during the validation investigation of this study. The 

trend is represented in Figure 8-7.
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Figure 8-7 Comparison of the normalised simulation results for the two studies

From Figure 8-7, the trends are the same between the two studies. The CFD 

simulation results follow the same trend as both the experimental work of this 

investigation and the simulation work of the Elmualim investigation.

8.4.2 Comparison of sim ulation results against experim ental w ork

The experimental work used in the Elmualim (2006) study was based on wind 

tunnel experiments. The CFD results of the benchmark geometry were 

compared to the wind tunnel investigations of Elmualim. The normalised results 

are shown in Table 8-5.

External velocity 
(m/s)

Elmualim result
(m/s)

Hughes result 
(m/s)

Difference
(m/s)

1 0.25 0.21 0.04
2 0.54 0.42 0.12
3 0.78 0.59 0.19
4 0.89 0.79 0.10
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From Table 8-5, the difference was within the range 0.04 - 0.19m/s. This range 

is far higher than the 0 - 0.08m/s range shown in this investigation. The trend is 

represented in Figure 8-8.
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Figure 8-8 Comparison of simulation result against wind tunnel testing results

From Figure 8-8, the trend is the same for both sets of normalised results. The 

trends followed the same path in both the CFD and the experimental 

comparison. Therefore, the trends were correct for the simulation results in this 

study.

8.4.3 Comparison of error range

The trends were the same across simulation and experimental work in both this 

study and in comparison to Elmualim (2006B) investigations. To evaluate the 

error range, a comparison was made between the Elmualim error range and the
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error range of this study. The results of Elmualim's simulation and 

experimentation work are shown in Table 8-6.

Table 8-6 Comparison of Elmualim simulation and experimental data
External velocity 
(m/s)

Simulation result 
(m/s)

Experimental data 
(m/s)

Difference
(m/s)

1 0.14 0.25 0.11
2 0.43 0.54 0.11
3 0.63 0.78 0.15
4 0.86 0.89 0.03

From the Table, the error was within the range of 0 - 0.15m/s. The error trend is 

represented in Figure 8-9. This study found a range of 0 - 0.08m/s. Therefore, 

the error range in this investigation was within acceptable limits.
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Figure 8-9 Comparison of Elmualim simulation and experimental results

From Figure 8-9, the trend followed the same path as this investigation. In the 

Elmualim investigation the wind tunnel experimentation over-predicts the result 

in comparison to the simulation. This is in-line with this investigation where the 

experimental data over-predicts the simulation. This was due to the CFD model
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not incorporating the full physical characteristics of the experimental model. The 

CFD model did not incorporate an air leakage rate, hence the airtight CFD 

simulation consistently over-predicts the experimental results.

The Elmualim wind tunnel experiments used a fan to generate the external wind. 

The location of the fan, without the use of a flow screen, resulted in a non- 

uniform air velocity profile. The far-field experimentation of this study used a 

uniform velocity profile, which resulted in a more accurate validation.

The Elmualim investigation explained the CFD error by the lack of geometry in 

the simulation model. The CFD model omitted the louver, control dampers and 

diffuser geometry. These problematic areas of geometry were treated as single 

faces with a discharge coefficient used (described in Chapter 3). This explained 

the variation between the two sets of error trends.

8.5 Summary

The CFD simulation results have been validated against experimental results. 

The results have been compared through flow and numerical analysis. The 

difference range was found to be 0 - 0.08m/s. The accuracy was shown to be 

independent of external velocity and geometrical variation. The trends were 

shown to be consistent across all cases. The difference range and trends were 

evaluated against other published work in the same area. Agreement between 

the trends of the two studies was demonstrated. The accuracy of this 

investigation was shown to be within acceptable limits. This chapter has 

validated the simulation results used in this study.
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Chapter 9 Conclusions and recommendations
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9.1 Conclusions

The objectives of this study were clearly defined in Chapter 1. This study has 

achieved its objectives through systematic numerical and experimental 

investigations. The objectives met are summarised as follows:

• The wind vent is capable of meeting British Standards Institution (1991) 

guidelines for fresh air delivery. The recommended rates and the wind 

vents capabilities were fully detailed in Chapter 6.

• The key geometrical components have been identified as the external 

louver angle, the distance between the louvers and the number of 

external louvers. An optimised wind vent has been numerically and 

experimentally investigated. The optimised wind vent has shown a 

similar, but not increased performance to the benchmark case. This 

investigation has shown that the optimum geometrical configurations 

when investigated in conjunction do not provide the optimum 

performance (Chapters 5 and 7).

• This investigation has used full scale far-field testing to collect high 

quality data. The data was collected over a sustained period to ensure 

accuracy and repeatability. This data was analysed and used to validate 

the CFD simulations. The comparison between the experimental data 

and simulation work demonstrated good agreement with accuracy within 

the range of 0 - 0.08m/s (Chapter 8).

• The CFD models were verified as accurate through experimental work 

and comparison to other published research in this field. The accuracy 

level was shown to be independent of geometrical variation and external 

velocities. The range of accuracy in other published research was shown 

to be in the range of 0 - 0.15m/s. This investigation improved on this



accuracy with a range of 0 -  0.08m/s and validated the use of CFD for 

the study and analysis of wind vent device (Chapter 9).

This study has shown that the optimised wind vent did not provide the 

anticipated performance increase. This was due, in part, to the geometrical 

optimisation process being constrained by consideration of additional criteria 

some of which were subjective in nature. For example, while the CFD results 

showed that an increased louver spacing provided an increased velocity, 

maintaining a smaller spacing was thought advantageous since it was 

perceived that this would reduce possible rain and noise ingress. Similarly, the 

use of four louvers as opposed to eight was judged desirable since the 

associated reduction in materials usage was judged to increase cost efficiency; 

the CFD results, however, showed that a reduction in louvers marginally 

decreased the velocity. Another constraint on the geometries considered here 

related to the materials considered - manufacturing considerations imposed a 

geometry based on louvers constructed from sheet steel. Thus the optimision of 

the wind vent undertaken here was, in fact, partially constrained by certain 

subjective / externally imposed issues rather than being a true collection of peak 

performance parameters. Notwithstanding this reservation, this work has shown 

that the wind vent geometry may be carefully selected and matched to meet any 

user specific requirements or regulations, hence making the device more 

accessible to the UK market.

Through the course of this investigation, it became apparent that there are other 

factors which influence the specific performance of a wind vent. These are rain 

ingress, breakthrough noise and thermal comfort. These factors are addressed
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in the further work section of this chapter. To make a complete assessment of 

the suitability of the wind vent as an eco-technology for the UK these 

outstanding factors need to be thoroughly investigated.

9.2 Contribution to knowledge

The Literature review (Chapter 2) identified gaps in the knowledge of this 

subject area. The following summarises the contribution this investigation has 

made to the knowledge of natural ventilation and in particular wind vent device:

• Extensive far-field experimental data was provided for the wind vent. 

Systematic geometrical optimisation was experimentally tested. A 

methodology for comparing averaged far-field results to simulation 

results has been developed (Chapters 5 and 7).

• CFD models have been validated using far-field testing for the wind vent 

device. The level of accuracy using far-field testing to validate the CFD 

models has been demonstrated. A higher level of accuracy has been 

shown in comparison to other experimental validation techniques 

(Chapter 8).

• An empirical method for estimating the flow through wind vent device has 

been developed. The empirical method utilises two coefficients found 

through experimentation in this investigation (Chapter 3).

• This investigation has shown that the performance of the wind vent can 

be optimised through geometrical variation. The optimum geometrical
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variation was identified for each section of the wind vent in isolation. The 

optimum geometrical variations when combined do not provide the 

optimum wind vent performance (Chapters 5 and 7).

• The geometry of the wind vent was systematically examined. The 

contribution of each section of geometry to the performance of the device 

has been established. The effect of geometrical variation on the flow and 

air movement from the wind vent has been demonstrated (Chapters 5 

and 7).

• 47 CFD simulation models were built incorporating the full geometry of 

the wind vent device. A methodology for dynamically modifying fluid 

volumes has been devised (Chapter 4).

The optimised geometry found through this investigation is subject to patent 

application number 0809311.4. A copy of the full application is in Appendix C.

9.3 Recommendations for further work

This study highlighted that combined changes to the wind vent geometry did not 

deliver the anticipated performance increase when compared to isolated 

geometrical variation. Due to the high level of correlation between the 

experimental readings and the simulation model, further investigations could be 

carried out using the CFD model only, with a high degree of confidence. This 

methodology could therefore be used to investigate combined changes in order 

to further refine the wind vent. Experimental testing would therefore only be 

applied to validate and support a CFD optimised wind vent. This would
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significantly reduce the experimental costs and workload when pursuing the 

optimum configuration for any given application.

Three further areas have been identified that require investigation. The three 

areas are rain ingress, breakthrough noise and thermal comfort. These areas 

are specialist subjects and require further investigation. This investigation 

addressed each of these points briefly.

9.3.1 Rain ingress

The wind vent uses external louvers to guide the fresh air into the micro-climate. 

However, the air may contain water droplets. The mass of these particles may 

hinder the performance of the wind vent in terms of occupancy comfort. Further 

investigation is required into the effect of geometrical variation on rain ingress. 

The effect of climatic conditions on the breakthrough rain needs to be clearly 

identified. The simulation work needs to be validated using a climatic wind 

tunnel and far-field testing. This would allow the wind vent to be evaluated 

against current BSI standards [British Standards Institution (2001)].

9.3.2 Breakthrough noise

A wind vent as opposed to a mechanical ventilation system, introduces an 

uncontrollable noise factor. Mechanical systems are sealed units with a noise 

rating according to the manufacturer's specification. The wind vent has no seal 

and exposes the micro-climate to external noise sources. In addition, the 

internal noise generated is transmitted to the external macro-climate. Work was 

carried out on the test wind vent by the BSRIA. Their investigation found that
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the wind vent increased ambient noise levels by 3.2dB. The full report is in 

Appendix D. Further investigation is required to evaluate the effect of 

geometrical variation on the ambient noise level. A purpose built sound 

chamber is required for this level of investigation. The wind vent needs to be 

rated according to current BSI standards [British Standards Institution (1997)].

9.3.3 Thermal comfort

The wind vent provides fresh air to the micro-climate. The level of fresh air 

required is based on legislation and occupants' requirements. The latter relates 

to occupants' perception of the rate required. Occupants perception of fresh air 

requirement is based on their personal comfort level. Thermal comfort is a 

specialised subject area and requires further investigation. There are numerous 

factors influencing the thermal gain within the micro-climate. The main factors 

are solar gain, internal equipment levels, number of occupants, materials of 

construction and activity levels of the occupants. The Chartered Institute of 

Buildings Service Engineers (CIBSE) has produced many documents on the 

subject of thermal comfort. CIBSE (2005) evaluates the effect of building 

materials and equipment on a buildings thermal envelope.

These values need to be incorporated into a simulation model to evaluate the 

performance of the wind vent. In addition, the buoyancy effect caused by 

thermal gain needs to be established.
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Procedure for Creating Fluid Volume Using Pro-Engineer

1 Create—► New part

2 Insert—► Share data—► Copy Geometry (from desired part)

3 Location —► Default

4 Surface Ref — ► Define, Select desired surfaces to be copied*
* Hold CTRL key for multiple surfaces

5 Edit —► Fill —► Ref —► Define (Pick Top Datum)

0 >6 Create an Entity From Edge, button—► Single, Hold control button 
and pick the edges*
* Tilt the Model for better view

i i  i e t f  v '  x
7 Press tick ---------------------------—

8 Edit—► Fill—► Ref, click on plane, then;
Insert—► Model Datum —► Plane, Pick top datum and an Edge (Hold 
CTRL)

9 Ok —► Sketch —► —► Single, Hold control button and pick the
edges*
* Tilt the Model for better view

10 Click Fill (1) —► and an edge —► Edit —► Merge

11 Repeat step 10 for fill (2)

12 E d it—► Solidify (Solidify the two fills)

13 Now check the geometry;

Click wire Frame on and check the connectivity 
Purple = Not solid 
Yellow = Porous 
White = Solid

14 F ile— ► Save as — frtep



Model generation procedure (Pro-engineer Wildfire)

1 Modify original part, then regenerate

2 Re-generate copied part (solidified part)

3 Re-generate assembly (solidified assembly)

4 Save a c o p y ™ *  s tp .™ * name it ™ *  ok

Gambit import procedure

1 Import step file check; Heal, Make tolerant uncheck; stand alone 
faces, edges

2 Create a volume around assembly by copying vertices, make volume 2m3

3 Subtract each assembly volume from each other

4 Split assembly volumes from new surrounding volume

5 Create 2 large faces as cross-dividers

6 Split each assembly volume with cross-divider faces

7 Name each external face of the wind vent volume as "Wall"

C FD  go vern in g  e q u atio n s  

Mass conservation equations

For the fluid element, (illustrated in Figure A-1), the rate of increase of its mass is 

equal to the net rate of flow of mass into the controlled volume.



Figure A-1 Fluid element for conservation laws [www.fluent.com]

This yields:

dp  | d(pu) | d{pv) | djpw) = Q (A-1)
dt dx dy dz

Or written in vector notation:

dp ^  ,  . . .  (A-2)—— + div(pu) = 0
dt

Equation A-2 is the unsteady, three-dimensional mass conservation, (or continuity 

equation) at a point in a compressible fluid. For an incompressible fluid, the 

density p is constant and equation A-2 becomes:

divu = 0 (A~3)

Or in longhand notation:

http://www.fluent.com


du dv dw 
—  + —  + —  = 0

(A-4)
dx dy dz

1.1.1 Momentum equations

Newton's second law states that the rate of change of momentum of a fluid particle 

equals the sum of the forces on the particle. The rates of increase of x-, y- and z- 

momentum per unit volume of a fluid particle are given by:

Du Dv Dw  (A-5)
P   P —  P ------Dt Dt Dt

There are two types of forces on fluid particles:

• Surface forces: pressure forces and viscous forces.

• Body forces: gravity force, centrifugal force, Coriolis force and electromagnetic

The body forces overall effect is defined by the source SMx, SMy and SMz of the x- 

component, y-component and z-component of the momentum equation.

The x-component of the momentum equation is given by:

force.

(A-6)
P  —---------------- *-------- 1—Dt dx dy dz

The y- component of the momentum equation is given by:

-*— * U  v / i  is  * yyy /  ks 0P   —------ 1------------------1—I------- b Sm \
Dt dx dy dz
Dv d i x y  d ( —p  + Tyy) d l z y (A-7)

The z-component of the momentum equation is given by:



Dw dvxz d T vz d ( -p  + Tzz)  „
p  = ------- +  —  +     +  Smz

(A-8)
Dt dx dy dz

1.1.2 Navier-Stokes equations for a Newtonian fluid

The governing equations contain - as further unknowns - the viscous stress 

component xy. Useful forms of the conservation equations for fluid flows are 

obtained by introducing a suitable model for the viscous stress xy. In many fluid 

flows, the viscous stresses can be expressed as functions of the local deformation 

rate (strain rate). In three-dimensional flows, the local rate of the deformation is 

composed of the linear deformation rate and the volumetric deformation rate. 

There are three linear elongating deformation components:

du dv _ dw (A-9)
6xx  —   6yy ~ ------------------------------  6zz  — --------------

dx dy dz

There are also six shearing linear deformation components:

(A-10)1 ' du dv\ 1(r du dw^ 1 '  dv
— +  — 6x:  —  6zx  — +  — e =  =  — —  + ----
2 dx y 2 v dz d x , yz zy 2

Kdz fy)

The volumetric deformation is given by:

du dv dw  1 1-----
dx dy dz

du dv dw .. (A-11)
—  +  —  +  —  =  divu

Substitution of these stress equations into the momentum equations (A-6, A-7, A-8) 

yields the so-called "Navier-Stokes" (NS) equations, named after the two 19th 

century scientists who derived them independently.

The x-component of NS equation is given by:



p  —  = - ^ - +  div (jugradu) +  S *  (A ' 12)
H Dt dx

The y-component of NS equation is given by:

Dv dp (A-13)
p      £— h div ( pgradv ) + S mv

Dt dy

The z-component of NS equation is given by:

Dw_= _ 5 p  + ^  (A-14)
Dt dz

1.1.3 k-e transport equation

The two-equation k-s model is the default turbulence model in FLUENT and it was 

used to carry out the computational work reported in this study. The k-s model 

focuses on the mechanisms that affect the turbulent kinetic energy. In this model, 

the eddy viscosity is computed from additional semi-empirical transport equations 

(partial differential equations) for the velocity and length scales of turbulence. The 

turbulent kinetic energy (k) is used as: a form of the velocity scale (3), and its 

dissipation rate (s) as a length scale (/):

i  1 (A-15)
3 = k 2

The eddy viscosity is specified as follows:

k 2 (A-16)
p  t -  C p 3  I = p  C / / ------

£



Where is a dimensionless constant. The standard model uses the following 

transport equations for k and e:

dt
+ div(pkl)) = div —  gradk

(A-17)

dt
+ div(psU) = div — grads

(7s

£ £~+ C\c — 2 piKij.Eij — C 2 sp —  
k k

(A-18)

The equations contain five adjustable constants CH, ak, cre, C|£ and C2e. The default 

FLUENT standard k-s model uses values for the constants that are arrived by 

comprehensive data fitting for a wide range of turbulence flows, [Fluent, 2006]:

Cm = 0.09 a* = 1.00 (is = 1.30 Cu = l.44 Cis = 1.92 (A-19)

No attempt was made in this study to modify these coefficients. Therefore, all the 

computational work carried out and reported in this study is based on the previous 

coefficient values.

SIMPLE ALGORIYTHM

Using the continuity equation to correct the pressure values obtained from the 

momentum equations, it is possible to devise a stable model when used on a 

double staggered grid; one for velocity substitutions and another for pressure: 

p = p* + p’ (A-20)

Where p’ is the previous pressure value and p* is the new pressure suggested at 

the node considered:



u = u* + u’ V = V* +  v ’ w = w* + w’ (A-21)

A number of substitutions are carried out using the discretised governing 

equations, giving new values for the pressure (p*). Under-relaxation is used to 

dampen the excessive shoots in the pressure values calculated (to deter 

divergence). The new (usable) pressure value becomes:

Where a p is; the pressure under-relaxation factor, (where 0 < a p <1). The velocities 

components are also under-relaxed. The iteratively improved velocity components 

Unewj vnew and wnew are obtained from:

Where: a u, a v and a w are; the u- v- and w-velocity under-relaxation factors with 

values between 0 and 1. Therefore u, v and w are the corrected velocity 

components without relaxation, and, u(n'1), v(n"1) and w(n~1), represents their values 

obtained in the previous iteration. The choice of under-relaxation factors a  is 

essential for cost effective simulations. A large value of a  leads to oscillatory or 

even divergent iterative solution; and a value which is too small will cause 

extremely slow convergence.

(A-2 2)

unew = a uu + ( \ - a u)u(n~l) (A-23)

vnew = a vv + ( I - a  r )v(n- l) (A-24)

wnew = a ww + ( I - a (A-25)
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rocon
foam products ltd

CLASS '0* FOAM DATA SHEET

CAA Spec. 8/FAA 25 CHAR 1-3

Random Incidence Sound Absorption Coefficient - Foam (B53638 1987)

Frequency
Hz

125 250 500 IK 2K 4K NRC

12mm Thick 0.08 0.14 0.22 0.32 0.40 0.53 0.27
25mm Thick 0.16 0.29 0.42 0.56 0.69 0.76 0.49
50mm Thick 0.23 0.49 0.70 0.88 0.92 1.02 0.75

Noise Reduction Coefficient (arithmetic average of values at 250, 500, IK and 2K HZ) 

Additional Options;

Available with self adhesive backing and die cut to drawing.

A range of facings are also available fo r laminating to the foam including a class '0' film.

Rocon Foam Products limited reserves the right to update information regarding class '0' 
foam without prior notice. Every e ffo rt will be made to inform all customers of any 
changes to specifications.

MARCH 2007.

S' Q M  
s  ✓

IS O  9001
Unit 14, Shrub H ill Industrial Estate, Tolladine Road, WORCESTER WR4 9EL RR« ,S,KR* ° l,RM 

Tel: (01905) 26616 or 26498 Fax:(01905) 61231
V.A.T No: 670483722 Co. Reg. No: 3016977
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rocon
foam products ltd

CLASS ’O' FOAM DATA SHEET

Class '0' acoustic foam can be used in preference to Mineral Wool/Glass Fibre insulation 
materials, as it  will not shed fibres or release particulate matter, yet still o ffers 
comparable acoustic perfrormance and the necessary f i r e  specification performance.

Physical Properties - Foam

Density in Kg/m3 to BS4443 
Thermal Conductive W/MK 
Working Temperature Range 
Classification to BS3379 
Hardness (Newtons) to BS4443 
Tensile Strength Kpa Min BS4443 
Elongation at Break % Min BS4443 
Compression Set % Max BS4443 
Standard Colour

Typical Flammability Properties - Foam;

Building Regulations 1985 Para A8 (b) Doc B Class '0'

BS476 Part 6 Fire propagation index (1) 8.5
Sub index 1.1 2.7
Sub index 1.2 4.5
Sub index 1.3 1.3

BS476 Part 7 Class ’1'
BS476 Part 5 Non Ignition
BS7175 Section 2 No;-7 CRIB Pass
BS6853 Part B 5.3 <5
BS5652 Part 2 No;-5 CRIB Pass
FTS 15 4 X No;-7 CRIBS (For material thickness >27mm Pass 
FMVSS302 Self Extinguishing Pass
Oxygen Index L01 50
Smoke Maximum Obscuration % BS511 60

S  D M
v

IS O  9 0 0 1
Unit 14, Shrub H ill Industrial Estate, Tolladine Road, WORCESTER WR4 9EL KIRM

Tel: (01905) 26616 or 26498 Fax:(01905) 612319
V.A.T No: 670483722 Co. Reg. No: 3016977

80 (min) to 100 
0.048

-30' C /  + 100' C 
A
40-180
70-75
150
12-13%
Black (Grey White available)
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Product Data Sheet

Product: W INDVENT TERMINAL
Material: Terminal:

External Finish:

Aluminum (2mm thick) fully welded 
outer casing with bird mesh on inlet 
louvers. Construction is from fully 
welded corrosion resistant 
aluminium, fitted with internal acoustic 
material.
Powder Coated to any RAL colour.

Internal: Bird mesh/cross dividers/acoustics

Application: The terminal can be used in a number of ways as detailed 
below:

• Natural Ventilation System

• Passive Stack System

• As an architecturally attractive way to disperse stale air 
from within the building using stack effect.

• Vertical Balanced Flues

Sizes: 400mm to 3000mm Square or Round (Dia.)
For pitched or flat roof heights from 1 m to 3m.
Large custom built terminal work can be undertaken tailor- 
made to the customers particular requirements.

Installation: The terminal is designed to mount on either a builders kerb 
or a factory made upstand.

G uarantee: Guaranteed against material and workmanship defects for 
12 months.

Quality: Manufactured to ISO 9001 (Certificate No. 5458)

P roduct Picture:
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NATURALLY DRIVEN INSTALLATIONS

MIDTHERM

WINDVENT SYSTEMS

Function

The Midtherm “W indvent” is a natural ventilation system operating on established 
aerodynam ic principles. As a irflow s  around the term inal itself, positive and negative 
pressure areas are generated. On the positive side air enters the louvres of the 
term inal and is directed down through the internal vanes into the room below. The 
negative pressure on the leeward side of the term inal, induces air to leave the 
louvres, and stale air from the room below rises and is expelled from the term inal. 
This process is aided by stack effect, i.e. as cool air enters the w indward side of the 
unit it descends into the room below, and the warm stale air rises in the ducts facing 
the leeward side.

Terminal Specification

The units are constructed from fully welded corrosion resistant type 1050 AH 14 pure 
alum inium of 2-3mm thickness and highly resistant to weathering and to chemical 
attack.
Internal cross dividers are also manufactured from corrosion resistant alum inium.
The units are manufactured in accordance with BS EN ISO 9001 and to suit most 
architectural requirements. Airways are protected by incorporating anti-bird mesh.
The units are powder coated to any of the extensive RAL range or clear lacquered.

Main Body size: 800mm x 800mm reducing to 600mm x 600mm 
Overall Height: 1050mm 
Height above roof: 620mm

Insulation/acoustics

Class ‘O ’ type 12.5mmTHK acoustic foam is used in preference to mineral wool/g lass 
fibre insulation materials, as it will not shed fibres or release particulate matter, yet 
offers comparable acoustic performance and the necessary fire performance. Data 
sheets are available and can be issued on request.

W indvent Controls

The 24v Siemans Actuator is incorporated into a multi blade ES Aeroseal dam per 
controlled by room tem perature sensor.
The fully programmable main control unit(s) can incorporate many bolt on facilities, 
however these particular control panels selected conform to your client specification 
with night time cooling facility, Including heating system relay/interlock and fire alarm 
relay.

Features:

• Room tem perature sensor with inbuilt set-point and display
• M aster system override selector (open/auto/close)
• Drive up to 6 dampers from 0-1 Ov modulating output
• Optional 7 day time-switch
• Fire alarm relay/interlock and heating system relay.



M iD T H E E F Z M
j y  Engineering Limited.

Optional Features:

• Room hum idity sensor
• Room air quality sensor
• Rain (precipitation) sensor and powder supply
• W ind speed sensor
• Room override unit
• L inear actuators (24vac open/close -  150Nm stroke 100/200/300mm)
• Remote control

W indvent Dampers

Series Aeroseal fo r system air balancing and shut off having aerodynam ic double 
skin type 1.4016 (430) ferritic stainless steel 50mm wide x 0.4mm thick blades with 
synthetic trailing edge blade seals and stainless steel side seals.
Housed within a galvanised casing being suitable fo r system with a tem perature 
range of 0 °C through to +70 °C.

Optional blade construction type 1.4404 (316) Austenitic stainless steel can be offer 
on request for additional cost.

Fire Rated Duct

The fireproof product has been tested and assessed by BRE LPC in accordance with 
BS 476-24 ‘Fire tests on building material structures -  methods for determ ination of 
the fire resistance of ventilation duct’.
The 2-hour fire resistance is for stability, integrity and insulation in equal measure 
being: stability 120 mins, integrity 120 mins and insulation 120 mins.

The fire proof slabs are fixed to the galvanised (vertical) ductwork by means of 
welded pins. Theses are generally spaced at 350mm maximum centres along the 
length of the duct and at 500mm maximum centres across the width and depth. Pins 
are required on all four sides of the vertical duct. W hen faced with difficult site 
circum stances fire proof slab materials can be bonded using glue.
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BUILDING VENTILATOR

The present invention relates to a ventilator for a building, and in particular although not 

exclusively, to a passive and passive assisted ventilation stack.

5

Most modem buildings require a ventilator system to provide a supply o f fresh air to the 

building interior. Also, ventilation systems provide a means o f regulating the internal 

temperature o f a building where occupants, equipment and solar heat contribute to the 

internal temperature o f the building and if  unregulated would lead to overheating.

10

Legislation in most jurisdictions establish minimum fresh air requirements for the interior 

o f buildings depending upon intended usage and occupancy levels.

Typically, most commercial large buildings utilise electricity driven air conditioning 

15 systems that both circulate air within the building and provide internal air temperature 

control.

In response to climate change, attributed largely to the amount o f greenhouse gas 

emissions globally, national and international legislation has imposed emission limitations 

20 in an attempt to combat global warming. Accordingly, certain jurisdictions such as the 

United Kingdom have introduced regulations on the energy performance o f buildings.

All buildings in the United Kingdom will eventually have an energy rating including an 

annual carbon emission rating.

25 This increased awareness o f the carbon footprint o f buildings, has led to the re-examination 

o f the energy performance and suitability o f  all working systems associated with the 

building that consume energy. Air conditioning is one o f the greatest energy consumers in 

buildings, and therefore provides potential to make a dramatic impact on the building’s 

overall energy rating. Therefore a ventilation system that requires no energy input is an 

30 attractive option for modem construction.
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There are two main categories for ventilation strategies, namely mechanical and natural. 

Mechanical ventilation is the most commonly used form as it offers on demand and 

controllable delivery rates. Examples o f mechanical ventilation include convention air 

conditioning that utilises refrigeration and a fan to drive airflow circulation around the 

5 system and the interior o f the building.

Natural ventilation relies on the external wind conditions to deliver the required fresh air 

supply. A natural ventilation stack device sits at the top o f the building or room and acts 

as both an inlet and extract. As warm air rises and exits the room via the stack, a negative 

10 pressure is created in the room which acts to draw-in an external fresh air supply. The

flow o f air through the device is further assisted by the windward and leeward pressures 

exerted on it by the external wind speed. The rate at which the flow is delivered to the 

receiving room is controlled by mechanical dampers and a static ceiling diffuser.

15 Natural ventilation systems may be further categorised into two groups, namely passive 

and active. A passive stack applies no mechanical force to induce the flow through the 

device. An active stack utilises a mechanical force to create or direct the flow through the 

system. The active stack ensures the required air supply rates will be achieved.

However, this stack does not offer the level o f energy consumption savings o f the passive 

20 system.

GB 2432207 discloses an active stack ventilation arrangement that utilises a fan positioned 

at the bottom of the ventilator to draw air into the building interior.

25 Whilst advantageous over conventional air conditioning systems the inventors have 

identified a number o f disadvantages with existing natural ventilation assemblies o f the 

kind identified above.

Accordingly, the present invention provides a natural ventilator configured to supply fresh 

30 air into the interior o f a building and importantly to allow stale air to exit the building 

interior without requiring mechanical or electrically driven components.
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A hybrid device which offers the mechanical assistance o f an active stack without 

compromising the energy consumption level o f a passive stack is provided and is referred 

to as a passive-assisted stack. This hybrid device utilises a fan positioned within the 

natural ventilator, the fan being operable only when required to assist the flow o f air 

5 between the building exterior and interior via the ventilator.

According to a first aspect o f the present invention there is provided a building ventilator 

comprising: a frame mountable at an opening in a roof o f a building, the frame defining a 

duct to convey air between an exterior and an interior o f the building; a plurality o f  vent 

10 blades mountable at an external facing region o f the frame such that the blades are

mounted at the exterior o f the building and are stacked above one another to form a louver, 

each blade having a leading edge to be external facing relative to the duct and a trailing 

edge to be internal facing relative to the duct; wherein each blade between the leading edge 

and trailing edge is inclined relative to a horizontal plane at an angle in the range 30 to 40°.

15

The inventors have discovered that by altering the angle o f inclination o f the individual 

blades o f the louver, the velocity and pressure performance and importantly the rate o f air 

flow into and out o f the building interior is improved and optimised with regard to the 

circulation o f clean air from the building’s exterior to its interior.

20

Preferably, each blade is inclined relative to the horizontal at an angle in the range 32 to 

38°. More preferably, this angle o f inclination is within the range 34 to 36° and optimally 

is 35°.

25 Optionally, the ventilator comprises internal walls extending in the longitudinal direction

between the external and internal facing ends o f the frame to partition the air flow duct and 

to guide air flow through the ventilator.

The ventilator frame and louver may comprise any shape and configuration to suit the 

30 requirements o f the building. For example, the cross sectional profile, in the horizontal 

plane, o f the frame and louver sections of the ventilator may define a circle, oval, square or 

rectangle. Preferably, the frame is cuboid in particular rectangular or square cuboid
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comprising four walls being open at a top and adjacent bottom face. The frame is 

arranged in the ventilator with the top face being external facing and the bottom face being 

interior facing.

5 Preferably, the ventilator blades are joined at each end to adjacent blades, in the same 

plane, to define the edges o f a rectangle and/or square. This quad blade structure may be 

formed as a modular arrangement or as a unitary blade arrangement in which the four 

blades are inclined upwardly towards a central plane within the square or rectangle. The 

quad blade arrangement may be mounted at the exterior facing top face o f the cuboidal 

10 frame above its four walls to define a louver having four sides comprising a plurality of 

blades arranged on top o f one another extending over each face.

Optionally, the ventilator may comprise a cover member to sit above the uppermost blade 

and block the exterior facing end o f the duct defined by the upper region o f the louver.

15

Optionally, each blade may comprise a flange positioned at the leading and trailing edge 

and projecting transverse to the blade. With the blades aligned in position to be inclined 

at an angle 30 to 40° relative to a horizontal plane, each flange may extend substantially 

vertically.

20

Preferably, the ventilator comprises a stack o f four to six blades arranged on top o f one 

another, the blades comprising a single blade or quadrant o f blades having four sides in the 

same plane. Preferably, the ventilator comprises four blades and in particular four 

quadrant blade sets. As will be appreciated, the ventilator may comprise any number of 

25 vent blades to suit the requirements o f the building with regard to fresh are delivery rates 

and wind noise.

According to a second aspect o f the present invention there is provided a building 

ventilator comprising: a frame mountable at an opening in a roof o f a building, the frame 

30 defining a duct to convey air between an exterior and an interior o f the building; a plurality 

o f vent blades mountable at an external facing region o f the frame such that the blades are 

mounted at the exterior o f the building and are stacked above one another to form a louver,
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each blade having a leading edge to be external facing relative to the duct and a trailing 

edge to be internal facing relative to the duct; wherein the distance in the vertical direction 

between adjacent blades at the their respective leading edge regions is in the range 25 to 35 

mm.

5

Preferably, the vertical distance between adjacent blades is 27 to 33 mm. More 

preferably, the vertical distance between adjacent blades is 30 mm.

According to a third aspect o f the present invention there is provided a building ventilator 

10 comprising: a frame mountable at an opening in a roof o f a building, the frame having an 

exterior facing end and an interior facing end to define a duct there between to convey air 

between an exterior and an interior o f the building; a plurality o f  vent blades mountable at 

the exterior facing end o f the frame, the blades mounted above one another to form a 

louver; and a fan mounted within the louver region o f the device defined by the stack o f 

15 blades substantially between a lowermost blade and an uppermost blade in the vertical

direction.

Preferably, the fan is mounted within the louver region o f the device towards the blade 

positioned furthest from the external facing end of the frame in the vertical direction.

20 More preferably, the fan is mounted within the louver region o f the device substantially in 

the same horizontal plane as the blade positioned furthest from the external facing end o f 

the frame in the vertical direction. The fan may be mounted centrally within the louver 

region o f the device in the horizontal plane.

25 According to a specific implementation, the ventilator is devoid o f internal partition walls

within the duct extending in the vertical direction between the external and internal facing 

ends.

Preferably, the ventilator comprises control means to provide manual and/or automatic 

30 control o f  the fan. The ventilator may also comprise an electric motor configured to drive

the fan with the control means coupled to the electric motor. Optionally, the control
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means may be coupled to a suitable wind gauge and is operative in response to the wind 

speed detected by the wind gauge.

A specific implementation of the present invention will now be described, by way o f  

5 example only, and with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a perspective view o f a building comprising a ventilator according to a 

specific implementation o f the present invention;

Figure 2 is a more detailed illustration o f the ventilator o f the present invention as 

detailed in Figure 1;

10 Figure 3 is a cross sectional side elevation view o f the ventilator o f Figure 2;

Figure 4a is a side elevation view a vent blade that defines the louver o f Figure 3;

Figure 4b is a perspective view o f the vent blade o f Figure 4a;

Figure 4c is a cross sectional side elevation view of two adjacent vent blades 

positioned on top of one another in the vertical direction defining a portion o f the louver of 

15 Figure 3;

Figure 5 is a side perspective view o f the ventilator o f Figure 3;

Figure 6 illustrates a perspective view o f  the ventilator o f Figure 3 further 

comprising a fan assembly located within the louver section o f the ventilator o f Figure 5;

Figure 7 illustrates the different regions and directions o f pressure and velocity 

20 measurement through the ventilator o f Figure 3;

Figure 8 is a graph o f pressure versus blade angle at various regions o f  the 

ventilator o f Figure 7;

Figure 9 is a graph o f velocity versus blade angle at various regions o f the 

ventilator o f Figure 7;

25 Figure 10 is a graph o f pressure versus velocity in the vertical direction through

the centre o f the ventilator o f Figure 3;

Figure 11 is a graph illustrating the overall performance o f blade angle on the air 

flow rate through the ventilator o f Figure 7;

Figure 12 illustrates the affect on the air flow path through the ventilator o f Figure 

30 3 by a fan positioned at an upper region o f the ventilator;

Figure 13 illustrates the affect on the air flow path through the ventilator o f Figure 

3 by a fan positioned at a middle region o f the ventilator;
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Figure 14 illustrates the affect on the air flow path through the ventilator o f Figure 

3 by a fan positioned at a bottom region o f the ventilator;

Figure 15 illustrates the fresh air delivery rates provided by the ventilator with the 

fan at the top, middle and bottom positions as illustrated in Figures 12 to 14.

5 Figure 16 is a graph o f velocity/pressure against a distance o f separation o f the

vent blades for the ventilator o f Figure 3.

A natural ventilator provided by the inventors is optimised to supply fresh air into the 

interior o f  a building whilst minimising energy consumption. The present invention 

10 provides both a passive and a passive-active system configured to maintain airflow rates 

into the building interior in the event o f reduced wind speed at the exterior o f the building.

Figure 1 illustrates a building 100 comprising roof 101 separating an exterior region 103 

from the building interior 104. A ventilator 102 is positioned at an opening 105 formed in 

15 the roof 101.

Figure 2 illustrates ventilator 102 comprising a louver region 201 comprising a plurality o f  

vent blades 202 stacked on top o f one another in the vertical direction. The vent blades 

are positioned on top o f and extend from a frame 200 mounted in the opening 105 formed 

20 within roof 101. A cover 204 is positioned at an uppermost region o f ventilator 102 to

cover the internal duct formed within the ventilator 102 defined by louver blades 202 and 

ventilator frame 200. According to the specific implementation, frame 200 comprises four 

substantially planar panels 203 connected together at adjacent edges to form a hollow 

cuboid.

25

Referring to figure 3, an upper open face 305 o f frame 200 is external facing relative to 

building interior 104. The adjacent open bottom face 304 is positioned facing the building 

interior 104 with frame panels 203 extending through opening 105. The louver blades 202 

extend from the external facing open end 305 o f frame 200 positioned external 103 to the 

30 building interior 104. Accordingly, frame 200 and louver blades 202 define an internal air 

flow passageway extending vertically through the ventilator comprising internal louver 

duct 300 positioned directly above duct 302 defined by frame 200.
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Optionally, one or a plurality o f  internal partition walls 301 may be positioned within the 

frame duct 302 and/or louver duct 300 to guide the airflow through the ventilator and into 

the building interior 104.

5

Referring to figures 4a to 4c, each louver blade 202 comprises an inclined, substantially 

planar region 400 extending between an uppennost flange 401 and a lowermost flange 402, 

each flange 401, 402 extending over the upper and lower edges o f the inclined blade region 

400 respectively, when the blade is aligned substantially in the horizontal plane as 

10 illustrated in figures 3 and 4A. Each flange 401, 402 is allied substantially vertically when

blade 202 is aligned horizontally with each flange 401, 402 extending transverse to the 

inclined blade region 400. Uppermost flange 401 comprises an uppermost edge 410 and a 

lowermost edge 411 in contact with the uppermost edge o f the inclined blade region 400. 

The lowermost flange 402 comprises a lowermost edge 409 and an uppermost edge 412 in 

15 contact with a lowermost edge o f the inclined blade region 400.

Each blade 202 comprises four inclined blade regions 403, 406, 407, 408 as illustrated in 

figure 4b. Each blade region is bordered by upper and lower flanges 401, 402 as 

illustrated in figure 4a. Each o f the four blade regions 403, 406, 407, 408 and the 

20 associated flanges 401, 402 are connected at their respective ends to form a square or

rectangular quadrant, with each side represented by each o f the four inclined blade regions.

Referring to figures 4a and 4c, each inclined blade region 400 is inclined, relative to a 

horizontal plane 417 by an angle 0. According to the specific implementation, 0 is in the 

25 region o f 30 to 40°, 32 to 38° and 34 to 36° and optimally substantially 35°.

As illustrated in figure 3, each louver blade 202 is arranged on top o f  one another in a 

vertical direction above frame 200 to form the louver. In this orientation, each blade 200 

is separated from a neighbouring blade, in a vertical direction by distance d. Distance d is 

30 defined as the distance between the lowermost edge 409 o f flange 402 o f an upper blade A

and the upper edge 412 o f flange 402 o f a neighbouring lower blade B. Distance d 

corresponds to the available space, in the vertical direction through which air may flow



from exterior 103 into the louver interior 300. Where each blade 202 is devoid o f upper 

and lower flanges 401, 402 respectively, distance d corresponds to the distance between 

the lowermost surfaces 413 o f an upper blade to the uppermost surface 414 o f a lower 

blade.

5

Referring to figure 4c, each blade 202 comprises a leading edge 416 being external facing 

and a trailing edge 415 arranged internally to define louver duct 300. According to the 

quadrant blade arrangement o f 4b, each blade comprises four leading edges and four 

trailing edges.

10

Alternatively, where each blade 202 is devoid o f upper and lower flanges 401, 402, 

respectively, distance d corresponds to the distance between the leading edges o f each 

blade A and B.

15 Referring to figure 5, louver 201 comprises an uppermost blade 500 positioned furthest 

from frame 200 in the vertical direction. A lowermost blade 501 sits directly on top o f the 

uppermost open face 305 o f frame 200. The present invention is configured to utilise any 

number o f louver blades positioned intermediate 502 between upper blade 500 and lower 

blade 501. Ventilator 102 comprises four blades and in particular four blade quadrants 

20 illustrated in figure 4b stacked on top o f one another directly above frame 200.

The present invention also relates to a hybrid natural and mechanical ventilator referred to 

a passive-assisted natural ventilator. The hybrid ventilator utilises a low energy fan driven 

by a low voltage battery (not shown). The battery may be charged by a solar panel (not 

25 shown) positioned at/or on top o f cover 204. Alternatively the fan or battery may be

coupled to a mains supply. Figure 6 illustrates a passive-assisted ventilator arrangement 

comprising a fan 600 having fan blades 605, the fan and blades being mounted internally 

within ventilator 102. Through experimental investigation, the inventors have determined 

that fresh air delivery rates through ventilator 102 into building interior 104 are optimised 

30 with fan 600 positioned at an uppermost region the ventilator and in particular at or

towards the uppermost fan blade 500 at region 601 in a vertical direction through ventilator
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102. Fan 600 is positioned substantially centrally within a blade quadrant o f figure 4b in 

the horizontal plane.

Frame 200 may be divided into three regions in the vertical direction, an uppermost region 

5 602 positioned directly below lowermost fan blade 501; a lowermost region 604 and an

intermediate region 603 positioned between upper and lower regions 602, 604 respectively, 

in the vertical direction. According to the present invention, control dampers (not shown) 

may be housed within lowermost frame region 604 to provide control o f the airflow 

velocity and direction through the ventilator and into the building interior 104.

10

The inventors undertook a numerical investigation using computational fluid dynamics to 

determined air pressure and current velocity and in particular fresh air delivery rates 

through the ventilator. Figure 7 illustrates the various regions through the ventilator for 

which statistical airflow behaviour was investigated. In order to obtain a clear pattern o f 

15 the pressure and velocity profiles within the ventilator, six regions were investigated with 

regions 700 to 704 representing pressure and velocity in the horizontal plane at various 

regions spaced apart in a vertical direction through the ventilator. The pressure and 

velocity was also determined in the vertical plane 705 extending through the louver duct 

300 and frame duct 302 referring to figure 3. Plane 700 is positioned at the top o f the vent 

20 in close proximity to the uppermost fan blade 500. Plane 701 is positioned at the top o f 

the frame in close proximity to its uppermost open face 305. Plane 701 is positioned at 

the top o f a vertex build up in the ventilator referred to as the trailing edge stall with plane 

702 positioned at the bottom of this vertex. Planes 703 and 704 are positioned at the 

either side o f the dampener region 604 in a vertical direction with plane 704 positioned in 

25 close proximity to the bottom open face 304 o f frame 200. The results of the pressure and

velocity investigation, illustrated in figures 8 to 11, correspond to the various regions 

through the ventilator in which data was analysed as detailed in figure 7.

The present invention is designed to provide optimum ‘comfort levels’ within building 

30 interior 104. This is achieved via an investigation into the variation o f air velocity,

pressure and density through various regions o f the ventilator in response to variation o f  

the angle 0, distance d and position o f fan 600 in a vertical direction through ventilator
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102. Figures 8 to 11 detail the effects o f blade angle variation; figures 12 to 15 illustrate 

the effect o f fan position within the ventilator and figure 16 illustrates the effects o f louver 

spacing.

5 Louver Blade Angle

The effect o f varying the blade angle on the pressure and velocity through the ventilator 

was determined to achieve the optimum blade angle for maximum comfort levels and in 

particular fresh air delivery rates into the building interior 104.

10

Referring to figure 8, air pressure data 800 was obtained at region 703; air pressure data 

801 was obtained at region 704; air pressure data 802 corresponds to the pressure drop 

across the dampener region 604; air pressure data 803 corresponds to pressures at region 

700.

15

Referring to figure 9, air velocity data 900 was obtained at region 703; air velocity data 

901 was obtained at region 704; air velocity data 902 corresponds to the ‘comfort level’ 

representing the average airflow movement velocity within room interior 104; air velocity 

data 903 was obtained at region 700.

20

Referring to figure 10 data 1000 correspond to the air pressure verses blade angle in the 

vertical plane 705 with data 1001 corresponding to the air velocity in the vertical plane 

705. Figure 11 illustrates the overall performance o f the ventilator with data 1001 

corresponding to the ‘comfort level’ and data 1000 and 1001 corresponding to that o f 

25 figures 8 and 9.

The purpose o f investigation was to establish maximum air movement within a controlled 

volume which represents a small classroom. Utilising eight different computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) models, the angle o f  the blades was increased by 5° each model, for a 

30 range o f 10° - 45°. The external wind velocity was set at 4.5 m/s, as this is the UK 

average wind speed.
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Previous work has shown the critical role o f  damping on occupants’ comfort levels. 

Accordingly data was obtained at planes 703 and 704 placed either side o f the damping 

unit. In order for the dampers to operate effectively the pressure drop across them must be 

at a minimum, thus enable the unit to control accurately the rate o f flow. Figure 8 show 

5 the two trends o f data 800 and data 801 are at their closest over a range o f 28° - 37°.

Referring to figure 9, in order for the dampers to work effectively, it is desirable for the 

velocity drop across data 900 and data 901 to be at a minimum. This range is as expected, 

due to pressure and velocity being proportional, across the same values o f 28° - 37°.

10

Figure 10 illustrates the average velocity and pressure across the vent against the attack 

angle o f the blade. As the pressure inside the ventilator decreases the velocity will 

increase, as effectively any flow restriction is reduced. From figure 10 it is evident that at 

the points of intersection, the flow and pressure is at the optimum for the ventilator’s 

15 performance. The two points o f intersection o f data 1000 and 1001 are 28° and 35° 

respectively.

However the purpose o f optimising the ventilator performance ultimately is to provide 

optimum comfort levels inside the occupancy area. Therefore in order to assess this 

20 performance, the comfort level within the area must be shown in tandem with the 

ventilator’s pressure and velocity profiles.

Figure 11 illustrates the scaled comfort level, pressure and velocity against the blade angle. 

The comfort level is scaled by a factor o f ten in order for it to fit the velocity and pressure 

25 profiles for comparison, this does not affect the results in any way. The plots show clearly 

that at the second point o f intersection, 35°, the comfort level within the occupied area is at 

its peak.

Therefore the overall performance o f the ventilator peaks at the 35°angle. Comparison of 

30 the data at 35° with the benchmarked 45° blade angle shows a 45% increase in occupants’ 

comfort level, and a 42% reduce in the trailing edge stall pressure produced. It is clear
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that reduction in trailing edge stall is proportional to the increase in occupant’s comfort 

level.

From the results it is evident that by altering the blade angle, the velocity and pressure 

5 performance is improved to desirable levels to achieve optimum occupant comfort levels.

This investigation confirms that a blade angle o f  35° provides optimum performance at the 

given parameters.

The investigation also established that the reduction in trailing edge stall is proportional to 

10 the increased velocity distribution within the occupied space. This connection is 

established as the removal o f such restrictive pressure allows a free flow through the 

ventilator, and is pivotal to the operation o f the control mechanism, namely the damper 

unit.

15 Ventilator Fan Position

The location o f fan 600 within ventilator 102 was examined. It has been found that even 

at low pressure, the air supply rate through the ventilator is excessive which would cause 

control dampers located within region 604 to work harder in order to dampen the airstream 

20 into the building interior 104. The effects o f increasing the use of the control dampeners

increases the energy consumption of ventilator 102 which is undesirable.

Figure 12 illustrates the ventilator 102 with fan 600 positioned at an upper region o f the 

ventilator in close proximity to uppermost fan blades 500. Fan 600 is operative to assist 

25 the airflow current in a downward direction 1200 though the internal duct o f the ventilator

300, 302. The airflow stream 1201 continues out o f the bottom face 304 and into building 

interior 104 and then circulates 1202 through interior 104 and exits this interior 1203 as the 

airflow current circulates between exterior 103 and interior 104. Importantly, due to the 

creation o f the airflow profile within the ventilator 100 by fan 600 positioned at uppermost 

30 louver blade 500, stale air 1203 from interior 104 is capable o f exiting the ventilator via

flow path 1205 between louver blades 202.
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Figure 13 illustrates the ventilator o f figure 12 with fan 600 positioned at a more central 

region corresponding to region 602 illustrated in figure 6. In this arrangement, fan 600 

creates a strong airflow stream 1300 and 1301 in a substantially vertically direction into 

interior 104. Stale air 1302 re-enters the ventilator via open face 304. However, this stale 

5 air 1302 is then directed 1303 into the airflow suction path created by fan 600 to be

reintroduced into interior 104 via airflow path 1300. This diversion o f the airflow path 

1303 is caused by the airflow currents created within the louver region due to this mid fan 

position.

10 Figures 14 illustrates a similar arrangement to figures 12 and 13 albeit with fan 600

positioned at a lowermost part o f ventilator 102 corresponding to region 604 o f figure 6.

In this position, a strong airflow current is created 1400, 1401 in a vertical direction within 

interior 104. Stale air 1402 then re-enters the ventilator via open face 304 and is 

redirected at 1405 into the suction airflow path created by fan 600. As with the 

15 arrangement o f figure 13, stale air 1303, 1405 is presented from escaping from the 

ventilator 1205 (referring to figure 12) due to the turbulence created within the louver 

region 201 by the relative fan position.

The fan position also has an affect upon the airflow at environment 103 into louver duct 

20 300. Referring to figure 12, with fan 600 at an uppermost position, clean air is capable o f

flowing into the ventilator 1204 over the entire height o f the blade stack. In contrast, and 

referring to figures 13 and 14, the fresh air supply 1304, 1403 into the ventilator is 

perturbed by the eddy currents created within ventilated duct 300. With fan 600 

positioned at its lowest most orientation o f figure 14, the fresh air supply is prevented from 

25 entering the ventilator 1404 due to the turbulence within louver duct 300. In the

orientations o f figures 13 and 14, there is no clear area through which the exhaust air may 

exit the ventilator and according it is re-circulated within interior 104 by the effective fan 

pressure.

30 Figure 15 illustrates the total fresh air delivery rates supplied by ventilator 102 for the three

fan positions o f figures 12, 13 and 14. Data 1500, 1501 and 1502 correspond to fan 600
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positioned at the top (figure 12), middle (figure 13) and bottom (figure 14), o f ventilator 

102, respectively.

The British Standard (BS) minimum fresh air delivery rates are specified as 0.8 L/sec per 

5 m” and 5 L/sec per occupant. The occupancy level for this investigation was 20 occupants 

which is the recommended level for a small classroom. According to the present 

investigation, when the external wind velocity is lm /s ventilator 102 does not meet the 

criteria for the amount o f fresh air per occupants and therefore the passive ventilator 102 

requires assistance.

10

A total o f  18 CFD models were created covering a pressure range o f 20 - 120 Pa, in three 

different locations. The results show that in each o f the three locations o f  figures 12 to 14, 

a fan pressure o f 20Pa assists the external wind velocity (1 m/s) to achieve the BS 

criterion.

15

The fan in the top position o f  figure 12 creates the smallest increase in fresh air supply 

from 4.5 to 18.5 L/sec per occupant at a fan pressure o f 20 Pa. The flow visualisation o f 

these results (figure 15) shows that the fan draws in fresh air whilst allowing the receiving 

room ’s exhaust air to exit via two channels 1205 either side o f the fan.

20

The fan in the middle and bottom positions o f figures 13 and 14, respectively, shows very 

similar results in terms o f fresh air supply rate. Both give considerable improvements o f 

111 and 11.5 L/sec respectively. The flow visualisation o f  these results show that for the 

middle fan position (figure 13) the fresh air (external) is restricted in one quadrant, and the

25 exhaust air (room internal) has no natural path 1303 to exit ventilator 102. Figure 14

illustrates that at the bottom fan position, the restriction is in both quadrants 1405 and 

again there is no return path for the exhaust air.

The flow delivery rate results o f figure 15 for the middle and bottom fan position show that

30 although the rate at which the air is delivered into the room has increased, little fresh air is

drawn into the room. Instead, the air is being re-circulated by the fan in these two 

positions and therefore the ventilator does not meet the fresh air delivery rate requirements.
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From the results, it was clear that a low voltage fan would need to produce a minimum 

pressure o f 20 Pa to achieve the BS required minimum ventilation rates. The fan should 

be located in the top position to ensure fresh air is drawn in at low external wind speeds (1 

5 m/s) and delivered to the receiving room without restricting the exhaust air flow path.

Louver Blade Separation Distance

By changing the external distance o f separation between the closest regions of adjacent 

10 louver blades 202 (distance d) illustrated in figures 4c and 5, the rate at which fresh air is

delivered into the building interior is affected. The undesirable affects o f increasing the 

louver blade spacing are twofold:

i breakthrough noise from external sources enters the ventilator 102 and

hence the building interior 104; and 

15 ii rain ingress, wind may be driven into the ventilator duct 300 and into

building interior 104.

The objective therefore is to optimise louver spacing to give the lowest possible distance to 

reduce breakthrough noise and rain ingress whilst acceptable fresh air delivery rates are 

20 provided through the ventilator. Figure 16 illustrates experimental results with data 1600

corresponding to the velocity o f  air through the ventilator, data 1602 corresponds to the 

pressure o f air through the ventilator and data 1601 corresponds to the ‘comfort level’ 

being the air movement rate within the building interior 104.

25 As illustrated in figure 16, a maximum ‘comfort level’ is observed for a louver spacing (d)

o f 30 mm. Importantly, reducing the louver spacing has therefore been found to match the 

observed air movement rate within interior 104 in addition to reducing breakthrough noise 

and the likelihood o f rain ingress into ventilator 102.

30
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Claims:

1. A building ventilator comprising:

a frame mountable at an opening in a roof o f a building, the frame defining a duct 

to convey air between an exterior and an interior o f the building;

5 a plurality o f vent blades mountable at an external facing region o f the frame such

that the blades are mounted at the exterior o f the building and are stacked above one 

another to form a louver, each blade having a leading edge to be external facing relative to 

the duct and a trailing edge to be internal facing relative to the duct;

wherein each blade between the leading edge and trailing edge is inclined relative 

10 to a horizontal plane at an angle in the range 30 to 40°

2. The ventilator as claimed in claim 1 wherein the angle of inclination is in the 

range 32 to 38°.

15 3. The ventilator as claimed in claim 1 wherein the angle o f inclination is in the

range 34 to 36°.

4. The ventilator as claimed in claim 1 wherein the angle o f inclination is in the 

range 35°.

20

5. The ventilator as claimed in any preceding claim comprising internal walls 

mounted within the frame, the internal walls configured to partition the duct in the 

longitudinal direction between the interior and exterior o f the building.

25 6. The ventilator as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the frame is cuboid

shaped comprising four walls extending between an open top face and an open bottom 

face, the top face arranged to be facing the exterior o f the building and the bottom face 

arranged to be facing the interior o f the building.

30 7. The ventilator as claimed in claim 6 wherein the blades are mounted on the top

face and extend externally of the building away from each o f the four walls o f  the frame.
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8. The ventilator as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the blades are linear.

9. The ventilator as claimed in claim 7 wherein four blades are arranged in the same

5 plane and are joined at each end to a neighbouring blade to define the edges o f a rectangle.

10. The ventilator as claimed in claim 7 wherein four blades are arranged in the same

plane and are joined at each end to a neighbouring blade to define the edges o f a square.

10 11. The ventilator as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the blades are stacked

vertically above one another and the frame.

12. The ventilator as claimed in any preceding claim further comprising a cover

member configured to sit above an uppermost blade and block an external facing end o f

15 the duct.

13. The ventilator as claimed in any preceding claim wherein each blade comprises a

flange extending from the leading and trailing edge, each flange orientated transverse to 

the plane o f the blade.

20

14. The ventilator as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the blades are mounted

above one another to form a louver, the louver comprising between four to six blades.

15. The ventilator as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the blades are mounted

25 above one another to form a louver, the louver comprising four blades.

16. The ventilator as claimed in any preceding claim wherein a distance in the vertical

direction between adjacent blades is in the range 25 to 35 mm.

30 17. The ventilator as claimed in any preceding claim wherein a distance in the vertical

direction between adjacent blades is 30 mm.
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18. The ventilator as claimed in any preceding claim comprising a fan mounted within 

the louver region o f the device defined by the stack o f blades substantially towards the 

blade positioned furthest from the external facing end o f the frame.

5 19. A building ventilator comprising:

a frame mountable at an opening in a roof o f a building, the frame defining a duct 

to convey air between an exterior and an interior o f the building;

a plurality o f vent blades mountable at an external facing region o f the frame such 

that the blades are mounted at the exterior o f the building and are stacked above one 

10 another to form a louver, each blade having a leading edge to be external facing relative to

the duct and a trailing edge to be internal facing relative to the duct;

wherein the distance in the vertical direction between adjacent blades at the their 

respective leading edge regions is in the range 25 to 35 mm.

15 20. The ventilator as claimed in claim 19 wherein the distance between adjacent

blades is in the range 27 to 33 mm.

21. The ventilator as claimed in claim 19 wherein the distance between adjacent

blades is 30 mm.

20

22. The ventilator as claimed in any one o f  claims 19 to 20 wherein the louver

comprises four blades positioned above one another.

23. The ventilator as claimed in any one o f  claims 19 to 22 wherein the frame is

25 cuboid shaped comprising four walls extending between an open top face and an open

bottom face, the top face arranged to be facing the exterior o f the building and the bottom 

face arranged to be facing the interior o f the building.

24. The ventilator as claimed in claim 23 wherein the blades are mounted on the top

30 face and extend externally o f the building away from each o f the four walls o f  the frame.

25. A building ventilator comprising:
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a frame mountable at an opening in a roof o f a building, the frame having an 

exterior facing end and an interior facing end to define a duct there between to convey air 

between an exterior and an interior o f the building;

a plurality o f vent blades mountable at the exterior facing end o f the frame, the 

5 blades mounted above one another to form a louver; and

a fan mounted within the louver region o f the device defined by the stack of 

blades substantially between a lowermost blade and an uppermost blade in the vertical 

direction.

10 26. The ventilator as claimed in claim 25 wherein the fan is mounted within the

louver region o f the device towards the blade positioned furthest from the external facing 

end o f the frame in the vertical direction.

27. The ventilator as claimed in claims 25 or 26 wherein the fan is mounted within the

15 louver region of the device substantially in the same horizontal plane as the blade

positioned furthest from the external facing end o f the frame in the vertical direction.

28. The ventilator as claimed in any one o f  claims 25 to 27 wherein the fan is

mounted centrally within the louver region o f the device in the horizontal plane.

20

29. The ventilator as claimed in any one o f  claims 25 to 28 wherein the duct is devoid

o f internal partitions extending in the vertical direction between the exterior and interior 

facing ends.

25 30. The ventilator as claimed in any one o f  claims 25 to 29 further comprising

electronic control means to provide manual and/or automatic control o f the fan.

31. The ventilator as claimed in any one o f  claims 25 to 30 wherein the fan comprises

an electric motor.

30

32. The ventilator as claimed in any one o f  claims 25 to 31 wherein the frame is

cuboid shaped comprising four walls extending between an open top face and an open
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bottom face, the top face arranged to be facing the exterior o f  the building and the bottom 

face arranged to be facing the interior o f  the building.
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Abstract

A natural ventilator for a building configured to supply optimum rates o f fresh air into a 

building interior. The ventilator is optimised with regard to spacing between vent blades 

o f  the louver and the angle o f  inclination o f each blade relative to a horizontal plane. An 

5 active-passive natural ventilator is also provided comprising a low power fan to assist the 

rate o f fresh air delivery through the ventilator. The position o f the fan within the 

ventilator is optimised with the fan positioned at an uppermost region and internal o f  the 

louver.

10 Figure 6
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S U M M A R Y

An acoustic test o f a Wind-Driven Natural Ventilation System was conducted on behalf of 
Midtherm Engineering Ltd at Sheffield Hallam University, Psalter Lane Campus. The 
objective was to identify the effects on sound level in a room from installing such a device. It 
was found that the ventilation system raised the noise level 3.2dBA above ambient levels.
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1 IN T R O D U C T IO N

An acoustic test at Sheffield Hallam University was conducted by Andrew Coulson o f BSRIA 
on 11th April 2008. The objective was to measure the effect o f installing a Wind-Driven 
Natural Ventilation System on noise breakthrough from outside.

This report presents the sound level data in decibels recorded during the survey. The effect o f 
the Ventilation System on sound level is also highlighted and discussed.

The following BSRIA publication provides useful background information:

PARKER J, TEEKARAM A. Wind -Driven Natural Ventilation Systems. BG 2/2005.
BSRIA. 2005. ISBN 0 86022 647 6.

1.1 GENERAL METHODOLOGY
The ventilation device had been installed on the roof of a building on Psalter Lane Campus, 
part of Sheffield Hallam University. This provided ventilation to a room on the upper level o f 
the building. For the purposes o f this test it was necessary to simulate the effect of no 
ventilation device being present. In order to achieve this the damper was closed and the 
ventilator terminal section sealed with insulation material for alternate half hour periods. (See 
Figure 1)

Figure 1: Showing how the terminal was sealed with insulation material

A sound level meter, CEL-480 Version 2.1 serial number 032770, with octave-band 
measuring capability was used to monitor the sound level in the room, the total measuring 
time being 5 hours. Firstly, the sound level in the room was measured with the Ventilation 
System in fu ll operation and the dampers set to the fully open position. (See Figure 2)
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Figure 2: Shows the unobstructed terminal

The sound level meter was then calibrated at 113.6dB and placed in the centre o f the room 
1.5m above the floor (See Figure 3). The device was set to monitor the full octave band 
range in a time period o f 5 minutes. This process was repeated for 30-minutes.

Figure 3: Shows the set up of the sound level meter in the room

The damper was then closed (See Figure 4) and the ventilator terminal section sealed (as in 
Figure 1).
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Figure 4: Shows the ventilation system with the damper in the closed position

With the sound level meter in the same position in the room another set o f measurements was 
taken for 30 minutes.
The process was repeated 4 times with the position o f the sound level meter in the room 
varied. For the final 30-minute measurement only the ventilation dampers were closed, with 
no insulation being applied to the terminal section. A ll detector positions with their 
corresponding measurement numbers are shown in Figure 5 below.

Figure 5: Shows the various detector positions with corresponding measurement 
numbers in the room. (All dimensions are in cm)
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1.1.1 A-weighting

The A-weighting curve is one of a set of four, defined in various standards relating to sound 
level measurement as A, B, C, and D. Curves A, B and C are for low, medium and high 
loudness sounds. D is specifically for measuring very loud aircraft noise.

The A-weighing curve is based on the 40-phon equal-loudness contour for typical human 
hearing, being a rough approximation of that curve after inversion to indicate gain rather than 
level. 40 phon is the sort of level likely to exist in a normal quiet environment similar to the 
conditions involved in this test.

1.1.2 Equivalent sound level Leq

The dominant characteristic of environmental noise is that it is not steady-at any particular 
location the noise usually fluctuates considerably from quiet at one instant to loud the next. 
Thus, one cannot simply say that the noise level at a given location or that experienced by a 
person at that location is "so many decibels" unless a suitable method is used to average the 
time-varying levels.
Equivalent Sound Level is formulated in terms of the equivalent steady noise level which in a 
stated period of time would contain the same noise energy as the time-varying noise during 
the same time period. This is most relevant to the realms of human hearing.
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2 R E S U L TS  A N D  D IS C U S S IO N

Table 1 presents the average sound level difference in dBA Leq between consecutive 30- 
minute measurements. The final sound level difference was calculated by taking the mean of 
all the differences. During the test some of the measurements were affected by rainfall. In 
order to prevent any anomalies they were eliminated from the results. In this case the average 
sound level difference was found to be 3.2dBA. This means that installing a Ventilation 
System should result in a 3.2dBA increase above normal sound levels.
Another comparison can be made by averaging the sound level at each frequency band. This 
is presented in Graph 1. This illustrates how the sound level is increased across the 
frequency range. As expected, the sound level with the damper closed and terminal sealed is 
lower than with the damper open.
For the final measurement only the damper was closed. This highlighted the possibility of 
sound level reduction after installation of a Ventilation System device by simply closing the 
damper.

Table 2 shows a sound level difference of 4dBA. This shows that for conditions involving no 
rainfall and wind speeds averaging 6m/s sealing the terminal causes no further sound 
reduction and that closing the dampers effectively negates the presence of the wind catcher.

Table 1: Shows the sound level difference between consecutive measurements

Measurement Number Sound Level (dBA Leq) Difference
1 32.3 2.8
2 29.5
3 33.2 3.5
4 29.7
5 30.8 3.6
6 27.1
7 33.6 2.2
8 31.4

Graph 1: A comparison of average sound level at each frequency band
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Table 2: Shows the sound level difference between damper open and damper closed 
conditions

Measurement Number Sound Level (dBA Leq) Difference
9 32.6

4.0
10 28.6

2.1.1 External noise level

The external noise level was not measured for the fu ll duration of the test, but is likely to have 
been between 58 and 62dBA at the inlet to the ventilator. It would have been about 2dB 
higher at street level
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Appendix: A Test Summary

Measurement
Number Time Cover

on/off

Note A 
weighted 

reading dB

Calibration
(dBA)

Wind
speed

Wind
direction

1 10:10 Off 32 113.6 6.5 SSE
2 11:02 On 29.5 113.6 4.6 N
3 11:47 Off 38.4 113.6 4.5 ESE
4 12:30 On 30 113.6 4.7 S
5 13:10 Off 32 113.6 5 SSW
6 13:50 On 27 113.6 5.6 NE
7 14:30 Off 33 113.6 6 SW
8 15:09 On 31 113.6 6.7 S
9 15:48 Off 32 113.6 4.2 WNW

10 16:23 On 28 113.6 7.7 W SW
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Appendix: B Test Certificate for CEL-480 Sound Level Meter

T E S T  C E R T I F I C A T E
Issued By BSRIA Instrument Solutions 

Date of Issue 18 March 2008

Certificate Number 

TR07175

Page 1 of 3 Pages

BSRIA

Instrument Solutions
BSRIA Instrument Solutions
Old Bracknell Lane Wesc. Bracknell. Berkshire RG11 7AH UK 
Tel: +44 (0 ) 1344 4S9314 Fax: +44 (0 ) 1344 714868
e mail: info@bis.fm website: www.bis.fm

Q)

Custom er : BSRIA Instrument Solutions
Old Bracknell Lane West, Bracknell 
Berks RG12 7AH

Date Received : 19 November 2007

Instrum ent - System ID : 
Description : 
Manufacturer: 
Model N um ber: 
Serial Num ber: 
Procedure Version

Environmental Conditions
Temperature: 23"C + /-4"C
Relative Humidity : <70% +/- %

Comments

200550
Environmental Noise Meter 
CEL
480.C1 Kit
032770
5F17V2/T

Job Number :H 14853  
Ref. Num ber: 200550

Last Certificate N um ber: TR06969  
Last Calibration Date : 11/02/2008

Mains Voltage : 240V + /-1 0V
Mains Frequency : 50Hz +/-1  Hz

Unless otherwise stated all readings are made at 1kHz Lin.
Pre Amplifier S/N = 4/02225057
Ambient Conditions. Baro Pressure 1013.2 mbar. Temperature 21 4 °C

2510

Traceability Information
Instrument description
Bruel & Kjaer 4226 Acoustic Calibrator

Serial number 
1551580

Certificate num ber 
15419

Cal, Date Cat. Period  
28/09/2006 104

Date of T e s t : 18 March 2008Tested By : A. Lennard
This certificate provides tmceabiiity of measurement to National Standards, mid to the units o f measurement realised at the Notional Physical
laboratory or other recognised National Standards laboratories.
Copyright o f this certificate is owned by the issuing laboratory and may not be reproduced except with the prior written approval o f the issuing laboratory. 
This certificate complies with the requirements o f KS H.N ISO 1001?.:7003.
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T E S T  C E R T I F I C A T E
Certificate Number 

TR07175

______  j Page 2 of 3 Pages

Test Title Tolerance____________ Applied Value Reading % Ol Spec.

CONTENTS
Sound Level Meter 
Batteries, AA, x8 
CEL-284/2 Calibrator —
Batteries, PP3, x2 — —
Software Disc, x2 —  —
Comms Lead —  —
Power Supply — —
Wind Muff —
Tripod - -  - -
Case —  —
Manual —
Certificate —  —

ELECTRICAL SAFETY
Power Supply — —

Inspection Results And Power Supply Functional Test.
Sound Level Meter —  — Pass
Sound Calibrator — —  Pass
Power Supply, Test — —  Pass
Battery Check —  —  Pass

SOUND LEVEL METER DEFAULT SETUP
Default Fact Setup —
Date / Time Set —
Backlight = 5secs 
Microphone = Free 
Memory Cleared

CALIBRATION CONFIRMATION
Calibration Check — —  Pass

Uncertainties

Sound Level ±0.5 dB
An additional uncertainty of 1 least significant digit shall also apply.

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
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T E S T  C E R T I F I C A T E

Above tolerances are those as stated in IEC61672 For a Type 1 Sound Level Meter. 

TEST RESULTS, ACOUSTIC CALIBRATOR

Certificate Number 
TR07175

Page 3 of 3 Pages

Test Title Tolerance Applied Value Reading % Of Spec.

CALIBRATION RESULTS, SOUND LEVEL METER

Broad Band Mode
Range, 30 to 100dB 1,1dB 94.0dB 94.0dB 0%
Range, 40 to 110dB 1.1dB 94.0dB 94.1dB 9%
Range, 50 to 120dB 1.1dB 114.0dB 114.1dB 9%
Range, 60 to 130dB 1,1dB 114.0dB 114.0dB 0%
Range, 70 to 140dB 1.1dB 114.0dB 114.1dB 9%

A WEIGHTING, FAST RESPONSE, 50 - 120dB RANGE
94dB @ 125Hz 1.5dB 77.9dB 78.0dB 7%
94dB @ 4kHz 1.6dB 95.0dB 94.9dB 6%

C WEIGHTING, FAST RESPONSE, 50 - 120dB RANGE
94dB @ 125Hz 1,5dB 93.8dB 93.8dB 0%
94dB @ 4kHz 1.6dB 93.2dB 94.4dB 75%

OCTAVE MODE, 40 to 110dB Range
31.5Hz 1.5dB 94.0dB 93.9dB 7%
62.5Hz 1.5dB 94.0dB 94.0dB 0%
125Hz 1.5dB 94.0dB 93.9dB 7%
250Hz 1.4dB 94.0dB 93.9dB 7%
500Hz 1 4dB 94.0dB 94.0dB 0%
1kHz 1,1dB 94.0dB 94.1dB 9%
2kHz 1,6dB 94.0dB 94.5dB 31%
4kHz 1.6dB 94.0dB 94.3dB 19%

CEL-284/2 Calibrator 1.1dB 114.0dB 114.0dB 0%

--------------------- e n d  OF DATA

COPY
Uncertainties

Sound Level ±0.5 dB
An additional uncertainty of 1 least significant digit shall also apply.
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